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ABSTRACT
In the first part of this study, 37 commodity bag garments made and worn by one woman
in rural South Louisiana between the years 1949-1968 were analyzed. The garments are currently
in the collection of the Louisiana State University Textile and Costume Museum. A material
culture study model, originally developed by Fleming and adapted from Severa and Horswill,
was used to identify, evaluate, culturally analyze and interpret the design, construction, and
fabric characteristics of garments. Access to this collection provided a rare opportunity to
examine the attributes of a related group of commodity bag garments.
In the second part of this study, characteristics of women’s daywear commodity bag
garments were compared with characteristics of prevalent ready-to-wear women’s daywear
fashions depicted in a national magazine targeted to women of middle socio-economic status.
“Fashion” sections in 120 issues of Good Housekeeping magazine were analyzed using historical
analysis methodology.
The commodity bag garments were made to be worn for work on the farm where the
seamstress lived and for informal social occasions. The designs were fashionable and creative
and the construction was efficient and durable. Fabric, colors, and prints were consistent with
those available nationally. The cotton commodity bag fabric used was also comfortable and long
wearing, ideal for the temperature and humidity of the South Louisiana climate.
The commodity bag garments were similar in design, construction, and fabric
characteristics to fashions that appeared in Good Housekeeping magazine between the years
1949 and 1968. This finding indicated that although the commodity bag garments were
primarily made for work in a rural setting, they had many of the same fashion features as mass
produced garments that could be purchased in department stores nationwide.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In New York City, the capital of American fashion, names such as Hattie Carnegie,
Claire McCardell, Balenciaga, Christian Dior, and Coco Chanel made headlines in the years
following World War II. Perhaps more familiar to American women living in rural areas during
the same time were the names Bemis Brothers and Percy Kent, two of the many manufacturers
of commodity bags.
Commodity bags were a valuable resource for rural women. Beginning their lives as
packaging for products such as animal feed, flour, sugar, cornmeal, rice, or salt, the textile bags
were recycled for various household uses, from dish towels to quilts to garments. For the
purposes of this research, the term “commodity bag” is used to broadly refer to any textile bag
that contained a commodity at one time. When a particular type of commodity bag is being
referred to throughout this study, more specific terminology is used.
In this study, characteristics of garments made out of commodity bags were investigated
and compared with characteristics of fashionable garments featured in a national woman’s
magazine. Specifically, women’s daywear garments made from commodity bags and worn by
one woman, Mrs. Rosa Keller Aucoin (see Figure 1), in rural South Louisiana between the years
1949 and 1968 were studied. Characteristics of the garments were compared with prevalent
women’s daywear fashions that were available for purchase by women of middle socioeconomic status nationwide, as pictured in Good Housekeeping magazine.
The collection of commodity bag garments made by Mrs. Aucoin offered a rare research
opportunity. Few commodity bag garments survive. Of those that do, and that are in a condition
as good as Mrs.Aucoin’s, little or no information exists regarding their construction, use, maker,
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Figure 1: Joseph and Rosa Aucoin, c. 1960s. Photo courtesy of Mrs. Rita Grant.
and time period when they were worn. A wide variety of resources that helped to answer many
questions about Mrs. Aucoin’s commodity bag garments were available to the researcher. Of the
37 commodity bag garments that were made by Mrs. Aucoin and included in this study, 35 had
clear evidence that they were of commodity bag origin, thanks to the presence of stitch holes that
remain in the fabric where commodity bag stitching string had been removed. Commercial
patterns that were owned by Mrs. Aucoin and used to make selected commodity bag garments
help to place the garments within the time period of 1949 to 1968. Photographs of Mrs. Aucoin
wearing three of the commodity bag garments help to illustrate how the garments looked when
worn. Finally, interviews with Mrs. Rita Grant and Mrs. Leah Shaffer, the two daughters of Mrs.
Aucoin, allowed numerous questions to be asked and answered regarding their mother’s life,
personality, and sewing experience. The combination of this information helped to paint a
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clearer picture of the commodity bag garments studied and place them within a context that lent
itself to meaningful interpretation.
The collection of commodity bag garments made by Mrs. Aucoin included 37 women’s
daywear garments, as well as several undergarments. This collection was found by Mrs.
Aucoin’s daughters in 1983 when they were cleaning their parents’ home in preparation to move
them into the city of Baton Rouge. Mrs. Aucoin was not one to ever throw something away that
she might be able to use later. This personal characteristic preserved the garments that had likely
not been worn in at least a decade. The items were donated to the LSU Textile and Costume
Museum (TCM) in 1996 by Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Shaffer. Also included in the donation were
numerous household items made from commodity bags, such as hand towels, pillowcases, and a
sheet. Other donated items included garments Mrs. Aucoin made for herself out of store-bought
fabric, sewing notions, garments made for other family members, and over 100 commercial
sewing patterns used by Mrs. Aucoin, many of which were used in the construction of the
commodity bag garments.
Rosa Linda Keller Aucoin was born to Ernest E. and Jane Delaune Keller on September
26, 1886 (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002). Mr. Keller was of German
descent and Mrs. Keller was of French descent. The family lived on a farm on Hoo Shoo Too
Road, approximately 15 miles outside of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. On September 21, 1915 Rosa
married Joseph Aucoin, a young man from the same area, and together the couple raised a son
and two daughters. Their son lived at home until World War II when he enlisted in the service.
Mrs. Shaffer lived at home until she married in late 1940s and Mrs. Grant until she married in
1954 (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002).
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The Aucoin’s rented farms in the Baton Rouge area until 1946 when they purchased a 20acre farm of their own on Jefferson Highway near Woodlawn High School, also in the Baton
Rouge area. In each location they grew a variety of crops such as corn, cotton, peas, beans, and
sugar cane. They also raised cattle, chickens, and hogs, which undoubtedly provided Mrs.
Aucoin with the great number of commodity bags she had available for sewing garments for
herself and household textiles for her family (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25,
2002). Even after the couple retired from farming full-time, Mrs. Aucoin kept chickens and so
would have continued to have a supply of commodity bags (R. Grant, personal communication,
March 26, 2002).
Feed for their animals was initially purchased from local merchants, but in later years had
to be purchased from feed stores. Purchases were made at stores such as “Radcliff’s” in
Gonzales, as well as others in Denham Springs and the city of Baton Rouge. “Contender,”
“Kentucky Wonder,” and “Alford’s Mixed Scratch Feed” were some of the brands of seed,
fertilizer, and feed that were purchased. Mr. Aucoin would purchase the feed, but Mrs. Aucoin
went along to select the fabric sacks that she wanted for her sewing projects (R. Grant, personal
communication, April 25, 2002).
As Mrs. Aucoin raised a family during the Great Depression, she became well-acquainted
with stretching limited resources, a skill that would show up years later in her personal sewing.
Mrs. Aucoin had no formal sewing training, but likely gained much experience as she sewed for
her family and used her creativity to “make over” clothing when times were tight (R. Grant,
personal communication, March 26, 2002). Mrs. Grant (personal communication, April 25,
2002) remarked that her mother “could figure out how to get something out of no fabric.”
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Mrs. Aucoin acquired her sewing patterns from several locations, including ordering
from periodicals such as the newspaper and the farm journal Progressive Farmer, Baton Rouge
department stores such as Dalton’s and Holmes, and even borrowing from friends and making
her own patterns from newspaper (see Figure 2). Some of these newspaper patterns were
included in the donation of Mrs. Aucoin’s possessions to the TCM. Mrs. Aucoin often re-used
old patterns, sometimes changing design features slightly to give a garment a different
appearance than previous garments made from the pattern (R. Grant, personal communication,
April 25, 2002).
Mrs. Aucoin made the majority of her own clothing, using both commodity bag fabric
and fabric purchased in Baton Rouge, at stores such as J.C. Penny’s on Third Street. When she
made the commodity bag garments analyzed in this research, she ranged in age from
approximately 63 to 82 years old. According to her daughter Mrs. Grant (personal
communication, April 25, 2002), Mrs. Aucoin had a “vivacious personality” and was a “people
person” who was quick to share with family and friends. She loved flowers and bright colors,
character traits that are reflected in her choices of fabrics for her commodity bag garments (R.
Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002). In Mrs. Aucoin’s later years, her daughter Mrs.
Shaffer would make some of her clothing or one of the daughters would purchase her a readymade dress at a store in Baton Rouge. Mrs. Aucoin did not make clothing for her children out of
commodity bag fabric because the printed variety was not available to Mrs. Aucoin until the late
1940s, after two of her children were out of the house. Mrs. Grant, though she still lived at
home, would purchase fabric in Baton Rouge where she worked when she wanted her mother to
sew her something new (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002).
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Figure 2: Examples illustrating where Mrs. Aucoin purchased her patterns. Upper left: Marian
Martin pattern ordered from a newspaper. Upper right: pattern ordered from the Progressive
Farmer. Lower left: McCall’s pattern, copyright 1951, purchased from “Dalton’s” department
store in Baton Rouge. Lower right: Simplicity pattern, copyright 1959, purchased from
“Holmes” department store in Baton Rouge. Patterns courtesy of the TCM.
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Despite tumultuous national events from the 1930s through the 1960s, such as the Great
Depression, World War II, and the civil rights movement, that in their aftermath created deep
changes and divisions in American life, Mr. and Mrs. Aucoin lived a happy, quiet life on their
farm and took pleasure in the company of family, friends, and the rural lifestyle around which
they built their lives. Mr. and Mrs. Aucoin lived on their farm until 1983 when they were both in
their 90s. By that time, they needed the personal care that could only be provided by moving in
with their daughters who lived in Baton Rouge. Mr. Aucoin died on August 14, 1987 at the age
of 95 and Mrs. Aucoin shortly thereafter on April 9, 1988 at the age of 101 (R. Grant, personal
communication, April 25, 2002).
Significance of the Study
Twentieth century costume history has traditionally focused on fashion designers and the
styles they created. Taylor (2002) asserts, “by far the greatest emphasis in publications and
exhibitions still concentrates on the most glamorous levels of clothing production—the garments
worn by the top 0.5 per cent wealthy of Europe and the USA” (p. 51). As a result, the research
spotlight has been placed on a minority of women whose wealth could afford high-priced
couture, garments hand-tailored to fit a “client’s individual measurements” (Boucher, 1967, p.
416), made by these artisans. Often neglected is the larger national population of women of
lower socio-economic statuses whose closest encounter with a designer was through fashion
magazines and matinee movies. Research of this nature, argue historians Davidson and Lytle
(1982), assumes a “top-rail bias,” history written from the perspective of those people of “higher
social classes” (p. 172). The day-to-day lives of “bottom-rail” people, those people of lower
social classes, is therefore underrepresented, evidenced by a stark lack of research about this
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sizable group of people. Much can be learned by shifting the focus of history from affluent
segments of the population to the lives of “ordinary” people.
This study fills a void in the research of commodity bag garments and contributes to the
body of knowledge about the dress of American women comprising middle socio-economic
statuses between the years 1949 and 1968. It will also provide evidence of how rural women
were living in the 1950s and 1960s. Researchers have written about the varying uses of recycled
commodity bags, though none have focused specifically on extant garments made from
commodity bags. This may be due to the fact that few such garments exist today, perhaps
because they were typically discarded after extended use. Of the garments that do survive, it is
often difficult to find evidence of their commodity bag origin. Existing fashion histories between
the years 1949 and 1968 focus on elite and specialty fashions rather than mass-market fashions,
necessitating the study of a publication such as Good Housekeeping magazine that promoted
ready-to-wear fashions to women of middle socio-economic status.
Research Objectives
The following research objectives and questions guided this study:
Objective 1: To identify, evaluate, culturally analyze, and interpret extant women’s
daywear garments made from commodity bags.
Four research questions directed Objective 1:
Research Question 1: What are the garments’ design characteristics?
Research Question 2: What are the garments’ construction characteristics?
Research Question 3: What are the garments’ fabric characteristics?
Research Question 4: What do these characteristics together say about garments that were
made from commodity bags?
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Objective 2: To compare characteristics of women’s daywear commodity bag garments
with characteristics of prevalent ready-to-wear women’s daywear fashions depicted in a national
magazine targeted to women of middle socio-economic status.
Four research questions directed Objective 2:
Research Question 5: What design characteristics are similar or dissimilar?
Research Question 6: What construction characteristics are similar or dissimilar?
Research Question 7: What fabric characteristics are similar or dissimilar?
Research Question 8: What do these characteristics together say about how fashionable
the garments made from commodity bags were?
Assumptions
This research is based on two assumptions.
1. Cultural artifacts reflect the time period in which they were made.
2. The fashions depicted in Good Housekeeping magazines represent the prevalent daytime
fashions worn by middle class women during the specified time period.
Delimitations
Two delimitations were placed on this study in an effort to more closely study the
attitudes and behavior of particular populations. First, only garments made and worn by one
woman in South Louisiana between the years 1949 and 1968 were studied. It is understood that
these garments may not be representative of women of rural and lower socio-economic status
nationwide. They do, however, offer insight into the lives and dress of other similar women in
South Louisiana during the same time.
Second, Good Housekeeping was the single source used for historic analysis of fashions.
Because this research sought to determine trends in fashions worn by women of middle socio-
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economic status rather than women of high socio-economic status, a magazine with an audience
of middle socio-economic status women was desired for the historical analysis. Good
Housekeeping was used for this purpose in past research (Richards, 1983-84). The use of more
than one type of magazine would potentially reduce the validity of the study. Because other
types of magazines would target different audiences with different interests, the fashion trends
depicted might likewise be different. This fact would decrease the likelihood of obtaining a
representative sample of fashions.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter details the background of the topic and reports findings of researchers with
similar research goals. The chapter is organized into three main sections: 1) Commodity Bag
Background, 2) History, and 3) Methods. Commodity Bag Background presents a history of
commodity bags, including descriptions and uses as well as the ways in which they were
marketed and promoted. An overview of the history of the years 1949-1968 follows. Economic
and political factors significant in the United States, particularly the South, is provided, followed
by a summary of women’s fashions popular during the time period. The chapter concludes with
a review of literature related to the methods that were used, including an explanation of why
dress is studied and historical and material culture study methods that have been used by
researchers to study dress.
Commodity Bag Background
Commodity Bag History
For the purposes of this research, the term “commodity bag” is used to broadly refer to
any textile bag that contained a commodity at one time. This is the first time the term has been
used in research. Prior to this study, researchers have used a wide variety of terms for
collectively referring to textile bags, none which describes the product as inclusively as
“commodity bag.” Nickols (1988) and Adrosko (1992) refer to the bags simply as “cotton bags,”
though Adrosko, Brackman (1985), and Cook (1990) note that others have called them “chicken
linen,” owing to the widespread use of recycled chicken feed sacks by women. Brackman
(1989) calls it “sacking fabric” when speaking of it in general terms, but points out in earlier
research (1985) that “feed sack” is a “Midwestern term” used to refer to these types of bags (p.
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36). Cook (1990) and Newcome and Nesselroad (2000) refer to the bags as “textile bags.” It is
the assertion of this researcher that since the bags originally contained a commodity of some sort,
the term “commodity bag” is more descriptive than terms such as “textile bag” or “cotton bag.”
Beginning in the 19th century, fabric recycled from commodity bags was an important
resource in the garments sewn for many rural families. Despite the proliferation of commodity
bags in the marketplace and the numerous ways in which the sacks were recycled during this
time, research about this topic is limited. Brackman (1985) suggests that commodity bags’
association with “hard times” (p. 36) and memories some people would rather forget may
explain the lack of documentation about them. The research about commodity bags that does
exist focuses primarily on the history of the bags and their uses in quilt making. These two
topics represent recent trends in the research.
Early commodity bags created in the 19th century were hand woven and sewn by farm
families who used the bags to carry grain to the miller and then transport the resulting flour and
meal home (Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990). These utilitarian bags were typically made of coarse
cotton and were hand-stamped with the farmer’s initials, name, or other identifying symbol
(Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990; Rhoades, 1997).
The commodity bag industry developed following the invention of the sewing machine in
1846 (Cook, 1990). The first, best-known, and most successful manufacturers of machine-sewn
commodity bags well into the mid-twentieth century included: Chase Bag Company, founded in
Boston in 1847, Bemis Brothers Bag Company, founded in St. Louis in 1858, Fulton Bag
Company, founded in 1863 in Atlanta, Georgia, Percy Kent Bag Company, founded in Brooklyn,
New York in 1885, and Werthan Industries, founded at the beginning of the 20th century in
Nashville, TN (Cook, 1990).
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The commodity bag producers sold their goods to manufacturers “for packaging food
staples such as flour, sugar, meal, salt and feed” (Cook, 1990). Traditionally, food was packaged
and shipped in tins, wooden barrels or boxes (Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990; Rhoades, 1997). The
flour industry, in particular, was the major purchaser of barrels for packaging and shipping their
product (Cook, 1990; Rhoades, 1997). It was not until the end of the 19th century that textile
bags began to be the preferred method of packaging flour and other food products (Connolly,
1992; Cook, 1990; Rhoades, 1997). In 1933 the United States Department of Agriculture
summed up the reasons commodity bags had become so popular in their “Cotton Bags as
Consumer Packages for Farm Products” booklet. “Cotton bags make attractive packages; they
supply a suitable surface for brand names and make possible effective advertising; they are
durable and little affected by moisture; they represent minimum tare weight; and they have a
high salvage value” (Cheatham & Wigington, 1933, p.1).
The association food had with wooden barrels did not end with the cessation of their use
for packaging food products. Until World War II, sizes of flour bags were based on sizes of
barrels. One barrel equaled 196 pounds, one-half barrel 98 pounds, and one-quarter barrel 49
pounds (Steen, 1963). Preference for sizes of products weighing less than 98 pounds was often
regional. Steen (1963) asserts, “In the North the custom was to use even fractions of the barrel
down to 24 ½ pounds, then jump to 10’s and 5’s. For the South and the border states mills
packed a schedule consisting of 96, 48, 24, 12 and 6 pounds” (p.115). The West coast had
irregular sizes that included 9.8 and 4.9 pounds, while the New York City area carried “such
irregular packages as 45, 22 ½, 20, and 8 pounds” (p. 115). A conservation order by the War
Production Board in 1943 regulated sizes of flour packaging to only six sizes: 100, 50, 25, 10, 5,
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and 2 pounds. Legislation made these changes permanent following the end of the war (Steen,
1963).
Commodity Bag Construction and Fabrication
Construction of commodity bags was similar regardless of the product that would fill it.
Nickols (1988) explains:
The bag was sewn along one side and the bottom or along both sides. When filled,
another row of stitches across the top closed the bag. These stitches are usually in an
arch or curved shape since the stitching was done around the sack contents. The
chainstitching was easily unraveled by pulling a thread, a job often given to children.
This heavy thread similar to string was saved by winding it into balls for use in tying
quilts, quilting, crocheting, raveling for sewing thread, and other household needs. (p.
65)
The fabric used to make a bag depended on the product that would fill the bag. Fabrics
for animal feed, flour, sugar, and salt sacks were usually plain-weaves, however their quality and
appearance differed widely. Initially fabric used to make commodity bags for animal feed was
cotton osnaberg, heavier in weight, looser in weave, and lower in thread count than that used for
flour, sugar and salt (Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990; Nickols, 1988). As animal feed was larger in
size than the fine granules of flour, sugar, and salt, it was not necessary to utilize a higher quality
fabric in the packaging. In contrast, flour, sugar, and salt were likely to be packaged in high
thread count, tight weave cotton percales (Cook, 1990). These generalities in fabrication would
change in the decades to follow.
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Cotton was the primary, but not the only, fiber used to manufacture commodity bag
fabric. While it was the most prevalent, rayon, nylon, flax, and kenaf were also used (Newcome
& Nesselroad, 2000).
Commercially made commodity bags in the late 19th and early 20th century were
generally white or off-white in color with a printed logo. An exception to this rule were
“seamless A” grain and seed bags that were made of durable striped toweling fabric (Cook,
1990). To make the most of the plain bags, women bleached the printed logos out of the bags
and often dyed them (Connolly, 1992; Nickols, 1988). Early inked labels were difficult, if not
impossible, to remove entirely from the fabric (Nickols, 1988). To aid women in this process,
bag companies at the turn of the century began to print their labels with ink that could be
removed in the laundry and included on the packaging washing instructions to remove the logo
(Nickols, 1988). Even with “wash-out” inks, kerosene and lye remained necessities for
removing some stubborn logos from commodity bags (Connolly, 1992; Nickols, 1988).
In the 1920s, bag manufacturers began experimenting with paper labels stitched or glued
to commodity bags, thereby eliminating the need to bleach the fabric of printed ink (Nickols,
1988). Paper labels quickly became the industry standard, due, in part, to their popularity with
customers since the easy-to-remove paper made it easier to recycle bags.
The first flour sacks made from dress-quality fabric began to be produced in 1924.
Gingham Girl Flour, manufactured by the Geo. P. Plant Milling Company in St. Louis, was
packaged in red gingham fabric (Connolly, 1992). It was not until 1936 that another textile bag
manufacturer realized the opportunity to increase sales with the introduction of commodity bags
made from dress-quality fabric. That summer, records Connolly (1992), “Staley Milling
Company of Kansas City, Missouri offered ‘Tint-sax,’ pastel colored bags for poultry feed, corn
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meal, and stock feed” (p. 21). This new development, made of a fine-weave fabric and offered
in eleven different shades, was manufactured by Percy Kent Bag Company and marketed toward
farm wives rather than their husbands (Connolly, 1992). This shift in marketing was pivotal in
the sales of commodity bags for more than three decades.
In the late 1930s, prints appeared on textile bags as well (Adrosko, 1992; Cook, 1990;
Nickols, 1988). By 1947, two of the largest bag manufacturers, Bemis Brothers Bag Company
and Percy Kent Bag Company had introduced their finest quality bags thus far, promoting
“Bremilin Prints” and “Ken-Prints,” respectively (Connolly, 1992). In 1948 Bemis Brothers Bag
Company organized panels of women to choose their favorite prints for commodity bags from a
given set of choices. The panels’ favorites were added to the current line (Adrosko, 1992).
A portion of Percy-Kent’s market research was done by one of the print designers
himself. “Ken-Prints” had the distinction of being designed by A. Charles Barton, a fabric
design instructor at the Moore Institute of Art in Philadelphia who reportedly traveled the
Midwest to see for himself how women used the bags (Connolly, 1992).
Once manufacturers began packaging products in bags of printed fabric, women had even
more reason to purchase one brand over another (Trestain, 1998). Not only were the prints
fashionable, the cotton sheeting fabric that replaced rougher cotton osnabergs and muslins was as
smooth and fine as any such fabric that could be purchased off-the-bolt. In fact, some of the
same textile mills who sold fabric to commodity bag manufacturers also sold the same fabric on
bolts to retail stores (Newcome & Nesselroad, 2000). Newcome and Nesselroad (2000) note that
feed store owners could choose whether or not to carry the printed bags, since they did so at a
higher cost of five to seven cents per bag.
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Commodity Bag Marketing
Commodity bag manufacturers were competitive in their aim to win the business of
female shoppers. As early as the 1930s the backs of selected commodity bags were printed with
such things as quilt patterns and even dolls (Cook, 1990; Newcome & Nesselroad, 2000).
Newcome and Nesselroad (2000) relate the story of a West Virginia woman who constructed a
quilt in the early 1930s from quilt blocks obtained from five-pound bags of navy beans. The
plain cotton bag backs were printed with drawings of rabbits that could be embroidered with
colorful thread prior to quilt construction. Cook’s (1990) commodity bag collection contains
several examples of ten-pound “Sea Island” brand sugar sacks with colorful dolls printed on the
backs. Such uses demonstrate the worth of even the smallest bags.
In addition to the varieties of bag fabric prints creating demand, premiums offered by
companies also encouraged purchase. A grocer recalled seeing premiums of towels, dishes, and
toys offered with the sale of certain commodity bags (Newcome & Nesselroad, 2000). Cook
(1999) lists additional bonus gifts such as “flour sifters, rolling pins...and nylon hose” (p.32).
Sometimes the bag itself was a premium. In 1949 Time magazine announced that some new
bags of flour contained “sewn-in drawstrings; the buyer had only to unstitch a seam and she had
a gaily printed cotton apron” (“A Double Life,” p.58). Percy-Kent Bag Company was one of the
manufacturers to make these ready-made aprons, as well as their own brand of pillowcase
commodity bags, called the “Land-O-Nod Pillow Case Bag, ”guaranteed to “promote itself”
(PK: Our First Hundred Years, 1985). These specialty commodity bags were sold to serve as
pillowcases once the bag was empty.
The purchase and recycling of commodity bags was encouraged not only by commodity
bag manufacturers, but also through industry. In the 1920s two booklets encouraging the use of
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commodity bags in sewing were introduced. The Household Science Institute published Sewing
with Flour Bags (n.d.), followed by Sewing with Cotton Bags (n.d.), distributed by the Textile
Bag Manufacturers Association headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. The overwhelming
popularity of the latter, containing thirty-two pages of ideas for sewing with food sacks, caused it
to be “revised in 1937, 1938, and twice in the 1940’s” (Nickols, 1988). In 1944 the Textile Bag
Manufacturers Association teamed up with the National Cotton Council to publish the booklet A
Bag of Tricks for Home Sewing (Connolly, 1992). From that time forward, the National Cotton
Council was responsible for the writing and distribution of the booklets.
In the 1950s and 1960s home sewing pattern companies joined forces with the National
Cotton Council to advertise patterns that could be sewn out of recycled commodity bags.
Simplicity patterns was the sole brand featured in Smart Sewing with Cotton Bags (Lynch, n.d.),
Sew Easy with Cotton Bags (Lincoln, n.d.), 1952 Pattern Service for Sewing with Cotton Bags
and 1954 Idea Book for Sewing with Cotton Bags. Both Simplicity and Butterick patterns were
featured in Ideas for Cotton Bag Sewing 1963.
Even department stores were involved in the marketing of commodity bags. In the 1940s
Sears, Roebuck and Co. promoted their line of home sewing patterns as being useful in
“converting cotton feed bags into useful articles” (Laboissonniere, 1997).
Commodity Bag Recycling
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, recycling commodity bags was common place in
rural America. Around the farm, sacks could be reused to hold food grown for the family such as
corn and apples or food for animals such as chicken feed (Nickols, 1988). Inside the home,
women used the sacks to create a multitude of household items, including tablecloths, napkins,
dish towels, potholders, curtains, pillowcases, quilts, and garments (Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990;
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Nickols, 1988). From aprons to dresses, shirts to skirts, pajamas and children’s garments,
commodity bags were a source of “free” fabric that helped clothe farm families (Cook, 1990).
In Joanna Stratton’s (1981) book documenting the experiences of 19th Century women
who helped settle the Kansas prairie, commodity bags proved to be a useful resource. Alzada
Baxter, a pioneer in Kansas in the 1850’s, fashioned trousers for her husband out of grain sacks
while another family made use of their empty grain sacks in their effort to put out prairie grass
fires. Elsewhere in Kansas, clothes lines displayed undergarments branded with flour labels
(Stratton, 1981).
The American Commission for Relief in Belgium during World War I encouraged the
recycling of flour sacks when Americans donated millions of pounds of flour, packaged in textile
bags, to Belgium to stave off the starvation caused by the war (Adrosko, 1992; Connolly, 1992;
Cook, 1990). It was hoped that in addition to providing much-needed food, the empty sacks
could then be used by the recipients to make garments and household goods. The Belgian people
did exactly this, going so far as to send thank you gifts of embroidered flour sacks back to
America in appreciation (Adrosko, 1992; Connolly, 1992; Cook, 1990).
The popularity of the use of commodity bags to make garments was heavily influenced
by the Great Depression and World War II (Adrosko, 1992; Brackman, 1989; Cook, 1990;
Nickols, 1988; Tortora, 1997; Trestain, 1998). The severe economic downturn and subsequent
shortage of materials made commodity bag fabrics valuable products. When selected types of
cotton fabric were redistributed to the military for the war effort, women on the home front were
forced to find new ways to obtain fabric for their sewing needs (O’Brien, 1944). Commodity
bag manufacturers were anxious to encourage women to increase their purchases of products
sold in commodity bags, packaging that was not affected by the cotton restrictions. Free
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booklets such as “Victory Patterns by Mary Baker,” where it was noted that by buying Town
Crier Flour in cotton bags you could be “patriotic, practical…and smart” (p. 2) and “A Bag of
Tricks for Home Sewing,” (1945) which proclaimed that “a yard saved is a yard gained, for
victory” (p. 3) were both distributed during World War II and demonstrated how commodity
bags could be stretched for numerous projects.
While it is rural women who are said to have had the easiest access to commodity bags,
due to the wide-spread use of bags of seed, animal feed, and fertilizer on farms, commodity bags
were available in a variety of locations. Besides bags of salt, sugar, and flour that were sold in
rural and city grocery stores, empty commodity bags could also be purchased. Some feed stores
accepted returns of empty feed sacks for a deposit and re-sold them to other customers
(Newcome & Nesselroad, 2000). Bakers had a multitude of empty sacks and willingly sold
them to eager women (For Style and Thrift Sew with Cotton Bags, 1941; Lincoln, n.d.; Lynch,
n.d.; Nickols, 1988; Sewing with Cotton Bags, n.d.). Department stores such as Montgomery
Ward sold empty flour sacks for as little as 10 for $1.00 (e.g. Montgomery Ward catalogs, 1934
and 1934/1935). Other women swapped bags with friends to get enough of a color or print to
complete a project (Brackman, 1985; Connolly, 1992; Nickols, 1988).
Uses in Quilts
Information about the phenomenon of using commodity bags in home sewing centers
primarily on their use in quilts (e.g. Brackman, 1989; Brackman, 1985; Nickols, 1988; Rhoades,
1997; Trestain, 1998; Waldvogel, 1990). This narrow focus may be due to the fact that quilt
making and collecting has enjoyed tremendous popularity over the last two decades. Printed
commodity bags left over from the 1930s through the 1960s are often used in new quilts to
obtain a “vintage” look. It may also be related to the numbers of commodity bag quilts that are
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available for study. Quilts were useful in a household for a number of years, unlike garments
which were likely to be discarded or recycled when they became too worn. Quilts were also
likely to contain evidence of their commodity bag origin, which contributed to an easier research
process. Because all parts of fabric were often used in the construction of quilts, it is possible
that commodity bag quilts could contain pieces of fabric with stitch holes from the commodity
bag string or labels from the original packaging.
Recent quilting references to commodity bags often focus on how to identify quilts made
from commodity bags. Trestain’s (1998) Dating Fabrics includes information to help date quilts
based on colors and prints that were popular during different time periods from 1800 through
1960. Brackman’s (1985, 1989) work asserts that the best way to determine a quilt’s fabric
origins is to look for evidence of stitch holes left from commodity bag string, printing left from
the commodity bag’s label, or eyewitness accounts from the owner or maker of the quilt.
The use of commodity bags in quilt making is placed within the context of the Great
Depression and World War II in Trestain (1998), Brackman (1985; 1989), Rhoades (1997), and
Waldvogel (1990). During these times of economic hardship, commodity bags of every shape
and size were used in quilts. Because quilt tops were typically pieced, even the smallest pieces
of plain and printed bags could be used.
Trestain (1998), Brackman (1985; 1989), Nickols (1988), and Valentine (2000) note that
commodity bags were particularly useful for quilt backing and utility quilts, quilts that were not
intended to serve a decorative function. Plain flour, sugar, animal feed, and even fertilizer bags
could be washed, un-stitched, and used whole for part or all of a quilt top, lining, or back.
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Uses in Garment Construction
Studies about garments made from commodity bags are extremely limited and therefore
there is presently a gap in the literature. While references to the uses of commodity bags
garment construction exist, no study focuses exclusively on the garments themselves. This may
be due to the lack of extant commodity bag garments available for study, since the garments
were typically discarded at the end of their lifespan. It is also difficult to find evidence of
commodity bag origins on garments, since pieces could be cut out to avoid the commodity bag
stitch holes and labels could be removed, particularly after paper labels were common.
Cook’s (1990) commodity bag identification and price guide shows numerous items of
clothing made from commodity bags from her personal collection. We Had Everything but
Money (Mulvey, 1992), a collection of memories about the Great Depression, includes several
references to the bags’ use in making underwear, nightgowns, dresses, shirts, aprons, and other
family clothing. The documentation of memories such as these verifies that commodity bags
were useful in garment construction, but provide little detail.
Connolly (1992) points out, through discussion of commodity bag marketing, that from
the 1940s through the 1960s, many commodity bags were made from dress-quality fabric
specifically so that women would be more inclined to purchase the bags and use them to sew
garments. Connolly also notes that “women’s dresses required three to four large flour bags;
children’s clothes could easily be cut from one-and-a-half or two bags” (p. 21).
Rhoades (1997) points to events during the Great Depression and World War II that
influenced the use of commodity bags to make garments. In 1934, the Georgia Emergency
Relief Administration held classes that taught students to make garments and other household
items from commodity bags. The widespread use of commodity bags in garment construction by
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World War II helped commodity bag manufacturers convince the War Production Board to allow
production of cotton commodity bags, despite cotton rationing in other markets.
History
Southern United States: 1949-1968
The United States as a nation experienced dramatic changes throughout the twentieth
century. Events such as the Great Depression, World War II, the Cold War, and the Civil Rights
Movement had profound effects on society, evidenced in the changes in values and lifestyles of
Americans.
The post-World War II South was heavily influenced by agriculture and a rural way of
life, which, prior to World War II, represented a majority of Southerners. Beginning with the
boll weevil onslaught in the late nineteenth century and continuing with agricultural depression
post World War I, floods of the Mississippi River in the 1920s, and the devastation of the Great
Depression, the South experienced wide-ranging crises that abated only with the outbreak of
World War II (Daniel, 1996).
The face of southern agriculture changed as a result of the 1933 New Deal Agricultural
Adjustment Act and other United States Department of Agriculture-partnered programs. The
goals of these federally funded projects were aimed at making farming more efficient through
mechanization and scientific processes, goals that were eventually reached. Mechanization was
highly encouraged by county cooperative extension agents and other federal employees. The
price of progress was unemployment. In Louisiana, a former sugar laborer remarked that “one
tractor could plow more in a day than eight men with mules” (Daniel, 1990, p.30). Likewise,
chemicals developed to kill weeds in fields negated the need for laborers to hoe the weeds by
hand (Daniel, 1990).
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For Southerners, World War II was the “new deal” that lifted the region out of poverty, if
only for a few years (Daniel, 1996). War industries and military installations brought
urbanization and corresponding workforce to the traditionally rural landscape and set the stage
for post-war prosperity. Due to mild weather, the South was ideally suited for military training
and prisoner of war camps, as well as defense plants and shipyards on the Gulf of Mexico.
Industry overshadowed agriculture as the South received over $4 billion in government contracts
(Nash, 1992). While the economic boost was a boon to southern society, urban problems such as
overcrowded cities and increased racial tensions, hinted at challenges to be overcome in the postwar climate.
The two decades following World War II were marked by race issues that could no
longer be silenced by society. African-American World War II veterans did not overlook the
fact that while they fought to end fascism and tyranny overseas, the same issues faced the black
community on American soil. The war opened the nation’s eyes to the inequalities experienced
by blacks throughout the country (Daniel, 2000).
The pivotal Supreme Court case Brown v. Board of Education, which in 1954 ruled that
separate schools for black and white children were “inherently unequal” (Daniel, 1996, p.163),
opened the door to a new era in the South, one of integration and equal rights. The fight towards
integration, however, was hard-won. Civil rights remained a primary issue in Southern society,
well beyond the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Daniel, 2000).
Women’s Fashions: 1949-1968
Overview
The elite fashions targeted towards the upper class in the 1950s and 1960s are well
documented in both women’s fashion magazines such as Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar and
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popular historical accounts (e.g., Cawthorne, 1996; Payne, B., Winakor, G., & Farrell-Beck, J.,
1992; Steele, 1997; Tortora & Eubank, 1998). Following an overview of fashion trends
throughout this time period, general descriptions of each decade will be followed by explanations
of styles popular during three specific time periods: 1) 1949-1954, 2) 1955-1964, and 3) 19651968. These time frames mirror those used by Tortora and Eubank (1998).
Several aspects of women’s daytime dress remained constant throughout the 1950s. First
and foremost, “appropriate clothing was clearly defined” (Cooper, 1985). It was understood that
specific occasions and different times of the day each had their own styles of dress (Steele,
1997). Second, ensembles, “more than one item of clothing designed and coordinated to be worn
together” (Calasibetta & Tortora, 2003, p.147), were frequently worn. A perfectly coordinated
ensemble was most appropriate for more formal occasions outside of the home, though some
items of clothing might be mixed and matched for informal occasions. Finally, accessories were
an aspect of dress that was vital to the expected look for women in the daytime (Olian, 2002).
Essential to any ensemble were a hat, gloves, purse, and shoes, preferably all matching.
Additional items might include a coordinating scarf, belt, or umbrella.
The rigidity of 1950s fashions softened in the 1960s as comfort began to take prominence
in women’s wardrobes. Buoyed by the increasing popularity of pants for casual wear and widely
popular synthetic fibers that were made into “wash and wear” and “permanent press” fabrics,
women began to have more freedom of movement in their clothing (Olian, 1999; Tortora &
Eubank, 1998).
The influence of a younger generation had a dramatic effect on fashion in the 1960s as
well (Steele, 1997). European high fashion designers began to look to the street, rather than to
their wealthy clients, for design inspiration from teens and young adults setting their own trends.
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In the United States, social forces including the civil rights movement and the women’s
movement, combined with the influence of the hippie subculture, also changed the face of
fashion. The civil rights movement birthed a desire for ethnic fashions such as caftans and afros
for African-Americans (Tortora & Eubank, 1998). Unisex styles such as t-shirts and blue jeans,
made popular through the influence of the women’s movement, were a far cry from the ultrafeminine fashions of the previous decade (Tortora & Eubank, 1998). Hippies inspired “exotic,
colorful, psychedelic styles” (Steele, 1997, p. 70).
1949-1954
Between 1949 and 1954, specific fashions for women were heavily influenced by
Christian Dior’s New Look of 1947. This wasp-waisted, full-skirted silhouette dominated styles
from daywear to evening wear and was particularly evident in the shirtwaist dress. The
shirtwaist dress had a “top styled like a tailored shirt, usually buttoned from neck to waist, and
made with either a full or straight skirt” (Calasibetta & Tortora, 2003, p. 409). In the early and
middle 1950s the shirtwaist had a full skirt, supported by layers of petticoats, similar to the New
Look. As the silhouette changed towards the latter half of the decade, the skirt decreased in
fullness while the hemline rose to knee-level to mirror new fashion preferences.
Also popular during this early period were coat dresses and suits. Coat dresses were
styled after a woman’s coat silhouette and typically buttoned up the front. Suits were typically
comprised of a fitted jacket and slim skirt (Tortora & Eubank, 1998).
High necklines, either square or rounded, were popular styles during the period. Collars
of various shapes, including small round Peter Pan collars, standing Mandarin collars, and wide
platter collars were seen on dresses, blouses, and sweaters (Tortora & Eubank, 1998).
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With the post-World War II prosperity came an increase in leisure time for families.
Accompanying this change was the popularization of garments worn for casual occasions such as
backyard barbeques and trips to the beach. Casual wear for women included combinations of
separates such as blouses, sweaters, skirts, and pants (Tortora & Eubank, 1998).
1955-1964
In the period between 1955 and 1964, women’s fashion began to turn away from tightly
fitted garments and move towards less structured looks. Yves Saint Laurent’s trapeze dress,
introduced in 1957, caught women’s attention and slowly created a desire for sleeker, looser
silhouettes (Steele, 1997). The trapeze dress was not new; rather it was a more extreme version
of the A-line dress Dior had introduced two years earlier. In 1955, however, the A-line did not
catch on with the general population of women. Cristobal Balenciaga had first shown loosely
fitted dresses in his 1954 line of clothing, but, like Dior, the style did not immediately win wide
acceptance (Tortora & Eubank, 1998).
1965-1968
From the year 1965 until the end of the decade, women’s fashions continued to loose the
feminine touches of the 1950s. The unfitted A-line silhouette became increasingly more
common in women’s dresses, suits, and skirts, as did higher hemlines. Separates such as knit
sweaters, blue jeans, and pants with flared bottoms were preferred over perfectly matching
ensembles and one-piece dresses (Tortora & Eubank, 1998).
Review of Methods Used
Research methods used in this study were material culture study and historical analysis.
Material culture study was used to provide a framework for analyzing garments sewn from
commodity bags. The extant garments, actual garments as opposed to photographs or
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illustrations of garments, were compared to the findings of historical analysis of ready-to-wear
fashions pictured in a popular national woman’s magazine. Ready-to-wear is defined as “apparel
that is mass-produced in standard sizes” (Calasibetta & Tortora, 2003, p.386). Garments
purchased in retail stores or through catalogs usually fall into this category. Pairing these
methods enhances interpretations made regarding the garments.
Study of Dress
Roach-Higgins and Eicher (1992) define dress as “an assemblage of modifications of the
body and/or supplements to the body” (p. 1) and assert that dress is a form of communication.
Based on their definition, any garment, accessory, and even makeup are part of dress. Because
the acquisition of items of dress is typically made on a personal level, they are among an
individual’s most intimate possessions. As such, they can be valuable tools to use in the research
of an individual or society. A person’s dress conveys their attitude, their cultural values, and
even the climate in which they live. Behling (1983) supports this view, stating that dress is “a
readily observed manifestation of a particular time and culture” (p. 32).
Costume historians have taken numerous paths in the analysis and interpretation of
historic fashion. The time period to be studied, the amount of information available about a
subject and the availability of extant garments each play a role in the decision as to which
research method is best. Researchers have studied fashion magazine fashion features and
advertisements (e.g. Richards, 1983-84), newspapers (e.g. Behling, 1983; Hunt, 1996), catalogs
(e.g. McCauley, 1993; Paoletti, Beeker, & Pelletier, 1987), fashion illustrations (e.g. Cosbey,
Damhorst, & Farrell-Beck, 2003a), dauerreotypes (e.g. Adams-Graf, 1995) photographs (e.g.
Tandberg & Durand, 1981; Hunt, 1990; Hunt, 1994; Hunt & Sibley, 1994) diaries (e.g. Campbell
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& Brandt, 1994) and even patents (e.g. Farrell-Beck, Porensky, & Moon, 1998) to study fashion
trends of specific garments or of particular groups of people.
The most informative studies of costume, however, result from the researcher having the
opportunity to examine extant garments. Cunningham (1988) advocates this method, saying that
“knowledge of visual, sensual and tactile qualities, proportions, texture, pattern, colors, shapes
and techniques offer the researcher a broader understanding for interpreting a subject” (p. 78).
The validity of costume studies is increased by studying surviving garments.
Studies using extant garments include Kidwell’s (1978) research about eighteenth and
nineteenth century short gowns, Meyer and Wilson’s (1998) study of nineteenth century men’s
coats, and Boardman’s (1998) retrospective of patriotic scarves produced during World War II.
The wardrobe items of a nineteenth century groom on his honeymoon (Shade, 2000), clothing
worn by adults in Iowa in the later nineteenth century (Haack & Farrell, 1980), and the dress of
religious groups such as the Shakers (Sorge, 1994) have also relied on descriptions of extant
garments as part of data collection.
Material Culture Study
Costume researcher Paoletti (1982) suggests “for analysis of clothing construction and
design, the soundest method may be a ‘material culture’ or artifact study” (p. 14). Material
culture study is a qualitative research method that provides the researcher with a framework for
collecting and interpreting data about extant objects. Specifically, material cultural study is
defined as the “study through artifacts (and other pertinent historical evidence) of the belief
systems—the values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions—of a particular community or society,
usually across time” (Schlereth, 1982, p. 3). Based on this definition, material culture study is
much more than descriptions of artifacts, it is a method that allows the researcher to attempt to
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understand the people who made and used the artifacts being studied. This method is, therefore,
most appropriate for research questions that focus on the interpretation of artifacts, rather than on
description alone. Examples of material culture studies can include research as diverse as the
study of arrowheads to evaluation of farming implements.
Thomas Schlereth has taught and written extensively on the subject of material culture
study, particularly as it applies to American artifacts. His 1982 book Material Culture Studies in
America is comprised of essays about the subject written by numerous authors. Schlereth hoped
this would serve as a textbook of sorts for other teachers of material culture. Schlereth advocates
the material culture study of American artifacts because it “enlarges our individual understanding
of both personal identity and contemporary culture” (1982, p. xvi).
While it was only in the last half of the twentieth century that material culture study as a
methodology became widely used, Schlereth (1982) contends that the discipline has existed for
over a century, albeit in different forms. In his summary of material culture study history, he
classifies the evolution of the method in three phases from the years 1876 through the present: 1)
“Age of Collecting,” 1876-1948, 2) “Age of Description,” 1948-1965,” and 3) “Age of
Analysis,” 1965-present (p. 7). The three periods suggest that interest in American material
culture shifted over time from merely acquiring artifacts to describing them to analyzing their
meaning.
Schlereth (1982) cites New Deal programs in the 1930s as catalysts for the transition
from collecting to describing material culture. These New Deal programs included The Federal
Arts Project’s “Index of American Design,” Federal Writer’s Project’s city and state guides that
often listed significant artifacts in the area being explored, and the Farm Security
Administration’s extensive photographic survey of depression conditions nationwide, each of
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which contributed to the documentation of American material culture. The compilation of this
information made it accessible to researchers who would later describe it for record keeping
purposes.
Documenting collections provided the basic information necessary to begin their
analysis. The goal of analyzing the meaning behind material culture became increasingly
significant as practitioners of the methodology desired to professionalize in the 1950s and sought
to standardize material culture study methods in the 1960s (Schlereth, 1982). Colleges and
universities nationwide developed programs for the study of material culture and thus trained a
new generation of researchers who would seek to better understand past generations through the
material culture artifacts they left behind.
One of the most widely used and adapted methods of practicing material culture study is
Fleming’s (1982) model of artifact study. Fleming’s study, originally developed for the analysis
of historic furniture, outlines five properties of artifacts that should be documented and four
operations to apply to the properties that help in the documentation process. The five properties
are “history, material, construction, design, and function” (p. 166), and the operations are
“identification, evaluation, cultural analysis, and interpretation” (p. 166). Fleming suggested that
each of the properties should be examined with each operation. For example, an artifact’s
“history” would be identified, evaluated, culturally analyzed, and interpreted.
The model developed by Fleming easily translates to other artifacts, including garments.
Costume historian Cunningham (1988), in analyzing the Fleming model and its application to
costume research, explained that for Fleming the most important part of the model is the final
step, interpretation. Steele (1998) concurred with this sentiment, remarking that “of all the
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methodologies used to study fashion history, one of the most valuable is the interpretation of
objects” (p.327).
Cunningham (1988) supported the application of Fleming’s model to garment analysis,
but cautioned researchers to adapt the model to their own research questions as necessary.
Severa and Horswill (1989) followed Cunningham’s advice in their study of three nineteenth
century dresses. Their results serve as an example of the model’s adaptability. Severa and
Horswill regrouped Fleming’s properties to just three to make them more applicable to the study
of garments. Severa and Horswill’s property categories were 1) Material, 2) Design and
Construction, and 3) Workmanship (1982, p.54). The researchers removed the properties
“history” and “function” because these characteristics are often unknown until a garment is
thoroughly analyzed with the operations identification, evaluation, cultural analysis, and
interpretation.
History and function, therefore, were considered after the model’s application, rather than
appearing as properties to be identified at the beginning of analysis. “Workmanship” was added
as a property because the way a garment is constructed can provide a great deal of information
for the final conclusions. The operations suggested by Fleming (identification, evaluation,
cultural analysis, and interpretation) were retained in Severa and Horswill’s model.
Severa and Horswill’s (1989) material culture study resulted in lengthy descriptions of
the three garments that supported the identification, evaluation, cultural analysis, and
interpretation of the garments. The researchers noted that “the painstaking workmanship, the
patient repairs and revisions, and the sheer endurance of garments, became very clear as we
progressed” (p. 63).
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Revelations such as these suggest personality traits of the seamstress and wearer. The
researchers’ knowledge of fabrics available in the time period in which the dress was made
helped to draw conclusions about the relative prosperity of the wearer. Because knowledge such
as this is vital in interpreting garments, Severa and Horswill note that the culture studied should
be “well-known to the researcher” (p. 64). Therefore, by carefully identifying each aspect of the
garments, final analysis of the meaning behind each of the garments became clearer.
In 1998 Brantley used Severa and Horswill’s (1989) model to examine nineteenth century
burial dress and associated artifacts. The model was found to be appropriate for use with
garments and textiles, but less suitable for objects such as dried flowers that were also part of the
burial. Brantley suggested that future researchers using the material culture study model
combine the operations “identification” and “evaluation” to avoid repetition in description.
Historical Analysis
The method of historical analysis has been described by researchers as using descriptive
and interpretive strategies to study a historic topic (Welters, 1991; Skjelver, 1971). Skjelver
(1971) remarked that historical analysis includes “all elements of the research process except that
which involves experimental controls” (p. 108). Practitioners of historic analysis follow
scientific research methods by first developing a hypothesis, then gathering information about
the hypothesis, and finally testing the hypothesis based on the evaluation and interpretation of
data that is available (Skjelver, 1971). Because historians deal with artifacts from the past as a
basis for forming conclusions, it is vital that original sources be used whenever possible.
Fashion historians have used the historical method in studying mass media publications
and extant garments. Helvenston (1991) analyzed issues of nineteenth century farm journals to
determine what was considered appropriate attire for rural women during that same period.
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Examination of farm journal columns directed towards rural women readers revealed that they
were urged to don themselves in simple garments, as those were most suitable for physical labor.
Kidwell (1978) and Sorge (1994) each used historical analysis to study extant garments.
Kidwell studied short gowns of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century and Sorge
examined nineteenth century garments worn by Shaker women. Each researcher compared
findings from the garment analysis with period publications, in order to form a more complete
picture of period dress and validate the conclusions.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
In the following chapter, topics specific to the methods used in this study are described.
The methods for each of the two research objectives and their specific research questions are
presented as “Study One” and “Study Two.” In “Study One” extant women’s daywear garments
made from commodity bags were analyzed. In “Study Two” the degree to which the garments
were fashionable by comparing them with fashions pictured in a national woman’s magazine was
evaluated.
Each study is described in six sections. The first section, “Derivation of Research
Questions,” states what method was used and justifies its appropriateness for the study. Section
two, “Units of Analysis,” details the background of the resources that were analyzed. Section
three, “Sampling Procedure,” explains how examples of the garments and magazines were
chosen for analysis. Sections four and five outlines the ways the data were analyzed. Section
four, “Instrumentation,” describes the instruments that were used for each set of analyses.
Section five, “Data Collection,” explains the steps that were taken in completing the analyses.
The sixth section, “Limitations,” provides an accounting of the limitations inherent to each study.
Study One: Material Culture Study
In this study, extant women’s daywear garments made from commodity bags were
analyzed using a material culture study model. Material culture study provided an organized
framework with which to study the garments, as well as guide interpretation of the garments.
The material culture study model for this study was based on the model Severa and
Horswill (1989) used in their examination of nineteenth century women’s daywear garments and
Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck’s (2003b) visual analysis instrument for pictures of
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garments. Severa and Horswill’s model was an adaptation of Fleming’s (1982) model for
artifact study, which Severa and Horswill thought did not thoroughly describe extant garments.
Severa and Horswill’s model examined three properties of the garments: material, design and
construction, and workmanship. Each of the properties was analyzed with four operations:
identification, evaluation, cultural analysis, and interpretation and intuitive analysis. The
information obtained from applying the operations to each of the properties produced a detailed
description of each garment and its subsequent meaning.
The present study paired the objective of Study One, to identify, evaluate, culturally
analyze, and interpret extant women’s daywear commodity bag garments made from commodity
bags, and the related research questions with the properties and operations used in Severa and
Horswill’s model, with some revisions. Severa and Horswill looked at design and construction
characteristics together, while in this study they will be viewed as separate properties, “design
characteristics” and “construction characteristics.” Severa and Horswill also used the category
“material,” which will be more specifically termed “fabric characteristics” in this study. The
property Severa and Horwsill termed “workmanship” will be studied with “construction
characteristics.” See Figure 3 for the relationship between material culture study properties and
operations and Figure 4 for the model of material culture study used in Study One.
Property
Design
Characteristics
Construction
Characteristics
Fabric
Characteristics

Identification

Operations
Evaluation
Cultural Analysis

Interpretation

Figure 3: Relationship between material culture study properties and operations in Study One.
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Analyze the garment for three
properties:

Examine each of the properties
with 4 operations:

Design
Characteristics

Identification

Construction
Characteristics

Evaluation

Fabric
Characteristics

Cultural
analysis

Interpretation

Figure 4: Material Culture Study Model
The results of Study One added to Severa and Horswill’s work by providing a framework
for systematically identifying the three properties “design characteristics,” “construction
characteristics” and “fabric characteristics.” Selected categories from Cosbey, Damhorst, and
Farrell-Beck’s (2003b) instrument for the visual analysis of garments were used for the
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identification portion of the garment analysis. This addition ensured consistent and thorough
analysis of the 37 garments.
Derivation of Research Objective and Questions
This study analyzed the characteristics of garments made out of commodity bags. Prior
to this study, no commodity bag garments had been analyzed and reported. These research
objectives were a logical continuation of Connolly’s (1992) study of feed and flour sack history
and Nickols’ (1988) and Rhoades’ (1997) commodity bag quilt studies. Each of the three
studies mentioned garments made from commodity bags, though the garments were not the focus
of the research. The specific research questions focused examination on the design, construction
and fabric characteristics of extant commodity bag garments.
Units of Analysis
The commodity bag garments analyzed in this study belong to the Louisiana State
University Textile and Costume Museum (TCM). While commodity bag garments are present at
other museums and historic clothing collections nationwide, it is doubtful that they come close to
matching the number available in the TCM, nor the breadth and depth of contextual information
about the garments that is present with Mrs. Aucoin’s commodity bag garments in the TCM.
This rare opportunity to study garments known to be of commodity bag origin provided
examples of the design, construction, and fabric characteristics typical of the time and insights
into the life of a woman living in rural South Louisiana between the years 1949 and 1968.
The collection of items donated to the TCM by Mrs. Aucoin’s daughters included
numerous items made from commodity bags by Mrs. Aucoin. Museum records indicated
household items such as towels, bedspreads, sheets, curtains and pillowcases made from
commodity bags, as well as garments including dresses, blouses, jackets, skirts, a slip, a
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nightgown, and an apron. This study of women’s daywear commodity bag garments was the
first to focus on any part of the collection.
The dates around which this study centers are based on commercial patterns once owned
by Mrs. Aucoin that are also a part of the TCM’s holdings. Patterns ranging in date from 1943
through 1968 were located that are similar or identical to commodity bag garments in the study
(see Table 1). The date selected for the earliest portion of the study was 1949, rather than 1943,
due to the fact that not enough characteristics from the 1943 commercial pattern were present in
the three commodity bag garments to determine with assurance that they were constructed from
that pattern. Given that Mrs. Aucoin did not begin to sew with printed commodity bags until the
late 1940s (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002), the later pattern date of 1949 was
more appropriate for this study’s purposes than the date of 1943. The commodity bag garment
made from the 1949 pattern was nearly identical in design and construction to the pattern, so this
was chosen as the beginning date for the study. The latest pattern date was 1968. Two of the
patterns used to make commodity bag garments had no copyright dates listed. Based on design
characteristics, however, they were determined to fall within the 1949 through 1968 time frame.
Knowing the copyright date of the pattern does not provide definitive proof that the
garment was made in that year, as patterns were available at retail outlets for multiple years and
it is already known that Mrs. Aucoin also re-used patterns on occasion. The copyright dates do
provide an indication of the earliest date in which a garment could have been made, since it
could not have been made from the given pattern prior to the copyright date.
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Table 1
Patterns Used to Construct Commodity Bag Garments
________________________________________________________________________
Pattern
Pattern
Price
Garment
Commodity Bag
Copyright
Number
in Pattern
Garment(s) Sewn
Date
from Pattern
________________________________________________________________________
1943
Simplicity 4682
$0.15
Blouse, skirt
27*
29*
30*
1949

McCall 7888

$0.35

Dress

23

1950

Butterick 5152

$0.50

Dress

15 (bodice)

1951

Simplicity 3656

$0.35

Blouse

25*
28*

1951

McCall’s 8510

$0.50

Dress

37

1952

Simplicity 4089

$0.35

Blouse, skirt

32
33

1953

Simplicity 4442

$0.35

Jacket

26

1957

Simplicity 1930

$0.50

Dress, coat

21

1959

Simplicity 2847

$0.40

Dress

22 (bodice)

1961

McCall’s 5962

$0.65

Dress

10 (bodice)
11 (bodice)

1966

Simplicity 6937

$0.60

Dress

16

1968

Simplicity 7600

$0.75

Dress

14

No date

Marian
Martin 9345

No price
listed

Dress

20

No date

Progressive
No price
Farmer 4676
listed
Dress
17
________________________________________________________________________
* indicates that some garment characteristics, but not all, match the commercial pattern.
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Selection of Sample
The purposeful sample studied was chosen from 42 of Rosa’s garments, listed in TCM
records as being of “feed sack” origin. The label of “feed sack” attached to each of the garments
was based on the donors’ personal recollection of the items and their provenance. Each garment
was carefully analyzed for the presence of commodity bag stitch holes before being included in
the sample studied. Stitch holes result from the commodity bag stitching string being removed
from the bag when commodity bag fabric is to be used in garment construction. The presence of
stitch holes was the primary evidence that a garment was made of commodity bag fabric. After
this analysis, it was determined that 35 of the 42 garments, all women’s daywear garments, had
stitch holes somewhere on the garment and were definitely of commodity bag origin. Two
additional garments were made from off-white loose-weave fabric that was consistent with
extant chicken feed sacks originally belonging to Mrs. Aucoin, now a part of the TCM’s
collection. While these two garments did not have evidence of stitch holes or the original label,
they were included in the sample studied because the fabric characteristics so closely resembled
those of the chicken feed sacks.
The remaining three garments that did not show any indication of having commodity bag
origin were made by Mrs. Aucoin, probably from store-bought fabric. One of the garments was
nearly identical to another garment that had been made out of commodity bags and it was
determined that each were constructed from the same commercial pattern.
Instrumentation
The “Commodity Bag Garment Analysis” instrument for documenting specific aspects of
garments was used to complete the material culture study of the commodity bag garments. The
instrument was adapted from Severa and Horswill’s (1989) model of material culture study and
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incorporated selected elements from Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck’s (2003b) visual
analysis instrument.
Part One of the instrument identified three properties for each garment: design
characteristics, construction characteristics, and fabric characteristics. Properties were identified
in this order so that analysis progressed from the broadest to the smallest details of the garment.
Part Two of the instrument used the operations evaluation, cultural analysis, and interpretation to
summarize the properties for all garments as one group that were identified individually in Part
One (see Appendix for entire instrument).
“Design Characteristics Identification” was the first property analyzed in the instrument.
This property was identified in two sections, “Bodice or Upper Region” and “Skirt or Lower
Region.” The garment style, or general shape and design of the garment, was described first,
followed by the identification of 51 design elements using nominal scales of mutually exclusive
and exhaustive categories and continuous scales that indicated the degree of length or width for
garments.
The majority of the design elements and corresponding response categories used in this
section were adapted from Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck’s (2003b) visual analysis
instrument. While Severa and Horswill (1989) incorporated a systematic and quantitative
instrument in their model for identifying design characteristics, it was not as detailed as was
preferred for the present study. Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck’s (2003b) instrument was
designed to be detailed and exhaustive in its identification of garment elements, which made it a
better fit for the present study. Because their visual analysis instrument was designed to be used
with illustrations of garments rather than extant garments themselves, minor revisions were made
to make the instrument questions more applicable to extant garment analysis. For example, on
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the original visual analysis instrument, the specific type of closures used on the garments would
not usually have been able to be seen and so were not a category that was identified by
researchers. However, when studying an actual garment, this detail is easily viewed. Therefore
questions were added to the Commodity Bag Garment Analysis instrument to identify the
closure method(s) used for both the upper and lower regions of the garment analyzed.
Additionally, some of the responses used in the visual analysis instrument were replaced
with responses that were more applicable to the current study. For example, under surface
embellishments, ruffles were listed as a possible response in the visual analysis instrument since
the time frame studied was 1873 through 1912, a time when ruffles would have been common on
garments. This response was omitted from the current study and replaced with “patch pocket”
since ruffles were rarely seen as decoration on garments between 1949 and 1968, but patch
pockets were.
The bodice or upper region of the garment was characterized as being a dress bodice,
blouse, jacket, vest, or “other” type of garment. The bodice was further identified by noting the
bodice closing and opening style, bodice closure method, bodice structural embellishments, and
symmetry of bodice design. Surface embellishment referred to rickrack, piping, binding, or
other trim that may have been added to the surface of the garment. Structural embellishment
referred to design details such as pleats or darts that were sewn into the garment.
The bodice neckline shape and location and collar style were identified next, followed by
collar and lapel widths, surface embellishments used on the collar, lapel, or neckline, and any
additional neckline decoration that were present. Collar and lapel symmetry were identified last.
Neckline location and widths of the collar and lapels were identified by placing the garment on a
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standardized dress form and approximating the best response based on the location of the
shoulder, bust, and waist.
Sleeves attached to the bodice were identified through armseye and sleeve style, sleeve
length and width, and sleeve structural and surface embellishments. Cuffs or sleeve hems were
identified through style and surface embellishments. This researcher identified the length of the
sleeves by matching the sleeve with her own shoulder and arm while the garment was on a
standardized dress form at the height of the researcher. This was done knowing that Mrs. Aucoin
and the researcher were of similar height. Sleeve width was approximated by judging the
amount of ease that would have been present around the arm when the sleeve was worn.
Characteristics of the bodice waistline and area below the waistline were identified first
by indicating the location of waistline at the front, back, left, and right sides of the body,
followed by identifying the length of the bodice or upper layer. Waistline surface embellishment
and bodice border/hem structural and surface embellishments were then identified. The location
of the waistline was identified by placing the garment on a standardized dress form and viewing
the waistline at each location on the form.
The skirt or lower region was identified through indicating the character of the lower
layer, whether it was a dress skirt, separate skirt, shorts, or “other” garment type. The closing
and opening location/style were then identified, followed by the type of closure(s) used, length
and width of the lower region, structural and surface embellishment on the lower region, shape
of the hem, and surface embellishment on the border of the lower region. Finally, the symmetry
of the lower region was identified. This researcher identified the length of the lower region by
matching the lower region against her waist, hips, and knee while the garment was on a
standardized dress form at the height of the researcher. This was done knowing that Mrs. Aucoin
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and the researcher were of similar height. Lower region width was approximated by judging the
amount of ease that would have been present around the lower portion of the body when the
garment was worn.
“Construction Techniques Identification” was the second garment property to be
identified in the instrument. This property was analyzed in two sections, “Treatment Elements”
and “Level of Skill Elements and Workmanship.” The questions for this property were adapted
from Severa and Horswill’s (1989) model of garment analysis.
“Treatment Elements” included seam finishes, shaping and fullness control methods, hem
techniques used in the construction of the garment, seam widths of five different areas, and the
specific length of the lower region from the waistline. Seams were examined for which of
several finishes was used to prevent garment seams from raveling. Shaping and fullness control
methods referred to whether darts, seams, pleats, gathers or other construction techniques were
used to give the garment shape, particularly in the bodice and skirt fronts, and control fullness of
the fabric in such garment pieces as the sleeve and skirt where freedom of movement is
necessary. Hem techniques were evidenced in the method or methods used to finish the bottom
of the sleeves and lower region of the garment. Seam widths were measured at the center back
bodice, center front skirt, center back skirt, and the left and right sides of the garment. The
specific length of the lower region, measured from waist to hem at the right side seam of the
garment, was measured in inches.
“Level of Skill Elements and Workmanship” was identified qualitatively through four
items, finishing, effect, alteration elements, and repair elements. “Finishing” comments
described the overall evaluation of the level of skill used by the seamstress in finishing seams
and other garment construction components. These comments were written while viewing the
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garment from the inside, where construction elements are most visible. “Effect” comments
described the overall evaluation of the appearance of the garment and its construction from the
outside. Of particular concern was determining whether the garment could have had a “storebought” appearance by evaluating the presence of “home-made” and “store-bought” construction
details. “Alteration Elements” were described by examining the garment for evidence of any
changes made to the garment design. Examples of alterations included taking a hem up or letting
it down or taking in side seams of a garment to alter the waistline fit. “Repair Elements” were
documented by examining the garment for evidence of mending. Repaired tears in fabric or
seams were examples of garment repairs.
“Fabric Characteristics Identification” was the third property analyzed in the instrument
and was described in two sections, “Aesthetic Attributes” and “Textile Attributes.” “Aesthetic
Attributes” focused on the aesthetic elements, or appearance, of the fabric. Aesthetics were
identified by describing the fabric color(s), print or design on the fabric, and scale of the print or
design. Following this description, seven fabric details were identified as being closer to one of
two extremes. The fabric itself was rated in degrees from matte to shiny, flat to threedimensional, stiff to flowing, and opaque to transparent. The fabric design (if present) was rated
in degrees from geometric to organic, regular to irregular, and low contrast to high contrast.
“Textile Attributes” were analyzed through identifying commodity bag, technical, and
yarn characteristics of the garment fabric, as well as the sewing thread used to sew the garment.
Commodity bag characteristics were identified as the location(s) on the garment where
commodity bag stitch holes are present and the number of commodity bag stitch holes per inch
for each location.
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Technical characteristics of the fabric included fabric structure and thread count (in
“threads per inch”). Fabric structure was determined by visually identifying whether the fabric
weave was plain, twill, satin, or another weave. Thread count was measured using a linen
counter, an instrument that is the combination of a magnifying glass, ruler, and pointer, to count
the number of yarns per inch in both the warp and weft directions of the fabric. The warp yarns
in the fabric run parallel to the fabric selvages or finished edge of the fabric, while the weft yarns
run perpendicular to the fabric selvages or finished edge of the fabric. When the selvages could
be seen on the commodity bag garments, location of warp and weft yarns could be determined.
When selvages could not be seen, it was impossible to make a determination of which direction
was warp and which was weft, so the thread counts for each direction were labeled as “A”
direction and “B” direction.
Yarn characteristics aided in evaluating the quality of the fabric comprising each
garment. Yarn characteristics were identified as number of yarn components for fabric yarns and
the final direction of twist for the yarns (either “S” or “Z”) and were identified visually, both
with the naked eye and the use of a magnifying glass.
Sewing thread characteristics were identified for every example of sewing thread present
in each garment. The thread and location where the thread was found on the garment were listed
on the instrument.
Part Two of the instrument summarized the data collected in Part One by using the
operations “Evaluation,” “Cultural Analysis,” and “Interpretation.” Each of the three properties
identified, design characteristics, construction characteristics, and fabric characteristics, were
summarized with each operation. While design, construction, and fabric characteristics were
identified for each of the 37 garments individually in the sample, the operations evaluation,
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cultural analysis, and interpretation were applied to all 37 garments together as a group in Part
Two of the instrument. The fact that this collection was homogeneous in nature lent itself to
analysis of this sort. The results of this final analysis were used to answer the research questions
posed through Study One and contribute to answering the research questions posed in Study
Two.
This methodology and the garment analysis instrument were validated summer 2002
through a preliminary study of ten commodity bag dresses made by Mrs. Aucoin. A material
culture study approach was implemented, using an instrument based on research published by
Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck (2002) that systematically accounted for design,
construction, and fabric characteristics. Findings indicated that the method and instrument used
in the current study could be used to accurately identify, evaluate, culturally analyze, and
interpret this collection of commodity bag garments.
Most of the dresses in the preliminary study had similar bodice and skirt silhouettes and
skirt lengths. These characteristics suggested that Mrs. Aucoin preferred a particular type of
dress and chose to use similar patterns for each one. Variety was shown through the choice of
fabric print, bodice details and trimmings. Each of the dress prints was colorful, vibrant and, at
times, even whimsical. Through these details, aspects of Mrs. Aucoin’s personality emerged. It
appeared that she enjoyed using her creativity to make each of the dresses look different, even
while similar patterns were used. Thread counts for the printed fabrics ranged from 51 to 62
threads per inch in the warp and 44 to 59 threads per inch in the weft. By comparison, the
bleached commodity bag dress was a much looser weave and had only 33 threads per inch in
both the warp and weft. Each of the fabrics was comprised of just one yarn component, with a
final twist direction of “Z” in both the warp and weft.
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Data Collection
Garments were examined in the conservation laboratory of the TCM by the researcher in
spring and summer 2004. Separate copies of the commodity bag garment analysis instrument
were completed for each garment studied. Descriptive statistics such as frequencies,
percentages, and ranges were calculated for quantitative data, while qualitative data were
summarized after categorizing themes that emerged during data analysis.
Limitations
A limitation in this study was that few items of commodity bag garments exist. Cook
(1990) suggested that this is “because they were made for everyday wear and they were used up,
worn out and thrown away” (p. 1). The difficulty in identifying a garment as having commodity
bag origin further limits the amount of surviving garments that are available to be studied.
Identifying stitch holes or labeling from the original commodity bag is challenging, if not
impossible, due to careful cutting and sewing by clever seamstresses and years of laundering.
Of the garments that were saved and can be analyzed, it is important to note that they
may not depict what was commonly worn. Maeder (1990) noted “dealing with items of dress is
always difficult as they are usually isolated survivals and do not reflect the standard but rather
the atypical” (p. 89). Furthermore, though this vast collection of documented commodity bag
garments has few rivals in the United States, the fact that it was created and worn by only one
woman limits the application of the findings to a broad population.
Study Two: Historical Analysis
Study Two compared the characteristics of women’s daywear garments made from
commodity bags analyzed in Study One with characteristics of fashionable women’s daywear
garments depicted in a national woman’s magazine. Historical analysis was used to report the
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design, construction, and fabric characteristics of prevailing fashions depicted in Good
Housekeeping magazines between the years 1949 and 1968. This time period was chosen based
on the copyright dates of commodity bag garments made by Mrs. Aucoin that are part of the
TCM’s collection. Historical analysis results were compared with results from the material
culture study of commodity bag garments to determine similarities and differences between the
garments and prevailing fashions (see Figure 5).

Examine Good Housekeeping
fashions for three properties:

Compare

Study One Results

Design
Characteristics

Construction
Characteristics

Fabric
Characteristics
Figure 5: Relationship Between Study One and Study Two
Comparing extant garments with depictions of common period fashions is a method used
by costume historians to date garments or to evaluate the degree of stylishness exhibited in a
garment. For example, Paoletti, Beeker, and Pelletier (1987) compared men’s early twentieth
century jackets with garment listings in period Sears, Roebuck, and Company catalogs. Paoletti,
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Beeker, and Pelletier justified their methodology by stating, “Extant garments and print sources
can be used together, weighted equally, in order to better piece together a picture of the past” (p.
44). McCauley (1993) used similar methodology when she compared late nineteenth and early
twentieth century undergarments with garment listings in period Sears, Roebuck, and Company
catalogs.
Derivation of Research Objective and Questions
This study compared characteristics of women’s daywear commodity bag garments with
characteristics of fashionable women’s daywear garments depicted in a national woman’s
magazine. As extant commodity bag garments have not been analyzed prior to this study, no
published research has attempted to determine how stylish commodity bag garments may have
been during the time in which they were made. Existing fashion histories between the years
1949 and 1968 focus on high fashion rather than fashions that were targeted towards middle
class women, necessitating the study of Good Housekeeping magazines, a publication that
featured current ready-to-wear fashions that were promoted to women of a middle socioeconomic status.
Units of Analysis
Good Housekeeping magazines were used for the historical analyses of women’s
daywear fashions between 1949 and 1968. Daytime dress was analyzed because the extant
garments analyzed in Study One were daywear garments. For the purpose of this study, daytime
dress referred to garments a woman would wear for activities such as housekeeping, shopping,
lunches with friends and social activities such as meetings. These activities might or might not
take place within the woman’s home.
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This research sought to compare the commodity bag garments from Study One with the
dress worn by women of middle socio-economic status rather than women of high socioeconomic status, as has been done in prior costume histories. Good Housekeeping was chosen
for this study because it was a magazine available nation-wide and aimed at American women of
middle socio-economic status in the early to mid twentieth century (Wood, 1956). Fashions
featured in a middle socio-economic-targeted magazine were chosen because they are assumed
to represent the design, construction, and fabric characteristics of women’s daywear garments
that the broadest section of American women may have had access to in clothing stores nationwide, even Mrs. Aucoin herself at times when she shopped at Baton Rouge department stores for
clothing. In contrast, fashions depicted in magazines such as Vogue were targeted towards
women of a higher socio-economic status and would have been available only in clothing stores
in major metropolitan areas, at prices that were far higher than could be afforded by women of
middle socio-economic status. Richards’ (1983-84) study of women’s skirt lengths in the 1920s
was based on data collected from Good Housekeeping magazines for this reason.
It should be noted that Mrs. Aucoin likely did not read Good Housekeeping magazine
herself during this time period, as she would not have had time for leisurely reading while
keeping up with the demands of running a home and farm with her husband. Likewise, Mrs.
Aucoin and her family would have been likely to be classified as being in the lower-to-mid
segment of middle socio-economic status, given their occupation and ownership of their home
and property (R. Grant, personal communication, April 25, 2002).
When Mrs. Aucoin did have time for some relaxation, she may have read her husband’s
Progressive Farmer magazine, a publication written for farmers. Each issue had a section
dedicated to the wives of farmers that featured sections on topics such as cooking, child-rearing,
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and home decorating. While ready-to-wear fashion clothing was not reported on, there was a
section each month where current women’s clothing patterns could be ordered, a service that
Mrs. Aucoin used for at least one of the commodity bag garments analyzed in Study One.
Poll data collected by Alfred Politz Research, Inc. (The Audiences of Nine Magazines:
Their Size and Characteristics, 1955) provided demographic data that identified the typical
reader of Good Housekeeping magazine. In their national study of 8,262 people, aged 10 and
over it was concluded that Good Housekeeping was read by females aged 15-55 years of age and
older, that socio-economic status levels for the majority of readers ranged from the middle fifth
to the highest fifth of the population and that most of the readers were married. Furthermore, it
was found that the overwhelming majority of readers’ ethnicity was white, that the women did
not work outside the home, and that they lived in urban rather than rural areas.
Throughout its publishing history, Good Housekeeping consistently ranked among the
highest in circulation and advertising dollars. From the late nineteenth century through the midtwentieth century, Good Housekeeping was known as one of the “Big Six” of women’s
periodicals in the publishing world (Zuckerman, 1998). Competitors included Delineator,
McCall’s, Ladies’ Home Journal, Woman’s Home Companion, and Pictorial Review
(Zuckerman, 1998). Television’s popularity explosion in the 1950s forever changed the face of
magazine publication as the number of magazine readers fell (Zuckerman, 1998). Of the “Big
Six,” only Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal and McCall’s survived the change in
entertainment preferences. In the 1960s these three magazines were joined in popularity by
newcomers Woman’s Day, Family Circle, Redbook and Better Homes and Gardens (Zuckerman,
1998).
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In the 1950s and 1960s “Good Housekeeping maintained the focus that had built its
reputation, that of providing advice and information on running the home” (Zuckerman, 1998).
From its founding in1885, Good Housekeeping regularly featured sections devoted to food,
beauty, fashion, home furnishings, children, and fiction stories. Rather than placing particular
emphasis on fashion, as did rival woman’s publication Ladies Home Journal (Peterson, 1964;
Zuckerman, 1998), Good Housekeeping offered it alongside other departments as simply one
aspect of a woman’s daily life.
Examples of articles and features within the pages of Good Housekeeping magazines
between the years 1949 and 1968 support the above findings that Good Housekeeping was
focused towards middle socio-economic status homemakers with families. Articles that
appeared in the January 1949 issue of Good Housekeeping, the first month and year analyzed in
Study Two, covered subjects such as economical one-pan meals, the care of house plants, a stepby-step guide for repairing a leaky faucet and laying tile, current motion pictures, and interior
decorating, in addition to a review of fabrics that would be popular that year and the fashions that
were ordinarily featured.
These interests are continued in the June 1968 issue of Good Housekeeping, the final
month and year analyzed in Study Two. Topics such as recipes easy enough for a teen to
prepare, a report on oven cleaners, updates on new wall coverings, gifts to give at bridal showers,
and a description of basic adolescent development milestones, in addition to a summary of
summer fashion trends, indicate that the woman reading Good Housekeeping was still homeminded and had a family for whom to care. Changes that could be seen in the readership of
Good Housekeeping over the years were evidenced in articles appearing in 1968 issues that
covered topics from the debate over Vietnam (January) to one woman’s experience with a
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nervous breakdown (March). These current event-themed features show how Good
Housekeeping matched content with subjects that interested their readers.
Selection of Sample
Good Housekeeping magazines between the years 1949 and 1968 were analyzed. Each
year, issues from January through June were examined, though only the “Fashion” section(s)
showcasing daytime women’s garments were included in the study. Issues from January to June
were chosen because the commodity bag garments studied in Study One were spring and
summer-type garments, made of lighter fabrics than fall and winter fashions and having warmweather design characteristics such as short sleeves. Fashions focusing on garments such as
maternity wear, outer wear, beach wear, and men’s and children’s wear were excluded from the
study. Women’s daywear garments were examined for design, construction, and fabric
characteristics, the same characteristics that were identified in Study One. Within each section,
all garments were studied individually and had characteristics recorded on the data collection
instrument.
The “Fashion” portion of the magazine was chosen because its focus was on
communicating the most current ready-to-wear fashions. Non-fashion features such as “The
Beauty Clinic” or advertisements were not included because their focus was on communicating a
purpose other than fashion. Simplicity Pattern sections were not included, though they were
present in each issue of the magazine studied, because the main focus was on garments that
could be sewn, rather than on ready-to-wear garments that were available for purchase nationwide.
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Instrumentation
The code sheet used for the historical analysis of Good Housekeeping “Fashion” sections
was qualitative in nature. The sheet was divided into five sections, beginning with an overview,
followed by design, construction, and fabric characteristics, ending with a section titled “other.”
Overview information was comprised of the issue date, fashion section topic, the page
number where the section began, and the garments that were shown in that feature. Even if a
“Fashion” section was not included in the analysis due to a topic that did not represent women’s
daywear fashions, the “overview” section of the code sheet was completed for the section in
order to track the topics of all fashion features overall. Garments were listed individually, rather
than as ensembles, so that separate pieces could be more accurately accounted for. For example,
a suit was listed either as a jacket and a skirt or a jacket and pants. In this way it was easier to
determine precisely which pieces were shown.
Design characteristics recorded were neckline shapes, collar shapes or styles, sleeve,
waistline, and skirt lengths, and skirt widths. When a garment’s silhouette was boxy and
unfitted, it was termed “no waistline indicated.” It was often difficult to determine skirt length
and skirt width, since photographs often did not show a full length shot of the model wearing the
garment. It was common for the model to be shown only above the knee or in a sitting position
that made it difficult to make a judgment of skirt length. For this reason, the skirt lengths
recorded in this study under-represent the exact number of each length that was intended to be
shown.
Construction characteristics were recorded individually in list-form, as the characteristics
visible in the photographs and illustrations varied widely from month to month. Because
construction characteristics are best viewed on actual garments, rather than in photographs, the
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number of characteristics recorded on the code sheets was not as exhaustive as those recorded in
the garment analysis in Study One.
Fabric characteristics recorded included the colors, prints, fibers, and fabrics that
appeared in each section. Only those colors that could be seen were recorded. Many garments
were shown in one color were available in other colors as well. The intent of this research,
however, was to record only the visible characteristics of garments within the “Fashion”
sections, as these were the specific characteristics that the fashion editors were promoting to the
reader. Many “Fashion” sections were in black and white, particularly in the earlier years of the
historical analysis, which also negated the possibility of determining the exact colors shown.
Colors were listed on the code sheet individually, even when they were part of a multi-colored
pattern.
Descriptions of fabric prints were listed and later, during data analysis, separated into
broad categories of prints. For instance, the category of “check” prints included gingham
checks, tweeds, herringbones, and windowpane checks. Size and shape of the particular print
were not recorded.
The fiber content of the fabrics shown was obtained from the descriptions that
accompanied each garment in the “Fashion” feature. Each fiber or group of fibers was recorded
separately on the code sheet.
The names of the garment fabrics were also obtained from the garment descriptions,
though this information was not provided in many cases. If a fabric name was not listed in the
description of the garment, “not specified” was recorded on the historical analysis code sheet.
The final section was labeled “other,” for recording any details that did not fit in the prior
four categories. Examples of items recorded under “other” were the type of belt that was worn
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with a garment, stores in Louisiana where the garments could be purchased, and significant shifts
in design, construction, or fabric that were noticed for the first time.
Data Collection
The historical analysis of Good Housekeeping magazines was conducted by the
researcher in fall 2004. The magazines were analyzed at Louisiana State University’s Middleton
Library where they were located. Each issue was examined sequentially to track changes in
fashions over time. For each “Fashion” feature analyzed, separate code sheets were completed.
For some issues, particularly prior to 1954 when the length of the “Fashion” section was
reduced, multiple “Fashion” sections were present and therefore multiple copies of code sheets
were completed.
Following historical analysis of the issues, information for each month of each year
studied was compiled to obtain a summary of all the garments and design, construction, and
fabric characteristics seen for each year. Results were further compiled into three time periods,
1949 to 1954, 1955 to 1964, and 1965 to 1968, the same time periods used by costume historians
when summarizing the prevailing fashions during the mid-twentieth century (e.g. Tortora &
Eubank, 1998).
Limitations
One limitation in this study was that while specific fashions were depicted in Good
Housekeeping, it is unknown how popular the fashions may have been during the time period.
Paoletti, Beeker, and Pelletier (1987) noted that “the appearance of a style in a magazine or
catalog does not guarantee it was worn” (p. 44). Cosbey, Damhorst, and Farrell-Beck (2002)
stated, however, that “styles depicted do represent design ideas offered in the marketplace that
generally served as guides relative to actual clothing selections” (p. 110). A second limitation
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was that the two-dimensional, front-view only format of photographs meant that fewer design,
construction, and fabric characteristics could be seen. This aspect contrasts sharply with the
three-dimensional view than can be studied from all angles, possible in extant garment analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
This chapter presents the findings of Study One, the material culture study of extant
commodity bag garments, and Study Two, the historical analysis of Good Housekeeping
magazines. In the findings of Study One, characteristics of commodity bag garments are
identified. In Study Two findings, a summary of garment characteristics seen in Good
Housekeeping magazines are identified. The final portion of this chapter presents findings that
compare characteristics of Study One and Study Two.
Study One: Material Culture Study
Identification of Commodity Bag Garments
In Study One, 37 women’s daywear garments were analyzed using a material culture
study model. The garments are a part of the holdings of the Louisiana State University Textile
and Costume Museum (TCM). Thirty-five of the garments were made of printed fabric and bear
evidence of being of commodity bag origin. The two remaining garments were made of solid,
off-white fabric and bear no direct evidence of being of commodity bag origin. The fabric was,
however, consistent in characteristics with extant chicken feed commodity bags belonging to the
garments’ seamstress also housed in the TCM’s collection. See Figures 6 through 41 for
photographs of the garments analyzed.
Design Characteristics
Identification of design characteristics comprised the first 52 questions of the instrument
(see appendices B and C) used to collect garment analysis data for the 37 commodity bag
garments studied. This section begins with a presentation of overall design characteristics results
for all garments, such as style, closure locations, closures, structural embellishments,
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(Left) Figure 6: Garment number 1, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 7: Garment number 2, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 8: Garment number 3, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 9: Garment number 4, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 10: Garment number 5, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 11: Garment number 6, rounded collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 12: Garment number 7, v-neck with keyhole dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 13: Garment number 8, v-neck with keyhole dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 14: Garment number 9, v-neck with keyhole dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 15: Garment number 10, pointed collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 16: Garment number 11, pointed collar dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 17: Garment number 12, v-neck dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 18: Garment number 13, v-neck dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 19: Garment number 14, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 20: Garment number 15, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 21: Garment number 16, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 22: Garment number 17, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 23: Garment number 18, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 24: Garment number 19, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 25: Garment number 20, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 26: Garment number 21, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 27: Garment number 22, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 28: Garment number 23, other dress style. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 29: Garment number 24, blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.

Figure 30: Garment number 25, blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.

Figure 31: Garment number 26, jacket. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 32: Garment number 27, jacket. Photo courtesy of the TCM.

Figure 33: Garment number 28, blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 34: Garment number 29, blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.

Figure 35: Garment number 30, jacket. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 36: Garment number 31, blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 37: Garment numbers 32 and 33, blouse and skirt. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 38: Garment number 34, skirt. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 39: Garment number 35, shorts. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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(Left) Figure 40: Garment number 37, non-print blouse. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
(Right) Figure 41: Garment number 37, non-print dress. Photo courtesy of the TCM.

surface embellishments, and symmetry. In the second part of this section, findings from
individual portions of the garments, including neckline, armsceye, waist, and skirt
characteristics, will be presented.
Twenty-four dresses were evaluated for overall style of design and fit. The majority (17
or 71%) of the dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 37) were
shirtwaist dress styles. These dresses each had semi-fitted bodices styled as a shirt with buttons
down the front, a natural waist, and a skirt that was straight or slightly flared. Three (13%)
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9) were classified as modified shirtwaist dresses, meaning they were similar in
overall styling and silhouette to a shirtwaist dress, but did not have buttons as closures on the
bodice front. Two (8%) of the dresses (nos. 14, 19) were shift dresses, those that had an unfitted
shape and no defined waistline seam. One (4%) dress was a princess-seamed dress (no. 16) and
one (4%) dress (no. 21) was classified as “Other Dress” style because its design characteristics
did not represent a specific dress style.
Table 2 presents the frequency and distribution of dress styles by garment group for the
24 dresses analyzed. Garments were grouped based on the prevailing pattern style that was used
to make the dress. With the exception of the “Other Dress Styles” group, each dress group
represents numerous similarities between one another that make patterns in data results easier to
identify. The six “Rounded Collar” dresses each have rounded collars, jewel necklines, and
similar bodice design. The three “V-Neck with Keyhole” dresses each have a neckline that is
both V-neck in shape and keyhole in style. The design characteristics of these three dresses are
nearly identical to one another. The two “Pointed Collar” dresses appear to have been made
from McCall’s pattern #5962, a pattern belonging to the seamstress that is now in the collection
of the TCM. The bodice details are nearly identical to the commercial pattern, though a different
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skirt pattern, one that used less fabric, was used. The two “V-Neck” dresses have V-shaped
necklines, though one has a collar and one does not. Bodice and skirt details for each dress are
very similar to one another. Single dresses were grouped as “Other Dress Styles” if the
prevailing design characteristics of each were not present in any other garment. Many of these
dresses appear to have been made from commercial patterns belonging to the seamstress that are
now a part of the TCM’s collection. The dress in the “Non-Print Dress” group is made of an offwhite fabric rather than a printed fabric like the remainder of the dresses in the sample. The
fabric is thought to be a plain, bleached commodity bag, though no physical evidence of the
origin has been found.
The ten blouses/jackets that were analyzed represented a variety of degrees of fit.
Garments were classified as “blouses” if the overall style appeared to be designed to fit close
enough to the body that a second layer could not be worn underneath. Garments were classified
as “jackets” if the style was loose enough throughout the bodice and sleeves that a second layer
would be required to be worn underneath in order for the garment to be worn modestly. The
style and fit of two garments was ambiguous, resulting in each being designated as blouse/jacket
since a specific determination could not be reached.
Three (30%) of the blouses (nos. 24, 28, 29) were unfitted, meaning that no shaping
methods such as darts were used to shape the fabric to the body. Three (30%) of the blouses
(nos. 25, 31, 32) were semi-fitted and contained darts, pleats, or gathers for shaping. One (10%)
blouse (no. 36) had numerous seams and darts to create a fitted appearance. One (10%) jacket
(no. 26) was cut very loose which resulted in a very unfitted appearance. This jacket would have
been worn over another garment. Two garments (20%) were semi-fitted (nos. 27, 30), with darts
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Table 2
Frequency and Distribution of Dress Styles by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Shirtwaist
Modified
Shift
Princess
Other
Group
Dress
Shirtwaist
Dress
Seam
Dress
Dress
Dress
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
Dresses
V-Neck with
3
Keyhole Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
Dresses
Other Dress
6
2
1
1
Styles
Non-Print
1
Dress
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
17
3
2
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
71
13
8
4
4
________________________________________________________________________
and seams for shaping, but it was unclear whether or not they were constructed to be worn as
blouses or jackets.
Table 3 presents the frequency and distribution of blouse and jacket styles by garment
number for each of the ten blouses/jackets analyzed. These garments are listed individually
since each is comprised of different design characteristics and none appears to have been made
from identical patterns.
There were three garments in the sample that were worn only below the waist, two skirts
(nos. 33, 34) and one pair of shorts (no. 35). Each of the skirts was flared or A-line in style. The
pair of shorts was presumed to be semi-fitted and knee length, based on the width of the legs and
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Table 3
Frequency and Distribution of Blouse and Jacket Styles by Garment Number
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Unfitted
Semi-fitted Fitted Very Unfitted
Semi-fitted
Number
Blouse
Blouse
Blouse
Jacket
Blouse or Jacket
________________________________________________________________________
24
x
25
x
26
x
27
x
28
x
29
x
30
x
31
x
32
x
36
x
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
3
3
1
1
2
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
30
30
10
10
20
________________________________________________________________________
the full curve of the hips. A bifurcated garment form was not available on which to model the
shorts, nor was it known how the shorts would have fit the seamstress when they were worn.
Five different closure locations were seen in the 37 garments analyzed. Eighteen (49%)
of the garments had closures at both the center front and side of the garment. Each of these 18
was a dress, including styles with rounded collars (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), V-neck and keyhole
combination necklines (nos. 7, 8, 9), pointed collars (nos. 10, 11), and V-necklines (nos. 12, 13).
Eleven (30%) garments opened only at the center front of the bodice. Of these 11, eight were
blouses or jackets (nos. 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32) and three were “other” dress styles (nos.
17, 19, 23). Two (5%) garments, each a blouse or jacket (nos. 26, 36), opened in an off-center
location, meaning that the opening was to the left or right of center front. For each garment, the
closure placement was slightly off-center as a result of sewing the buttons farther in than center
front in order to obtain a closer bodice fit. Three (8%) garments, two representing “other” dress
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styles (nos. 14, 16) and one skirt (no. 33), had closure locations at center back. Three (8%)
garments opened at the side, one “other” dress style (no. 21), a skirt (no.34), and the pair of
shorts (no. 35).
Table 4 presents the frequency and distribution of garment closure location by garment
group. In addition to the previously described groups of dresses, two other groups were added.
Blouses/jackets were grouped together, as were skirts and shorts. In the non-print grouping, a
non-print blouse was added to the non-print dress.
Four different closures, buttons, zippers, hooks and eyes, and snaps, were seen on the 37
garments analyzed. Twenty-nine (78%) of the garments had buttons. On the dress bodices with
buttons, all were located on the center or off-center of the bodice front. One skirt (no. 33) and
the shorts (no. 35) each had one button at the closure. Zippers were seen on 22 (59%) of the
garments, 20 dresses, a skirt (no. 33), and the shorts (no. 35). Nine (24%) of the garments, seven
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 37), one blouse (no. 24), and one skirt (no. 34), had at least one
set of hook and eye present. For two of these dresses (nos. 15, 37) the hooks and eyes were
located at the side seam. The remaining five dresses had hooks and eyes at the bodice center
front. One (3%) dress (no. 22) had a snap at the center front bodice. Table 5 presents the
frequency and distribution of garment closures by garment group.
Many garments had more than one closure, specifically, the dresses with at least two
closure locations present. All six dresses with rounded collars (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and each Vneckline dress (nos. 12, 13) had both buttons and a zipper, as did two of the dresses representing
“other” dress styles (nos. 18, 20). One “other” dress style (no. 22) had buttons, zipper, and a
snap. All three dresses with a combination “V and keyhole” neckline (nos. 7, 8, 9) had both a
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Table 4
Frequency and Distribution of Garment Closure Location by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Center
Side
OffCenter Center Front
Group
Front
Center
Back
and Side
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole 3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
Dresses
Other Dress
3
1
2
4
Styles
Blouses/
8
1
Jackets
Skirts/
2
1
Shorts
Non-Print
1
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
11
3
2
3
18
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
30
8
5
8
49
________________________________________________________________________
zipper and a hook and eye. The two pointed collar dresses (nos. 10, 11) had buttons, a zipper,
and a hook and eye. The dress made from a non-print commodity bag (no. 37) had both buttons
and hooks and eyes, as did one “other” dress style (no. 15). One skirt (no. 33) and the pair of
shorts (no. 35) had both a zipper and a button for closures.
In the 37 commodity bag garments analyzed, seven different categories of structural
embellishments and seven different categories of surface embellishments were seen. Structural
embellishments included seams or gores, darts, ease, pleats or tucks, gathers, slits, and yoke or
contrasting fabric. Surface embellishments included topstitching, buttons, continuous trims,
facings, pockets, belts, and fabric insets, ties or bows, and contrasting fabric.
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Table 5
Frequency and Distribution of Garment Closures by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Buttons
Zipper
Hooks and
Snaps
Group
Eyes
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
6
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole
3
3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
2
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
2
Dresses
Other Dress
7
7
1
1
Styles
Blouses/
8
1
Jackets
Skirts/
2
2
1
Shorts
Non-Print
2
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
29
22
9
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
78
59
24
3
________________________________________________________________________
All 37 garments had seams, though only one garment, a skirt (no. 34), had only this one
embellishment. It was much more common amongs the sample studied for garments to be
constructed with multiple structural embellishments. A majority, including dresses and blouses,
had seams, darts, and ease. Four garments had two structural embellishments present, while 15
had three and 14 had four present. Three garments had five structural embellishments, each of
which appears to have been made from a commercial pattern owned by the seamstress and part
of the TCM’s holdings.
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All dresses had darts somewhere on the garment. Most (34 or 92%) garments had darts
in the bodice (31 or 91%) and the skirt (22 or 81%). Two (5%) garments, both blouses/jackets
(nos. 27, 30), had darts at the elbows. Ease was used in 27 (73%) garments, primarily when
sleeves were set into armseyes. Pleats or tucks were used in 17 (46%) garments, ten of them
dresses, one blouse, and 11 skirts. Gathers were seen in five (14%) garments (nos. 18, 21, 23,
25, 28), usually used around necklines or bodice yokes for fullness. Four (11%) garments had
slits in seams, two at dress sleeve caps (nos. 21, 22) and two at blouse side seams (nos. 24, 29).
One (3%) blouse had a yoke (no. 28) and one (3%) blouse (no. 24) had contrast fabric at the
hem. Table 6 presents the frequency and distribution of garment structural embellishment by
garment group.
Surface embellishments were seen on nearly all of the garments. Only one garment, a
skirt (no. 34), had no surface embellishments at all. Most garments had at least two or three
surface embellishments. Thirteen garments, including eight dresses (2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 16),
three blouses (nos. 24, 28), a skirt (no. 33), and shorts (no. 35), had two embellishments.
Fourteen, including eight dresses (nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19, 20), five blouses/jackets (nos. 25, 26,
29, 30, 31), and a non-print dress (no. 37), had three embellishments. Four embellishments were
seen on five garments, including four dresses (nos. 13, 15, 18, 22) and a non-print blouse (no.
36). Five embellishments were seen on three garments, two dresses (nos. 21, 23) and a blouse
(no. 32). Only one garment, a dress (no. 17), had six embellishments. Each of the garments with
five or six embellishments appears to have been constructed using commercial patterns that are
part of the TCM’s holdings.
Thirty-six (97%) of the 37 garments had topstitching. Only one skirt (no. 33) had no
topstitching. With the exception of a skirt (no. 33), each of the garments had topstitching on
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Table 6
Frequency and Distribution of Garment Structural Embellishments by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Seams/
Darts
Ease Pleats/ Gathers
Slits Yoke/
Group
Gores
Tucks
Contrast
Fabric
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
6
6
5
Dresses
V-Neck with
3
3
3
2
Keyhole Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
2
2
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
2
2
1
Dresses
Other Dress
10
10
5
4
3
2
Styles
Blouses/
9
7
9
1
2
2
2
Jackets
Skirts/
3
2
Shorts
Non-Print
2
2
2
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
37
34
27
17
5
4
2
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
100
92
73
46
14
11
5
________________________________________________________________________
more than one area of the garment, some in as many as four different locations. While buttons
were counted as closures, they were also noted as surface embellishments if the button was
exposed on the garment, rather than be concealed in some way. Twenty-eight (76%) of the
garments, including 16 dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23), nine
blouses/jackets (nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), one skirt (no. 33), the shorts (no. 35), and
two non-print garments (nos. 36, 37) had exposed buttons.
Continuous trim was seen on the outside of garments in the forms of piping, bias tape,
and rick-rack. Twelve (32%) garments, 10 dresses (nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 22) and two
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non-print garments (nos. 36, 37), had some form of continuous trim. Trim was used primarily
around the neckline and around the sleeve hems.
Facings on the outside of the garment rather than on the inside were considered to be
surface embellishments in this study. On 12 (32%) garments facings were used as decorative
elements, either at the bodice or the sleeve cuffs. Each of the three “V-Neck with Keyhole”
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9) and one “other” dress style (no. 22) had bodice facings that were stitched to
the outside of the garment. Ten garments, including eight dresses (nos. 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 18, 23)
and two blouses (nos. 24, 32), had cuff facings sewn to the outside of the garment.
The garments analyzed had two different styles of pockets, patch pockets and faux welt
pockets. A total of ten (27%) garments had at least one pocket. Three “other” dresses (nos. 15,
17, 21), five blouses/jackets (nos. 25, 26, 29, 30, 31), and one non-print garment (no. 36) had at
least one patch pocket and one blouse (no. 32) had faux welt pockets. The dresses, each of
which appears to have been made from a commercial pattern belonging to the seamstress, had
large patch pockets on the skirts. The blouses/jackets and non-print garment each had patch
pockets on the bodice front. The blouse with the faux welt pockets also appears to have been
made from a commercial pattern belonging to the seamstress.
Five (14%) garments had fabric insets, contrasting fabric, or ties/bows as surface
embellishments. One “other” dress (no. 21) had a fabric inset inside the front neckline,
presumably to reduce the depth of the neckline. The small fabric inset was attached at each side
of the neckline with snaps. This addition was not part of the original pattern, which is part of the
TCM’s holdings. Two garments were constructed of contrasting fabric, one “other” dress (no.
23) and one blouse (no. 32). Each of these garments appears to have been made from a
commercial pattern belonging to the seamstress. The contrasting fabrics used for each garment
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were not of commodity bag origin. It is theorized that contrasting fabric was used because the
seamstress did not have enough commodity bag fabric to complete the garments. Each of the
three “other” dress styles that had ties or bows at the neckline appear to have been made from
commercial patterns belonging to the seamstress.
Five (14%) “other” dress styles had matching belts (nos. 15, 17, 20, 21, 23), all of which
appear to be buckle-style, though the original buckles are missing. The seamstresses’ daughter
said that her mother had one or two buckles that were used for all of the belts. The belts would
be pinned onto the buckles only when the dresses were worn. Each of the belts was worn at the
natural waist had between three and four hand-sewn eyelets to adjust the size of the belt. Each of
the five belts was worn with a dress that was made from a commercial pattern that is now in the
holdings of the TCM. Table 7 presents the frequency and distribution of garment surface
embellishment by garment group.
Five different lengths of garments were noted during analysis. The length of
blouses/jackets fell in either the hip area or the upper thigh area, while the length of dresses and
skirts/shorts fell in the knee, upper calf, or lower calf area. Nine (24%) garments ended in the
hip area, including six blouses (nos. 24, 25, 28, 29, 31, 32), two blouses/jackets (nos. 27, 30), and
a non-print blouse (no. 36). One (3%) jacket (no. 26) ended in the upper thigh area. This jacket
appears to have been constructed from Simplicity pattern #4442, copyright 1953, a commercial
pattern once owned by the seamstress.
Six (16%) garments were knee-length, including five “other” dresses and the pair of
shorts. Each of the dresses appears to have been made from a commercial pattern once owned
by the seamstress. Two of these dresses appear to have been made from patterns with copyright
dates of 1966 (no.16) and 1968 (no. 14), a time period when skirt lengths were shorter. One
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Table 7
Frequency and Distribution of Garment Surface Embellishments by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
TopButtons
Cont. Facing Pockets
Inset,
Belt
Garment
Group

stitching

trim

contrast fabric,
tie/bow

________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
6
2
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole 3
3
3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
2
2
1
Dresses
Other Dress
10
6
3
6
3
4
5
Styles
Blouses/
9
8
2
6
1
Jackets
Skirts/
2
2
Shorts
Non-Print
2
2
2
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
36
28
12
12
10
5
5
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
97
76
32
32
27
14
14
________________________________________________________________________
dress (no. 19) does not have an accompanying pattern, but is made in a style popular in the midto-late 1960s. The remaining two dresses were likely made in the 1950s but were shortened at
some point. Of these two dresses, one (no. 23) appears to have been made from McCall’s pattern
#7888, copyright 1949, while the other (no. 20) appears to have been made from Marian Martin
pattern #9345, for which there is no copyright date.
The majority (20 or 54%) of the garments were upper-calf length. This total includes all
six “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), the three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos.
7, 8, 9), both “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), both “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12, 13), five
“other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 18, 21, 22), one skirt (no. 34), and the non-print dress (no. 37).
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Many of these garments bear evidence of the hems being shortened at some point, indicating that
they would have originally fallen under the “lower-calf” length category when first sewn.
One (3%) skirt (no. 33) was lower-calf length. This garment appears to have been made
from Simplicity pattern #4089, copyright 1952, a time period when skirt styles were longer in
length. Table 8 presents the frequency and distribution of garment length by garment group.
Each garment, including the bodice, collar, lapel, and skirt, was analyzed for elements of
symmetry in the overall design. Of the 37 garments analyzed, 34 (92%) were symmetrical in
design, while three (8%) contained at least one asymmetric element. The asymmetric elements
Table 8
Frequency and Distribution of Garment Length by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Hip
Upper
Knee
Upper
Lower
Group
Area
Thigh
Area
Calf
Calf
Area
Area
Area
________________________________________________________________________
Dresses
5
18
Blouses/Jackets

8

1

-

-

-

Skirts

-

-

-

1

1

Shorts

-

-

1

-

-

Non-Print Garments
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
9
1
6
20
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
24
3
16
54
3
________________________________________________________________________
evidenced in one “other” dress style (no. 13), one jacket (no. 26), and one non-print blouse (no.
36) were each the result of button placement at the center front of the bodice, rather than
elements that were a part of the original design. Instead of sewing the buttons at the center front,
buttons on these three garments were sewn farther over to the left or right of center front,
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resulting in an asymmetrical line down center front. It is assumed that the buttons were sewn in
this manner to provide a closer bodice fit for the wearer.
Neckline shape was considered for the 34 garments that had bodices. The majority (15 or
44%) of these garments had “V” shaped necklines, including both “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12,
13), six “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23), six blouses/jackets (nos. 26, 27, 29, 30,
31, 32), and one non-print garment (no. 37). Eleven (32%) garments, including the six “rounded
collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 19), and two blouses
(nos. 25, 28), had plain or jewel necklines. Necklines with a combination “V-neck” and a
keyhole shape were seen in six (18%) garments. Three of these garments were “V-neck and
Keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two were pointed collar dresses (nos. 10, 11), and one was a
blouse (no. 24). One (3%) non-print garment (no. 36) had a scoop neckline and one (3%)
“Other” dress style (no. 22) had a “triple-v” neckline. This last dress appears to have been made
from Simplicity pattern #2847, copyright 1959, originally owned by the seamstress and now in
the collection of the TCM. Table 9 presents the frequency and distribution of neckline length by
garment group.
Neckline location, the depth of each neckline, was analyzed for 34 garments. All
necklines ended on one of three similar locations: the area at the base of the neck, the area just
below the neck, and the chest area (see instrument in the appendix for illustration of where these
locations fall on the body). Three (9%) of the garments had high necklines that ended at the base
of the neck, including one “rounded collar” dress (no. 1) and two blouses (nos. 25, 28). A
majority (18 or 53%) of the garments analyzed had necklines that ended just below the neck,
including five “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10,
11), two “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12, 13), seven “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22,
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Table 9
Frequency and Distribution of Neckline Shape by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
V
Plain/
V-Neck
Scoop
Triple
Group
Jewel
with
V
Keyhole
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole
3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
Dresses
V-Neck
2
Dresses
Other Dress
6
3
1
Styles
Blouses/
6
2
1
Jackets
Non-Print
1
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
15
11
6
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
44
32
18
3
3
________________________________________________________________________
23), one blouse (no. 29), and one non-print dress (no. 37). Thirteen (38%) garments had
necklines that ended in the chest area. These garments included three “V-neck with keyhole”
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), three “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 21), six blouses/jackets (nos. 24, 26,
27, 30, 31, 32) and one non-print blouse (no. 36). Table 10 presents the frequency and
distribution of neckline location by garment group.
Not all of the necklines originally ended as high as constructed by the seamstress. At
least two garments (nos. 10, 11) had hooks and eyes sewn higher than the neckline recommended
by the commercial pattern likely used to construct the garments (McCall’s #5962, copyright
1961). Without these hooks and eyes, the neckline location would be in the lower chest area
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rather than the area just below the neck. One garment (no. 21), in what was probably an attempt
at making the neckline more modest, had a fabric inset added to the neckline. This alteration
was not included in the commercial pattern likely used to construct the garments (Simplicity
#1930, copyright 1957). Without this addition, the lowest point of the neckline would have been
in the breast area rather than the chest area.
Table 10
Frequency and Distribution of Neckline Location by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Area at
Area just
Chest
Group
base of
below
area
neck
neck
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar Dresses
1
5
V-Neck with Keyhole Dresses

-

-

3

Pointed Collar Dresses

-

2

-

V-Neck Dresses

-

2

-

Other Dress Styles

-

7

3

Blouses/Jackets

2

1

6

Non-Print Garments
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
3
18
13
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
9
53
38
________________________________________________________________________
Of the thirty-four garments were analyzed for collar style, 13 (38%) had no collar. Those
without collars included three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), one “V-neck” dress
(no. 12), four “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 21, 22), four blouses/jackets (nos. 26, 27, 30, 31),
and one “non-print” blouse (no. 36). Eight (24%) garments had rounded collars, including six
“rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), one “other” dress style (no. 19), and one blouse
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(no. 25). Seven (21%) garments had notched collars, including four “other” dress styles (nos. 17,
18, 20, 23), two blouses (nos. 29, 32), and one “non-print dress” (no. 37). Four (12%) garments
had flat pointed collars, including both “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11) and two blouses
(nos. 24, 28). The two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11) appear to have been made from the
same commercial dress pattern, McCall’s #5962, copyright 1961. One (3%) “other” dress style
(no. 13) a shawl collar and one (3%) “other” dress style (no. 15) had a sailor/middy style collar.
Table 11 presents the frequency and distribution of collar style by garment group.
Table 11
Frequency and Distribution of Collar Style by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
No
Rounded
Notched
Flat
Shawl
Sailor/
Group
collar
collar
collar
pointed collar
middy
collar
collar
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole
3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
Dresses
V-Neck
1
1
Dresses
Other Dress
4
1
4
1
Styles
Blouses/
4
1
2
2
Jackets
Non-Print
1
1
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
13
8
7
4
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
38
24
21
12
3
3
________________________________________________________________________
Of the thirty-four garments analyzed for collar widths, 13 (38%) had no collar. The
widest part of collars extended only to the area just below the collar bone in one (3%) blouse (no.
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28). The widest part of collars extended to the mid-shoulder area on 14 (41%) garments,
including four “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 6), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10,
11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13), four “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 19, 20, 23), two blouses
(nos. 24, 25), and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). The widest part of collars extended nearly to
the shoulder seam in six (18%) garments, including two “rounded collar” (nos. 4, 5), two “other”
dress styles (nos. 17, 18), and two blouses (nos. 29, 32).
Of the thirty-four garments were analyzed for lapel widths, 23 (68%) had no lapels. The
widest part of the lapels fell to the area between the neck and collar bone in seven (21%)
garments, including four “other” dress styles (nos. 17, 18, 20, 23), two blouses/jackets (nos. 29,
30), and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). The widest part of the lapels fell between the collar
bone and mid-shoulder for four (12%) garments, including four blouses/jackets (nos. 26, 27, 31,
32).
Armseye style, the “section of the garment into which a sleeve is fitted” (Calasibetta and
Tortora, 2003, p. 16), was analyzed in thirty four garments. Twenty-seven garments (79%) had
set-in armseye styles, including six “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck
with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck”
dresses (nos. 12, 13), five “other” dress styles (nos. 16, 18, 19, 20, 23), eight blouses/jackets
(nos. 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), and one “non-print” blouse (no. 36). Six (18%) garments
had kimono armseye styles, including four “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 21, 22), one jacket
(no. 26), and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). One (3%) dress (no. 14) had a raglan armseye style.
All garments with kimono and raglan armseye styles appear to have been made by the seamstress
from commercial patterns that are now in the holdings of the TCM.
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Thirty-four garments were analyzed for sleeve style. Four types were seen in the
garments: basic fitted, capped, cape, and kimono. Twenty-nine (85%) garments had basic fitted
sleeves, including six “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole”
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12,
13), six “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23), nine blouses/jackets (nos. 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), and one “non-print” blouse (no. 36). Three (9%) garments had capped
sleeves, including two “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 22), and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). One
(3%) dress, an “other” dress style (no. 20), had cape sleeves and one (3%) “other” dress style had
kimono sleeves (no. 21). All garments with capped, cape, and kimono sleeves appear to have
been made from commercial patterns once owned by the seamstress that are now in the holdings
of the TCM.
Five different lengths of sleeves were seen in the 34 sleeved garments analyzed. The
majority were short sleeved and ended at either the “upper-upper” or “lower-upper” portions of
the arm. Four (12%) garments had “cap” length sleeves, including three “other” dress styles
(nos. 15, 20, 22) and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). All four garments appear to be made from
commercial patterns once owned by the seamstress that are now in the holdings of the TCM.
Twenty-six (76%) garments had short sleeved. Twelve (34%) had sleeves ending at the upperupper arm, including two “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 4, 5), three “V-neck with keyhole”
dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), four “other” dress styles (nos. 16, 17, 21, 23),
and two blouses (nos. 25, 29). Fourteen (41%) had sleeves ending at the lower-upper arm,
including four “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 6), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10,
11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13), three “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 18, 19), three blouses (nos.
24, 28, 32) and one “non-print” blouse (no. 36). One (3%) jacket (no. 26) had three-quarter
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length sleeves. Three (9%) blouses/jackets (nos. 27, 30, 31) had sleeves that ended at the wrists.
Table 12 presents the frequency and distribution of sleeve length by garment group.
Table 12
Frequency and Distribution of Sleeve Length by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Cap
UpperLowerThreeWrist
Group
upper
upper
quarter
arm
arm
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
2
4
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole
3
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
Dresses
V-Neck
1
1
Dresses
Other Dress
3
4
3
Styles
Blouses/
2
3
1
3
Jackets
Non-Print
1
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
4
12
14
1
3
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
12
35
41
3
9
________________________________________________________________________
Thirty-four garments were analyzed for the width of the sleeves. The majority (24 or
71%) had short sleeves that fit close to the arm at the cap and then widened for ease of
movement throughout the upper arm. These twenty-four garments included six “rounded collar”
dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two “pointed
collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12, 13), six “other” dress styles (nos.
14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23), and five blouses (nos. 24, 25, 28, 29, 32). Three (9%) blouses/jackets
(nos. 27, 30, 31) had long sleeves with a consistent sleeve width through the upper arm, elbow,
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and wrist that was neither tight nor loose. One (3%) jacket (no. 26) had very full sleeves from
the cap to the wrist. Two (6%) garments had narrow sleeve widths at the cap and upper arm,
including an “other” dress style (no. 21) and a “non-print” blouse (no. 36). Four (12%) garments
had full cap-length sleeves that stood away from the arm, including three “other” dress styles
(nos. 15, 20, 22) and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). These last seven garments appear to have
been made from commercial pattern that once belonged to the seamstress and are now in the
holdings of the TCM.
Thirty-four garment bodices were analyzed for the location of waistline at the garment
center front, center back, left side, and right side. Eleven (32%) garments had no waistlines
indicated, including three “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 19) and eight blouses/jackets (nos. 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31). The three dresses without waistlines appear to have been made from
commercial patterns that once belonged to the seamstress and are now in the holdings of the
TCM.
Twenty-three (68%) garments had natural waistlines at all four locations. The 23
garments included six “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with
keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck” dresses
(nos. 12, 13), seven “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23), one blouse (no. 32), and
two “non-print” garments (nos. 36, 37).
Twenty-seven dresses, skirts, and shorts were analyzed for garment width. For the
majority (17, 63%) of the garments, the widest width included only fit ease, the amount of ease
added into a garment for freedom of movement. These 17 garments included five “rounded
collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two
“pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), four “other” dress styles
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(nos. 17, 18, 20, 22), and shorts (no. 35). Each of the 16 skirts analyzed for this group appears to
have been made from a similar skirt pattern, one that likely could be made from exactly two 100pound commodity bags.
Five (19%) garment skirt widths had a slight A-line design, resulting in more width
towards the hem of the garment. These five garments included one “V-neck” dress (no. 13) and
four “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 16, 19, 23). Three of the dresses (nos. 14, 16, 23) appear to
have been made from commercial patterns once belonging to the seamstress and now in the
collection of the TCM.
Four (15%) garment skirt widths had wide gores or were A-line in design, creating even
more fullness towards the hem of the garment. These four included one “rounded collar” dress
(no. 3), two “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 21), and one skirt (no. 34). The two representing
“other” dress styles appear to have been made from commercial patterns once belonging to the
seamstress and now in the holdings of the TCM.
One (4%) skirt (no. 33) had gores for fullness and was very flared from the lower hip to
the calf, resulting in the fullest garment analyzed. This skirt appears to have been made from a
commercial pattern that once belonged to the seamstress and now is in the holdings of the TCM.
The twenty-seven garments analyzed for skirt or leg width were also analyzed for the
shape of the hem. Twenty-three (85%) garments had straight hems, including six “rounded
collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two
“pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12, 13), eight “other” dress
styles (nos. 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23), a skirt (no. 34), and shorts (no. 35).
Four (15%) garments had curved hems, including two “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 21),
one skirt (no. 33), and a “non-print” dress (no. 37). All four of these garments appear to have
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been made from commercial patterns once belonging to the seamstress and now in the holdings
of the TCM.
Construction Characteristics
Identification of construction characteristics comprised questions 53 through 61 of the
instrument used to collect data for garment analysis of the 37 commodity bag garments studied.
This section includes results of the construction characteristics identified, including seam
finishes, fullness control methods, hem techniques, seam widths, garment lengths, “finishing”
and “effect” comments, and any alteration or repair elements that were identified on the
garments.
Thirty-seven garments were analyzed for which finishes were used on the garment seam
allowances. All garments had at least two seam finishes and some had as many as six. Four
garments (nos. 9, 22, 34, 35) had two only two seam finishes, eleven garments (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7, 8, 13, 18, 25, 36) had three seam finishes, and ten garments (nos. 6, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 24,
32, 33) had three different seam finishes. Ten garments (nos. 10, 15, 17, 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30,
37) had five seam finishes and two garments (nos. 26, 31) had six seam finishes. Garments with
the highest number of seam finishes were dresses, blouses, or jackets.
For the 37 garments studied, 13 different combinations of seam finishes were observed.
This indicates that the seamstress varied her seam finish methods depending on the time she had
to finish the seams and perhaps how much wear the garment was expected to receive. Two seam
finishes, selvage finish and clean finish, required no preparation by the seamstress as they
required only that the seam edge be cut on the selvage of the fabric or neatly trimmed. Five
seam finishes, bound, overcast, French, straight stitch, and turned and stitched, required time and
effort to adequately finish the seam edge.
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A majority (35 or 95%) of the garments had selvage seam finishes somewhere on the
garment. Most of these seams were located on the skirt, typically at the center front and center
back seams. To obtain this seam finish, one edge of the pattern piece would need to be placed
directly on the selvage edge of the fabric. Each of the two garments (nos. 25, 32) that did not
have selvage seam finishes was a blouse. Because blouses require less fabric, the seamstress
could have positioned the pattern pieces in such a way that no garment edge was along a selvage
edge. Each of these blouses could have been made from one commodity bag, a task that would
require careful layout of the pattern pieces in order to make the most out of limited pieces of
fabric. If this was the case, the seamstress would not have had the luxury of limiting her time
spent finishing seam allowances by placing pieces on the selvage edges.
Thirty-three (89%) garments had seams with clean finishes, meaning that the seams were
trimmed neatly but had no other treatment to prevent raveling. Only one “other” dress style (no.
15), a blouse (no. 25), a jacket (no. 30), and a “non-print” dress (no. 37) did not have any seams
with a clean finish. Seams that were typically left with only a clean finish were garment side
seams.
Thirty (81%) garments had bound seam finishes. The most common location on a
garment to see a bound seam finish was the neckline, where the seamstress covered the bulky
seam allowance with bias tape or bias strips of garment fabric. Garments with bound seam
finishes included five “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6), two “V-neck with keyhole”
dresses (nos. 7, 8), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13), nine
“other” dress styles (nos. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23), nine “blouses/jackets” (nos. 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), and two “non-print” garments (nos. 36, 37).
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Eighteen (49%) garments had turned and stitched seam finishes, including one “pointed
collar” dress (no. 10), one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), seven “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 15, 16,
17, 19, 21, 23), seven “blouses/jackets” (nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), one skirt (no. 33), and
one “non-print” dress (no. 37). Turned and stitched seam finishes were typically seen on bodice
facings and seams where there were slits.
Fifteen (41%) garments had seams that were overcast to prevent fraying. Garments with
overcast seams included one “rounded collar” dress (no. 4), one “pointed collar” dress (no. 10),
one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), four “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 17, 19, 23), six “blouses/jackets”
(nos. 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32), one skirt (no. 33), and one “non-print” dress (no. 37). Overcast
seams were likely to be seen in a variety of locations on the garments, from center front and
center back bodice seams, to sleeve and shoulder seams, to side seams.
Five (14%) garments had French seams, all of them blouses or jackets (nos. 25, 26, 27,
29, 31). French seams were typically seen on the side or sleeve seams of the garments. The use
of French seams, an enclosed seam, resulted in a garment that was durable since it would
withstand a greater degree of wear and tear. The presence of this seam finish indicates that the
seamstress felt these garments would be worn frequently.
Three (8%) garments had straight-stitched seam finishes, including one “rounded collar”
dress (no. 6), one “pointed collar” dress (no. 11), and one “other” dress style (no. 20). All three
dresses had this seam finish at the center back bodice seam and one dress (no. 20) also had it at
the waistline seam. The center back seams for these three dresses were narrower than for other
garments. Using the straight-stitch seam finish gave these seam allowances more stability.
Table 13 presents the frequency and distribution of seam finishes by garment group.
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Table 13
Frequency and Distribution of Seam Finishes by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Selvage Clean Bound Turned Over- French Straight
Group
finish
&
cast
stitch
stitched
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar
6
6
5
1
1
Dresses
V-Neck with Keyhole
3
3
2
Dresses
Pointed Collar
2
2
2
1
1
1
Dresses
V-Neck
2
2
1
1
1
Dresses
Other Dress
10
9
9
7
4
1
Styles
Blouses/
7
7
9
7
6
5
Jackets
Skirts/
3
3
1
1
Shorts
Non-Print
2
1
2
1
1
Garments
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
35
33
30
18
15
5
3
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
95
89
81
49
41
14
8
________________________________________________________________________
Thirty-seven garments were analyzed to see which shaping and fullness control methods
were used in the construction of the garment. Shaping and fullness control methods are used to
mold the fabric to the body and allow freedom of movement where necessary. Five different
shaping and fullness control methods were seen on the garments studied, including seams, darts,
ease, pleats/tucks, and gathers. Darts were used primarily on bodices for fitting the bust, though
in some cases they were also used at skirt waistlines to fit the hip area. Ease was usually used at
the seam caps where sleeve fullness was fit into the bodice armseye. Pleats and tucks were
typically used at the skirt waistline to fit the hip area, but in selected cases were seen at the
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bodice waistline as well. Gathers were used on garments where fullness in areas such as the
bodice yoke needed to be controlled.
Ten different combinations of shaping and fullness control methods were seen. Most
garments had between three and four different shaping and fullness control methods present.
One garment, a skirt (no. 33), had only one shaping and fullness control method and eight
garments (nos. 4, 14, 15, 17, 26, 29, 34, 35) had two methods. Fourteen garments (nos. 7, 12, 13,
16, 19, 21, 22, 24, 27, 30, 31, 32, 36, 37) had three methods and twelve garments (nos. 1, 2, 3, 5,
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 20, 25, 28) had four methods. Two garments, both dresses (nos. 18, 23), had five
shaping and fullness control methods.
The only group of garments with identical methods used was the “pointed collar” dress
garment group. Although similar patterns were used for numerous garments, particularly dress
skirts, a variety of different shaping and fullness control methods were employed. This could be
based on how much time the seamstress had when she was sewing each garment. For instance, if
there was limited time for the construction a particular dress, it would be faster to use pleats or
tucks at the waistline rather than sew in the required number of darts. In most cases, each
method would produce similar results.
All 37 (100%) garments had seams and 34 (92%) had darts. All dresses had darts,
including six “rounded collar” (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole” (nos. 7, 8, 9),
two “pointed collar” (nos. 10, 11), two “V-neck” (nos. 12, 13), and ten “other” styles (nos. 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23). Seven blouses/jackets (nos. 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32) had
darts, as did one skirt (no. 34), the shorts (no. 35), and both “non-print” garments (nos. 36, 37).
Twenty-four (65%) garments had ease, including five “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2,
3, 5, 6), three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), two “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10,
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11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13), five “other” dress styles (nos. 16, 18, 19, 20, 23), and eight
“blouses/jackets” (nos. 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32). No garment in the “skirt/shorts” group or
the “non-print” garment group used ease as a shaping or fullness control method.
Seventeen (46%) garments had pleats or tucks, including five “rounded collar” dresses
(nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6), two “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 8, 9), two “pointed collar” dresses
(nos. 10, 11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), four “other” dress styles (nos. 18, 20, 22, 23), one
blouse (no. 28), and two “non-print” garments (nos. 36, 37). Neither skirt nor the shorts used
pleats or tucks as a method of shaping or fullness control.
Five (14%) garments had gathers, including three “other” dress styles (nos. 18, 21, 23)
and two blouses (nos. 25, 28). For two of the dresses (nos. 21, 23), gathers were recommended
in the patterns that were used to make them. These patterns once belonged to the seamstress and
are now part of the collection of the TCM. The blouses are similar in styling and could have
been made from the same pattern. It is possible that commercial pattern Simplicity 3656,
copyright 1951, was used to sew these blouses. This pattern once belonged to the seamstress and
is now in the collection of the TCM. The instructions in this pattern recommended the use of
gathers in the same manner as was used in the commodity bag blouses. Table 14 presents the
frequency and distribution of shaping and fullness control methods by garment group.
Thirty-seven garments were analyzed for which hem technique or techniques were used
during the construction process. Hems were seen at the bottom edges of sleeves, skirts, and
blouses/jackets. Three different hem techniques were identified on the garments studied,
including “turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched,” “turned up, machine-stitched,” and “faced.”
Hems classified as “turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched” were turned up with the raw edge
folded under and hemmed by hand. The upper edge of the fabric did not have any covering such
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Table 14
Frequency and Distribution of Shaping and Fullness Control by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Seams
Darts
Ease
Pleats/
Gathers
Group
tucks
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar Dresses
6
6
5
5
V-Neck with Keyhole Dresses

3

3

3

2

-

Pointed Collar Dresses

2

2

2

2

-

V-Neck Dresses

2

2

1

1

-

10

10

5

4

3

Blouses/Jackets

9

7

8

1

2

Skirts/Shorts

3

2

-

-

-

Other Dress Styles

Non-Print Garments
2
2
2
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
37
34
24
17
5
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
100
92
65
46
14
________________________________________________________________________
as bias tape, seam binding, or other fabric to cover the raw edge. Most skirt hems and some
sleeve hems were finished with this hem technique.
Hems classified as “turned up, machine-stitched” were turned up with the raw edge
folded under and then hemmed by machine. Many sleeve hems, most blouse/jacket hems, and
one dress hem were sewn using this technique.
Hems classified as “faced” had a strip of fabric sewn to the hem and turned up inside or
outside the garment before the hem was stitched. This hem technique was used primarily on
sleeve hems. In most cases, it appears that this hem technique was used when the length of the
garment piece being hemmed was not long enough to turn up for the needed inch-wide or more
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hem. By facing the hem, the seamstress would loose only ¼” in length of the original garment
piece. In some cases the facings were applied to the wrong sides of the fabric, so they could not
be seen from the outside. In other cases the facings were applied to the right sides of the fabric,
which created the appearance of a cuff on the outside and gave the garment a new design
element.
Seven different combinations of hem techniques in the garments were identified.
Garments had between one and three different hem techniques. Seventeen garments (nos. 2, 3, 4,
5, 10, 14, 19, 25, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37) had only one hem technique present, while 19
garments (nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 30) had two
different hem techniques. Only one garment (no. 23) had three different hem techniques present.
Twenty-six (70%) garments had at least one hem that was “turned up, uncovered, handstitched.” These garments included all six “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), the
three “V-neck with keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9), both “pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11),
the two “V-neck” dresses (nos. 12, 13), eight “other” dress styles (nos. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22,
23), two jackets (nos. 26, 30), the two skirts (nos. 33, 34), and the “non-print” dress (no. 37).
Seventeen (46%) garments had at least one hem that was “turned up, machine-stitched.”
Garments with this hem included two “rounded collar” dresses (nos. 1, 6), one “V-neck with
keyhole” dress (no. 8), one “V-neck” dress (no. 12), three “other” dress styles (nos. 20, 21, 23),
eight “blouses/jackets” (nos. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31), the shorts (no. 35), and the “nonprint” blouse (no. 36).
Fifteen (41%) garments had at least one hem that was faced, including two “V-neck with
keyhole” dresses (nos. 7, 9), one “pointed collar” dress (no. 11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13),
eight “other” dress styles (nos. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23), and three “blouses/jackets” (nos.
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24, 27, 32). No “rounded collar” dress, skirt, shorts, or non-print garment had a faced hem. In
the majority of the garments with faced hems, the facings were used on the sleeves only (nos. 7,
9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 27). One dress (no. 19) had faced hems on the sleeves and
the hem of the dress. Two blouses (nos. 24, 32) had faced sleeves and faced bodice hems. Table
15 presents the frequency and distribution of hem techniques by garment group.
Table 15
Frequency and Distribution of Hem Techniques by Garment Group
________________________________________________________________________
Garment
Turned up,
Turned up,
Faced
Group
uncovered,
machinehand-stitched
stitched
________________________________________________________________________
Rounded Collar Dresses
6
2
V-Neck with Keyhole Dresses

3

1

2

Pointed Collar Dresses

2

-

1

V-Neck Dresses

2

1

1

Other Dress Styles

8

3

8

Blouses/Jackets

2

8

3

Skirts/Shorts

2

1

-

Non-Print Garments
1
1
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL NO.
26
17
15
________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL %
70
46
41
________________________________________________________________________
Measurements for selected seam allowances were calculated for the 37 garments studied.
Seam widths were measured in inches at the center front bodice, skirt center front and center
back, and the left and right sides of the garment. The twenty center front skirt seams measured
ranged in width from ¼” to 5/8”. The 22 center back skirt seams measured ranged in width from
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3/8” to 3 ¾”. It was more common for the center back seam to be very wide, since the
seamstress usually used this wide seam allowance to double as a kick pleat at the bottom of the
skirt. The 20 center back bodice seams measured ranged in width from 3/16” to 2 ½”. It was
more common for this seam allowance to be narrow. The 33 right and left side seams measured
ranged in width from ¼” to ¾”. The seams averaged ½” in width. There were four sets of right
and left side seams that could not be measured because they were enclosed, rather than exposed,
seams.
For all seams measured, individual seam width from top to bottom tended to vary
between 1/8” and ¼”. Seams typically were wider at the top of the garment, particularly at the
bodice where a closer fit was desired. Towards the bottom of the seams, particularly through the
thigh and knee area where more ease in movement was needed, seams tended to be narrower.
The variation in seam allowance width also suggests that the seamstress sewed quickly and was
less concerned about even seam width than she was about finishing the garment in a timely
manner.
Skirt length or center back length was measured for all 37 garments. Length from waist
to hem was measured for dresses with waistlines, skirts, and shorts. Blouses and dresses without
waistlines indicated were measured from center back neck to hem. The length of the 20 dresses
with waistlines ranged from 24” (nos. 3, 21) to 27 ¼” (no. 22), while the length of the two skirts
measured 27 ½” (no. 34) and 28 ¾” (no. 33). The length of the three dresses without waistlines
measured 36 ½” (no. 14), 37” (no. 16), and 38” (no. 19). The length of the nine
“blouses/jackets” from center back to hem measured ranged from 16 5/8” (no. 28) to 22 ½” (no.
26). The shorts measured 24 ½” (no. 35). The “non-print” blouse (no. 36) measured 18 ½” long
and the “non-print” dress (no. 37) measured 26 ½” long. The skirts alone measured longer than
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the dress skirts. The longest dress skirt measured 27 ¼” from the waist, while the shortest skirt
measured 27 ½” from the waist. The varying lengths of skirts may have been related to the
amount of fabric available in the commodity bags that were used to construct the dresses.
Characteristics termed “Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship” were studied for the 37
commodity bag garments analyzed. Unlike the previous 57 questions of the instrument, this
portion was qualitative in nature. Results consisted of hand-written comments that focused on
specific attributes of garment construction, which suggested the level of skill that was needed to
construct the garment and the level of quality workmanship that was exhibited in the final
garment. The comments for each garment and each question were categorized into themes that
emerged during data analysis.
The first “Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship” area studied was “Finishing,” under
which comments were written regarding how the garment was constructed or finished. This
portion was viewed primarily from the interior of the garment, as this is where construction
details are seen the easiest. It was readily apparent that the seamstress had an advanced level of
skill in garment construction. While it is know that she did not have formal sewing training, her
years of experience are evidenced in the way she used fast-method sewing techniques, made do
with limited sewing resources, used her creativity to enhance the garment aesthetics, and
employed means of making garments more durable. The four themes that emerged from
studying the garment’s construction, therefore, were termed “Fast-method techniques,” “Makingdo,” “Aesthetics,” and “Durabality.”
Fast-method techniques were those that would have made the garment construction
process faster and more efficient. All garments had at least one fast-method technique visible
and most had several. For example, set-in sleeves were usually fit into the garment armseye with
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rows of tiny tucks rather than gathering stitches. These tiny tucks would have been faster to
create than running rows of gathering stitches and adjusting the fit before pinning and sewing the
final seam.
Sleeves were also usually sewn into the armseye before side seams were stitched. In
most garments with sleeves, the side seams were the last seams sewn, atypical of the manner in
which most commercial pattern guide sheets direct construction steps. By sewing side seams
last, the fit of the garment could be easily adjusted, if necessary.
For most dresses, one skirt pattern was used interchangeably, a fast-method technique
that would have assured the seamstress that she always had the right amount of fabric and that
she knew how the finished garment would fit. Even on dresses where a commercial pattern was
located that was used to sew the bodice, the seamstress usually substituted her own skirt pattern
for what was called for on the pattern. To construct this skirt, the seamstress used nearly the
entire width of the commodity bag fabric she had available, rather than cut it to a specific shape.
The center back skirt seam was typically approximately three inches in width from the waist to
the knee area, where the seam allowance would pivot at a right angle to as little as ¼” to form a
kick-pleat.
Other fast method techniques seen included thread tails on seams and darts, basting
thread left in seams, and new hems rolled up over old hems and re-stitched when altering.
Thread tails, lengths of sewing thread left at the beginning or end of a length of stitching, were
seen on 25 garments. The seamstress did not take the time necessary to carefully trim the threads
closely to the stitching line. Basting thread was not removed from areas where it was used in ten
garments (nos. 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 28), another time-waster that would not have made a
difference to the outside appearance. Rather than take out and cut off old hems when shortening
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a skirt, the seamstress rolled up the old hem a width or more and sewed the new hem in place in
five garments (nos. 9, 13, 18, 20, 23). This practice would have saved at least an hour of
precious time and was not noticeable from the outside.
Selected garments employed other fast-method sewing techniques as well. One dress
(no. 18) had rick-rack trim that was sewn to the underside of the collar, rather than being
sandwiched in-between the two collar pieces as in ready-to-wear. The waistband of a skirt (no.
34) was hand-stitched down with running stitches that are visible on the outside of the garment
rather than with overcast or whip stitches that could have been concealed from the outside.
The theme of “making-do” with what resources were available was evidenced in a variety
of ways on the commodity bag garments. The most common way the seamstress made-do was
by piecing fabric when necessary. Twenty-two garments (nos. 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18,
19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 32, 33, 37) had areas of pieced fabric, most frequently seen on
bodice and sleeve facings, areas that would not have been obvious from the outside of the
garment. Two skirts (nos. 33, 37) were pieced with gores at the lower edges where the skirt
flared out and two bodices (nos. 23, 32) were pieced at the shoulders. One dress (no. 22) had a
pieced section under one arm that was matched with the fabric print so carefully that the piecing
is only clearly visible from the inside of the dress.
One of the seamstress’s daughters had remarked in an interview that her mother recycled
sewing notions such as closures as much as possible, a practice that is evident in zippers used on
twelve garments (nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 18, 22) (R. Grant, personal communication,
April 25, 2002). These 12 garments have contrasting zippers, though the difference between
zipper and fabric color is not readily apparent because of the manner in which the zippers were
inserted into the garments. It is very likely that these zippers were either removed from older
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garments that had worn out or were the only colors available at her home when one was needed
for the garment. A similar practice was seen in the seamstress’s choice of buttons for the bodices
of two dresses (nos. 2, 27). Each of these dresses has two different styles of buttons mixed
together, though the differences are noticeable only upon close inspection.
There were also not always enough buttons of the size needed for garments. On four
dresses (nos. 2, 4, 12, 37) there are too few buttons for the size used or the size chosen was too
small for the area to be buttoned. On one of these dresses (no. 37) there are four buttons on the
dress bodice, whereas the pattern used to construct the dress called for 5 buttons of the same size.
At times it was necessary to use fabric for the garment that was different from the
commodity bag fabric used for the rest of the garment. One dress (no. 4) has what appears to be
unbleached muslin for part of the undercollar and a blouse (no. 28) has what appears to be a strip
of a plain commodity bag for a section of the bodice facing. On two other garments the
contrasting fabric is more obvious. Dress number 23 is constructed primarily of a sunflowerprint commodity bag fabric, but the collar, lapel, and sleeve cuffs are made from a flannel fabric
printed with horses. Because the colors of the flannel blend with the colors of the sunflowers,
this detail is not obvious immediately upon viewing the dress. Blouse number 32 has contrasting
blue broadcloth fabric
One final piece of evidence that the seamstress made-do with the fabric she had was the
way in which the fabric had been laid out for cutting on three garments. One blouse (no. 25) and
one jacket (no. 26) were constructed of one-way directional prints that face both directions in the
final garment. If more fabric was available, the seamstress could have made sure that the fabric
prints ran in the same direction for all pattern pieces. A second jacket (no. 30) was sewn from a
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plaid print that does not match up all the way across center front and center back. While squares
match, the colors of the squares do not, resulting in an off-balance look to the finished garment.
The theme “aesthetics” represented garment construction elements that contributed to the
visual appeal of the garment, even if their presence was not the seamstress’s original intention.
The most common aesthetic elements seen were contrasting buttons and trim, the use of patch
pockets, matching the zipper to the fabric, and sewing the bodice facing to the outside rather than
the inside of the garment.

Contrasting buttons were seen on 13 garments (nos. 1, 6, 15, 22, 23,

26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35, 36). These buttons coordinated with the fabric chosen for the garment,
but stood out against the background fabric. For example, dress number 22 is constructed of a
white-background fabric with illustrations of dancing girls in red, yellow, and blue skirts. The
buttons chosen for this dress were two large (3/4” diameter) red buttons.
Contrasting trim was used on twelve garments, all but one of which was a dress.
Contrasting rick rack trim was used on 9 dresses (nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 16, 18, 22, 37) and one
blouse (no. 36). Contrasting piping was used on one dress (no. 13) and contrasting binding was
used on one dress (no. 17). In each case, the trim chosen stands out on the background fabric.
Patch pockets were added to 12 garments, including three dresses (nos. 15, 17, 21) and
six blouses or jackets (nos. 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 36). On one of these dresses (no. 21) pockets were
added by the seamstress, though they were not suggested or included by the original pattern used
to construct the dress. Given the size and location of some pockets, it is likely that the
seamstress made her own pattern and added them to garments when she felt they were needed,
either for function or fashion.
Five dresses (nos. 12, 14, 16, 19, 20) and one skirt (no. 33) had zippers that matched or
coordinated with the background fabric. Though this detail is not easily recognizable, due to the
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manner in which the closures were sewn into the garment, it nonetheless indicates a desire to
coordinate when possible.
Four dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9, 22) had bodice facings that were sewn to the outside of the
garment rather than to the inside, as is usually done on garments. This element would have taken
a higher level of skill to accomplish in an attractive manner, which this seamstress did
admirably. Adding the facings to the outside of the garment provided an extra design element
that enhanced the visual appeal of the dress. It is clear on one of these dresses (no. 22) that this
choice was the seamstress’s own because the element is not included on the pattern that was used
to construct the garment.
Durability was the fourth “Finishing Element” theme that emerged during garment
analysis. Five sewing characteristics contributed to garment durability, including hand-stitching
the bodice plackets or facings down, double-stitching seams, topstitching, using French seams,
and reinforcing pocket corners. Hand-stitching the placket of facing down was seen on 13
garments (nos. 2, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 20, 23, 24, 28, 29, 37) and helped to ensure that it would
not twist during wearing or laundering. Twelve garments (nos. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 23,
27, 35) had seams that were double-stitched, most frequently the waist or side seams.
Topstitching was seen on 10 garments, including one dress (no. 8), seven blouses or jackets (nos.
25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36), one skirt (no. 33) and the shorts (no. 35). French or enclosed seams
were used on four blouses or jackets (nos. 25, 26, 26, 31), a detail that dramatically increased the
strength of the seams and the longevity of the garment over numerous washings. Three garments
(nos. 21, 29, 36) had pockets with reinforced corners, a characteristic usually seen only in readyto-wear garments.
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The second “Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship” area studied was “Effect,” under
which comments were written regarding the effect overall garment construction had on the
outside appearance of the garment. This portion was viewed primarily from the outside of the
garment. Two main themes emerged from the comments written about the outside appearance:
1) “Homemade elements” and 2) “Store-bought elements.” Homemade elements included
aspects of garment construction seen on the outside of the garment that indicate that it probably
would not have been store-bought. Store-bought elements included aspects of garment
construction seen on the outside of the garment that are often seen in ready-to-wear garments in
retail stores. The greater the number of homemade elements on a garment, the less likely it
would be to have an effect of appearing store-bought. The mere presence of store-bought
elements did not necessarily indicate that it would look store-bought in appearance. If the
garment had homemade elements that were too numerous or too obvious visible on the outside of
a garment, it was not considered to have a store-bought effect.
Six garments (nos. 7, 8, 16, 18, 21, 29) were considered to have a store-bought
appearance, meaning that they had no obvious homemade elements visible from the outside of
the garment. On these garments, stitch holes from the commodity bag stitching string were not
visible from the outside, a tell-tale homemade indication on numerous other garments. Four of
the six garments (nos. 7, 8, 16, 21) did not have buttonholes, which made it easier to disguise a
homemade appearance. Because the seamstress had to sew all buttonholes by hand, it could be
difficult to give them an appearance of store-bought. On the two garments that did have handsewn buttonholes, the appearance blended in with the background fabric so that hand stitches
were not readily noticeable. Four of the garments (nos. 7, 8, 16, 18) were accentuated with
contrasting trim, which also lent to their store-bought appearance. This was another area in
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which the seamstress’s advanced sewing skills were highlighted, as the trim was sewn in a very
even, professional manner. Only an experienced seamstress can accurately place and evenly
topstitch trim so that it has a ready-made look.
Twenty-three garments had some store-bought aspects and some homemade aspects,
including six “Rounded collar” dresses (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), one “V-neck with Keyhole” dress (no.
9), two “Pointed collar” dresses (nos. 10, 11), one “V-neck” dress (no. 13), five “Other” dress
styles (nos. 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22), three blouses (nos. 28, 31, 32), two skirts (nos. 33, 34), the
shorts (no. 35), and one “Non-print” blouse (no. 36). For these garments, the biggest factor
indicating the garments were not store-bought was the presence of stitch holes in obvious
locations. Were it not for this detail, many more of these garments could have had a ready-made
appearance. Elements that gave the garments a store-bought look were rickrack, binding, or
piping trim, topstitching, patch pockets, contrasting collar and cuffs (no. 32), and side slits on
blouses (nos. 24, 29).
Eight garments (nos. 12, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 37) had too many homemade elements
present on the outside of the garments to have a store-bought appearance. While these garments
were generally well-constructed, they had obvious homemade characteristics that are not seen in
ready-to-wear apparel. Dress number 23 had a contrasting fabric for collar and cuffs that clearly
did not match the pattern design of the rest of the garment fabric. Jacket number 30 had
mismatched plaids across the center front. Another jacket (no. 26) was pieced in multiple areas
that were noticeable on the outside of the garment. Dress number 12 had an asymmetric bodice
closure at center front due to sewing the buttons over farther than the center front line in order to
achieve a closer bodice fit. The fabric used for dress number 37 was too thin and loose in thread
count to have been used to make such a garment in ready-to-wear.
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Other homemade elements seen on garments were noted under the “Finishing” themes
“making do” and “fast method techniques.” Examples include directional fabric prints that go
both ways on the garment, button size being too small for the area in which they are used, using
more than one button type on a closure, having an asymmetric center front opening line due to
the manner in which buttons were sewn, the manner in which garment sections were pieced, and
the use of non-coordinating fabrics together on the same garment.
The third “Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship” area studied was “Alteration
elements,” under which comments were written regarding any changes or adjustments made on
the garment to alter fit or appearance. This portion was viewed from both the inside and outside
of the garment. Two main types of alterations were seen on the garments analyzed, shortened
hems and fit adjustments. Twenty-two of the 37 garments analyzed exhibited at least one form
of alteration.
The most common alteration was the shortening of the dress hem. Fifteen of 23 dresses
had shortened hems, including five “Rounded collar” (nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), three “V-neck with
Keyhole” (nos. 7, 8, 9), one “Pointed collar” (no. 10), one “V-neck” (no. 12), and five “Other”
dress styles (nos. 18, 20, 21, 22, 23). For the majority of these dresses, it was apparent that the
alteration was made after the dress was originally constructed and, perhaps, worn for some time.
Some dresses had old hems folded under and new hems re-stitched on top, while on others the
fold line from the original hem could still be seen on the inside. On one dress (no. 21), remnants
of thread from the original hem remain in the lower portion of the dress and the cut-off hem itself
was saved and is part of the holdings of the TCM.
The second most common alteration was raising the lowest point of the neckline in some
way. For five dresses (nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) this was done by adding a hook and eye set at the
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upper region of the open neckline. For dress numbers 10 and 11, this was an element not called
for on the original pattern. Dress number 21 displayed a different method of raising the
neckline: a small piece of self-fabric was attached to the inside of the neckline to fill in the
deeper portion of the “V” shaped neckline. This alteration was not recommended by the original
pattern either.
The third most common alteration was the adjustment of the garment’s fit through
narrowed seams, added darts and tucks, or tacked areas. Seams were taken in on one dress (no.
23), one blouse (no. 32), and one skirt (no. 33). Dress number 14 had a hand-stitched dart added
at the back neck seam and blouse number 32 had five darts hand-stitched in throughout the
bodice to produce a closer fit. Skirt number 33 had a hand-sewn tuck at the waistband to
decrease the width of the waistline seam. Dress number 20 had hand-stitched tacks sewn under
each sleeve opening, presumably to narrow the very wide armseye opening.
The final “Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship” area studied was “Repair elements,”
under which comments were written regarding any repairs made to the fabric or garment
construction. This portion was viewed from both the inside and outside of the garment. Two
main types of repairs were seen on the garments analyzed, repaired holes or tears in fabric and
repaired or reinforced seams.
Nineteen garments, or approximately half of the garments analyzed, had repairs of some
sort present. The most common repair, seen on 12 garments, was a repaired hole or tear in the
fabric of the garment. Seven dresses (nos. 4, 6, 15, 21, 22, 23, 37), three blouses (nos. 30, 31,
36), and two skirts (nos. 33, 34) had repaired tears or holes. For dresses, holes were usually seen
on the skirt, though repairs were also seen on sleeves, a belt, and a pocket. It is not known
whether these repairs to fabric were made prior to garment construction, as a result of a defect in
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the commodity bag fabric, or whether the repairs were made after the garment had been worn, as
a result of tearing the fabric through normal wear. It is apparent that the seamstress placed a
high value on repairing her clothing and, once again, indicates her concern for caring for her
resources.
The second more common repair was a repaired seam or tuck, which appeared in four
dresses (nos. 8, 9, 15, 21) and two blouses (nos. 24, 25). Other repairs included re-stitching a
button (no. 30), pinning a cuff where the original stitching had come out (no. 15), and repairing a
frayed edge on a belt (no. 15).
The three garments that showed the most evidence of repairs were dress numbers 15, 21,
23, which had six, three, and three repairs respectively. Each dress appeared to have received a
great deal of wear over its life span. That, coupled with the number of repairs, indicated that
these were likely favorite dresses of the seamstress.
Fabric Characteristics: Aesthetic Attributes
The identification of aesthetic fabric characteristics comprised questions 62 through 71 of
the instrument used to collect data for garment analysis of the 37 commodity bag garments
studied. The fabric used to construct each garment was analyzed by studying general fabric
characteristics and specific fabric details. Fabric characteristics included items such as color,
print or design motif, and the scale of the print or design motif. Fabric details included items
such as whether the fabric was matte or shiny, flat or three-dimensional, stiff or flowing, and
opaque or transparent and whether the fabric print was geometric or organic, regular or irregular,
and low contrast or high contrast.
Thirty-six garments were constructed using only one fabric each. One garment (no. 32)
combines a print commodity bag fabric with a solid fabric purchased off-the-bolt. It is likely that
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the extra fabric was used because there was not enough commodity bag fabric to complete the
garment. Thirty-five garments were constructed from printed commodity bag fabric and two
(nos. 36, 37) appeared to be constructed from solid, off-white commodity bags.
The 35 printed commodity bag garments studied represented a wide range of fabric
colors. The number of different colors present in each fabric print ranged from two to six colors.
The majority of fabric prints had between three and five different colors. The prints typically
chosen for dresses by the seamstress were bright and bold in color. The prints chosen for
blouses, jackets, skirts, and shorts tended to be softer and lighter in color.
Related to which colors were used in the fabric prints was the degree to which the fabric
print colors were “low contrast” or “high contrast.” “Low contrast” prints would be comprised
of colors that were of similar tints, shades, or hues. “High contrast” prints would be comprised
of colors that represented very different values of hues or that combined colors with a wide range
of tints or shades. The majority (26 or 74%) of the printed garments studied were constructed of
fabric that was “high contrast” or “more high contrast.” The fabric in two (6%) garments (nos. 7,
17) was categorized as “more low contrast.” One garment (no. 7) was made of fabric with dark
colors of very similar shades, while the other garment (no. 17) was made of fabric with light
colors of very similar tints. The fabric of seven (20%) garments (nos. 2, 4, 9, 15, 19, 21, 29) was
characterized as “in-between.” A majority of these garments had colors that were more
monochromatic, paired with white. The overall effect of the mixture of white and
monochromatic colors was a balance of low and high contrast colors.
The primary fabric prints or design motifs were described for each garment and later
categorized as naturalistic, geometric, novelty, or miscellaneous in nature. Naturalistic prints
included design elements such as flowers, leaves, and vines. Sixteen garments (nos. 2, 7, 8, 14,
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17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35) had prints that overall were more naturalistic in design.
Geometric prints included patterns with diamonds, checks, triangles, stripes, and circles.
Thirteen garments (nos. 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 24, 28, 30, 32, 33) had prints that were
primarily geometric in nature. Novelty prints were defined as design motifs featuring humanistic
figures or inanimate objects. Five garments were constructed of novelty-printed fabric. One
“rounded collar” dress (no. 1) had a print of cobblers making shoes amidst a variety of shoes and
boots. A “pointed collar” dress (no. 10) had multi-colored court jesters holding flowers scattered
over the fabric. The fabric of one “other” dress style (no. 22) featured trios of small girls
dancing in a circle. A blouse (no. 25) had silhouettes of children playing in various activities.
Finally, a jacket (no. 26) had numerous large kitchen utensils accenting the fabric. The fabric of
one garment (no. 3) was categorized as “miscellaneous” because the uneven “splotchy”
brushstroke pattern did not fit in any of the above groups.
Fabric prints were also categorized broadly as whether they were more “geometric’ or
“organic” in appearance. Fifteen (43%) of the prints were more organic, while 14 (40%) were
more geometric. Six (17%) fabrics had a mixture of geometric and organic elements.
Scale of fabric print, the size of the print that dominated the fabric design, ranged from
very small to large for the 35 garments studied. The diamond-shaped design labeled “very
small” (no. 9) was approximately 1/8” in diameter, while the variety of kitchen utensils labeled
as “large” (no. 26) were as wide as 7 ¼” and as tall as 4 ¼”. The scale of majority of the fabric
prints ranged from small to medium in size, or approximately 3/8” to approximately 1” in
diameter.
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The surface of the fabric was examined for how matte or shiny it appeared. Matte fabric
would appear dull and would not reflect any light, while shiny fabric would have a sheen that
would reflect light. All 37 garments analyzed were constructed of fabrics with a matte surface.
The surface of the fabric was also examined for the degree of height that was present.
Flat fabrics would have no raised surfaces, while fabrics characterized as three-dimensional
would have raised surfaces. All 37 garments analyzed were constructed of fabrics with flat
surfaces.
The degree to which a garment’s fabric was stiff or flowing as it hung on the dress form
was analyzed for the 37 garments. Stiff fabric would stand out sharply from the dress form,
while flowing fabric would hang loosely from the form. The majority (31 or 84%) of the
garments were categorized as “in-between.” Six (16%) garments (nos. 23, 27, 30, 35, 36, 37)
were categorized as “more flowing.” The fabric of three garments (nos. 23, 27, 30) appeared to
have undergone a great deal of washing and wearing, owing to the softer drape. Two garments
(nos. 36, 37) appear to have been made from plain, looser-weave commodity bags, which
resulted in fabric that had more drape.
The degree to which a garment fabric was opaque or transparent was analyzed for the 37
garments. Opaque fabric would be solid and not let any light pass through, while transparent
fabric would be sheer enough to see through and would let great amounts of light pass through.
The majority (30 or 81%) of the garments studied were made of fabric was that was “inbetween” opaque and transparent. Four (11%) garments (nos. 3, 5, 8, 19) were classified as
“more opaque.” Three of these dresses (nos. 3, 5, 8) were made from fabric that was dark in
color, which contributed to the opacity. One dress (no. 19), though light in color, was made of a
heavier, tight-weave fabric. Three (8%) garments (nos. 24, 36, 37) were classified as “more
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transparent.” One of these garments, a blouse (no. 24), was made of a very light, thin printed
fabric. Two garments, (nos. 36, 37) appear to have been made from plain, loose-weave
commodity bags. These two fabrics had the lowest thread counts of all garments studied,
resulting in a more transparent fabric.
Prints for all fabrics were categorized as “regular” or “irregular,” depending on how the
print was distributed on the fabric. “Regular” fabric prints would have regular, evenly
distributed pattern repeats, while “irregular” fabric prints would have irregular, unevenly
distributed pattern repeats. All 35 fabric prints analyzed were labeled “regular.”
Fabric Characteristics: Textile Attributes
The identification of textile fabric characteristics comprised questions 72 through 83 of
the instrument used to collect data for garment analysis of the 37 commodity bag garments
studied. This section analyzed commodity bag characteristics such as locations of stitch holes on
the garments, technical characteristics of the fabric such as fabric structure and thread count, and
yarn characteristics of the fabric structure such as the number of yarn components and final
direction of yarn twist. Finally, characteristics of sewing thread used in garment construction
were analyzed, including the location on the garment where it was used and the color of thread.
The specific locations were stitch holes were present were recorded for each garment
analyzed. Identifying the presence of stitch holes was pivotal in determining if a garment was of
commodity bag origin. Thirty-five garments had stitch holes, while two did not. The two that
did not have stitch holes were made from solid, loose weave fabric that was thought to be of
commodity bag origin. Fabric characteristics of the two solid garments are similar to fabric
characteristics of two chicken feed sacks that once belonged to the seamstress and now are part
of the holdings of the TCM. Other garments sewn by the seamstress were withheld from this
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study when stitch holes could not be found in any location on the garment. Two of these were
reported to be of commodity bag origin in TCM records, but no evidence to this assertion was
discovered.
The 35 commodity bag garments had as few as one location where stitch holes were
present (no. 34) to as many as 12 (no. 20). Two conclusions about stitch hole locations can be
drawn from identifying the number of locations in which they are found. First, it was found that
the larger the garment, the more stitch hole locations were present. The number of stitch hole
locations for all dresses ranged from three to 12, while the number for “blouses/jackets” ranged
two to seven. Without the one jacket (no. 26) that had seven stitch hole locations, the range for
“blouses/jackets” would be only two to four locations. The number for “skirts/shorts” ranged
from one to six.
The second conclusion was that garments with a higher number of stitch hole locations
present tended to be constructed of more pieces. This could have been because there was limited
fabric and so garment sections had to be pieced to make the pattern piece fit. If a commodity bag
was stained or torn in places and could not be repaired easily, the seamstress might have had to
cut around the damaged area, which would reduce the amount of useable fabric with which she
had to work. A higher number of stitch hole locations could also have resulted from using a
commercial pattern that had more pattern pieces or pieces that were shaped differently than the
seamstress’s usual patterns that could easily be cut from three commodity bags. For example,
skirts that were more A-line in design could not be cut in the same manner as the straight skirts
favored by the seamstress in most of her dresses. Therefore, most garments with A-line shaped
skirts have pieced sections at the bottoms of the skirts to accommodate the extra width. Piecing
these sections would require using leftover fabric from scraps of the commodity bag. The more
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pieces that were added to the garment, the higher the chance that these pieces would be cut in an
area with stitch holes present.
The garment with the fewest number of stitch hole locations was a skirt (no. 34) that
could have easily been cut from two commodity bags without using the edges of the fabric where
the stitch holes were present. This would have been particularly true if the commodity bags used
had originally been sewn with small seam allowances that could be trimmed off and still leave
enough fabric for a skirt.
The garment with the highest number of stitch hole locations was a dress (no. 20) made
from a commercial pattern (Marian Martin 9345). It is possible that the commodity bags used
for this dress had wide seam allowances, which would result in more stitch hole locations being
seen on the garment since they would not be able to be cut off without loosing a significant
portion of the fabric. This dress was also constructed with more pattern pieces than the
seamstress’s typical dress styles and therefore would require more creativity in placing pattern
pieces on the fabric to cut the dress from the standard number of three sacks. The locations on
this dress where stitch holes were found included right and left sides of the bodice front and
bodice back, both sides of the bodice facing, upper collar, under collar, each sleeve, and both
sides of the matching belt.
In addition to the number of locations where stitch holes were found, the specific areas of
the garment where they were located were also recorded. On dresses, stitch holes were seen
twice as frequently on skirts as they were on the bodice or sleeves/cuffs. Other locations where
they were seen included the bodice facing, collar, pocket, and belt. It is likely that stitch holes
were most prominent on the skirts since the seamstress typically used the entire width of fabric in
constructing a skirt, rather than trim off portions that had obvious stitch holes. These stitch holes
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were not always identified from the outside because many of the stitch holes were concealed in
the seam allowance of the skirt. Portions of the bodice and the bottoms of sleeves or cuffs were
frequently cut near the edges of the fabric, which would also increase the likelihood that stitch
holes would be seen on the finished dress.
On blouses/jackets, stitch holes were seen most commonly on the bodice, followed by the
sleeves/cuffs. Stitch holes were also seen on the collar and bodice facing. Overall, stitch holes
were identified less on blouses/jackets than they were on dresses. This is likely because it was
not necessary for the entire width of fabric to be used when cutting out a blouse or jacket. These
pattern pieces would have been narrower than those needed for skirts and so could easily have
avoided areas of stitch holes on the commodity bag fabric, if the seamstress chose to do so.
The number of stitch holes-per-inch was measured on garments where a continuous line
of prominent stitch holes could be identified. This number conveyed how loose or tight the
original bag stitching was. The number of stitch holes per inch seen on each garment varied for
most garments, which indicated that the garment pieces may have come from different locations
on the commodity bags since the two lines of stitching in each bag were usually made by
different machines at different times. It also may have indicated that the commodity bag fabric
was pulled through the sewing machine at different rates of speed, creating a mixture of longer
and shorter stitches on one bag. The number of stitch holes per inch ranged from four to seven
on the 23 garments analyzed. Stitch holes were seen on 11 other garments as well, but the holes
were too faint to accurately count stitch holes per inch. Garments with stitch holes that were too
faint to count bore evidence of having received a great deal of wear and therefore a great deal of
washing. Numerous washings could often reduce the size and appearance of stitch holes over
time.
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Fabric structure was examined for all 37 garments. Though commodity bags were
available in different weave structures, each of these garments analyzed was constructed from a
plain weave fabric.
Thread counts were calculated in the warp and weft directions of fabric for the 37
garments. Thread counts were made near selvage edges of the commodity bag fabric, when this
could be found on garments. For dresses and skirts this location was usually at the center front
or center back seam line. For shorts this was done at the back left leg. For blouses and jackets
this measurement was usually taken near the bodice center front edge. One garment, a skirt (no.
34), did not have any selvage edges by which to determine the direction of the warp and weft
yarns. For this garment, thread count was measured in the “A” direction and “B” direction.
The two non-print garments (nos. 36, 37) had the lowest thread count, measuring 33 and
38 yarns-per-inch for the warp direction and 32 and 33 yarns-per-inch in the weft direction. A
skirt (no. 35) measured 53 yarns-per-inch in the “A” direction and 47 yarns-per-inch in the “B”
direction. The thread count for the 34 printed garments ranged from 47 to 64 yarns-per-inch in
the warp and from 40 to 61 yarns-per-inch in the weft. The average warp thread count was 56
yarns-per-inch and the average weft thread count was 51 yarns-per-inch.
Thirty-six garments had one yarn component in the warp direction and one yarn
component in the weft direction. A skirt (no. 35) had one yarn component in the “A” direction
and one yarn component in the “B” direction.
The warp yarns of 36 garments and weft yarns of 37 garments were twisted in a “Z”
direction. The yarns in the “A” and “B” directions of one skirt (no. 35) were also twisted in a
“Z” direction.
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Thirty-seven garments were analyzed for how many different sewing threads were used
in the garment construction process. The number of threads ranged from one to six. The
average garment had between one and two different threads used. Sewing thread was used for
machine stitching main garment components, hems, trims, and some closures and repairs, as well
as for hand-sewing basting and some repairs, hems, and closures.
Five different combinations of sewing threads were seen in the 37 garments studied.
Twelve garments (nos. 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 34) used only one sewing thread
and 13 garments (nos. 1, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18, 21, 22, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36) used two. Seven garments
(nos. 3, 13, 14, 15, 23, 30, 37) used three different sewing threads, four garments (nos. 10, 17,
19, 32) used four, and one garment (no. 9) used six different threads.
Using only one type of thread for most garment construction would have increased the
speed with which the seamstress could have sewn the garments, since she would not have needed
to take the time to stop and re-thread the sewing machine for each garment. Even when other
colors of threads were used for machine stitching, the seamstress typically would only change
one thread, rather than both. For example, when she topstitched a hem or trim, coordinating
thread on top would be used, while the lower thread would remain white. This would help
reduce the amount of time needed to sew the garment, while also economizing on the cost of
thread. Each different color of thread purchased would increase the total cost of each garment,
an unnecessary expense. By only purchasing thread colors that would be seen from the outside
of the garment, fewer colors and smaller amounts of each could be purchased. It is also likely
that the seamstress did not have immediate access to a wide variety of different colors of sewing
thread, another reason that white was the primary color used for her garments.
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The more threads that were used in a garment, the greater the amount of time that was
likely spent constructing, altering, and repairing the garment. For example, the dress (no. 9) with
the greatest number of threads used, six, also had multiple locations where hand-sewing was
used in the garment at different times. The primary thread used for construction of this red dress
was white. Inside the dress basting stitches remain in select locations, sewn with a white thread
that was a thicker diameter and of a different twist direction than the white thread used for
general construction. One hem was hand-sewn with a light red thread, while the shortened hem
was hand-sewn with a dark red thread. Two repairs were made to the dress, one using a bright
red thread and one using a brown thread. The two hems and two repairs were probably sewn at
separate times from the machine construction of the dress itself. It appears that the seamstress
attempted to match the hem colors with the dress color, while the threads used for repairs
contrast with the red fabric. This may have been because she had few options readily available
at the time the repairs were needed.
The color of thread that was seen most frequently in garment construction was white.
Thirty-six garments had white thread as the primary or only color of thread used in sewing the
garment. Regardless of the color of the garment fabric, white thread was used for nearly all
interior construction. This detail was generally not noticed from the outside, even when the
garment color was dark.
One garment (no. 5) had black thread as the primary sewing thread in construction.
Within this dress was also evidence of many challenges experienced during the sewing of the
garment. In many locations it is apparent that the seamstress had problems with her sewing
machine. The lines of stitching throughout the dress are inconsistent and un-uniform in
appearance, due to problems with thread tension, which may have resulted from the use of the
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black rather than the typically white thread. If the white and black thread were different
thicknesses, the tension would need to be adjusted prior to sewing. The bobbin threads
throughout the dress are “loopy” in appearance. In several locations lines of stitching have been
sewn over more than once to strengthen the otherwise loose seam.
Study Two: Historical Analysis
Findings of Good Housekeeping Magazines
In Study Two, 120 issues of Good Housekeeping magazine ranging in dates from January
1949 through June 1968 were historically analyzed. The magazines were housed at Louisiana
State University Middleton Library. Data collected during analysis were recorded on a code
sheet (see appendix D) that was divided into sections for design, construction, and fabric
characteristics. These characteristics are the same as those analyzed in Study One, analysis of
commodity bag garments.
For each year studied, “Fashion” features in issues January through June were analyzed
to determine what design, construction, and fabric characteristics were present on the garments
shown. Only women’s daywear garments were included in the study, though “Fashion” sections
throughout the issues periodically showcased clothing for children, teens, and men.
Each month had a different featured “Fashion” theme. The theme might center on a
specific garment, such as a style of dress, suit, or blouse, clothing to be worn for a specific
occasion such as a wedding or beach outing, or even garments in the season’s fashionable colors
such as lime green or pink or on particular fabrics, such as “wash-and-wear.” Regardless of the
theme for each month, the intent was to showcase current fashion trends. All ready-to-wear
garments shown could be purchased at department stores nation-wide. Selected garments in this
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study were available at department stores in New Orleans and, in one instance, even Baton
Rouge.
Design, construction, and fabric characteristics for the years analyzed will be presented in
three sections: 1) 1949 through 1954, 2) 1955 through 1964, and 3) 1965 through 1968. These
time frames are consistent with those used by costume historians (e.g. Tortora & Eubank, 1998)
in summarizing significant trends in dress during the mid-twentieth century.
1949-1954
The majority of the garments shown during the time period 1949 though 1954 were
dresses, followed by blouses, jackets, and skirts. Specific dress styles included shirtwaist
dresses, sundresses, shirtdresses, coatdresses, and one sheath dress. Sundresses typically had a
halter-style neckline and were designed to be worn during summer months. Shirtdresses were
styled as a man’s shirt and buttoned from neck to hem, whereas shirtwaist dresses only had
bodices that were styled as a man’s shirt and buttoned to the waist. Coatdresses were similar in
style to a shirtdress in that they buttoned from the neck to hem, but coatdresses were styled with
coat-like details, rather than shirt-like details. Sheath dresses were narrow and fitted in
silhouette with no waistline. Many of the jackets and skirts were part of 2-piece suit ensembles.
Other items pictured included cardigan sweaters, two pairs of pants, and a vest.
The two predominant necklines of the period were “V”-shaped and jewel necklines.
Each of these shapes was seen nearly equally in number throughout the garments shown. Other
neckline shapes, which appeared in significantly fewer number of garments, included scoop,
square, standing, keyhole and bateau.
In this time period it was as common to see a garment with a collar as to see a garment.
Of those garments with a collar, the most common style seen was a pointed collar. Notched and
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rounded collars appeared on half the number of garments viewed as pointed collars. Other styles
pictured included standing, shawl, and platter collars.
The principal sleeve length pictured between 1949 and 1954 was a short sleeve, seen over
three times as often as other sleeve lengths. Long sleeves, three-quarter length sleeves, and
sleeveless styles were also shown. Cap sleeves and elbow-length sleeves were shown in a few
circumstances.
A natural waistline was overwhelmingly the most common waist location viewed on the
garments. On dresses this could typically be seen on a seam at the natural waistline, while for
jackets a natural waistline was indicated through a fitted bodice that flared to some degree below
the natural waist. When blouses were worn, they were always tucked in at the natural waist of
the skirt or pants that accompanied them. In 1953, the first garments with no waistline indicated
were pictured, a sign of things to come in the proceeding time period.
Of the skirt lengths that could be seen, calf-length was most common. The specific
length could be lower, mid, or upper calf, however, to be stylish. Skirt widths also varied, with
both narrow and moderately full pictured equally. Full and very full skirts were also seen, but in
fewer numbers.
Construction characteristics pictured included four types of fullness in skirts, garment
pieces cut on the bias, and embellishments such as contrasting collar or cuffs, cuffed sleeves,
patch pockets, trims, and topstitching. Skirts were equally as likely to be pleated, gathered, or
gored for fullness, though one circular-cut skirt was also seen. Numerous garments featured
contrasting collars, cuffs, or both on bodices. It was common for sleeves to have some sort of
cuff, rather than have only a simple turned-up hem. In particular, cuffs with a “wing” shape were
seen throughout the time period. Patch pockets were pictured regularly, especially on dresses,
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blouses, and jackets. Trims such as braid, rickrack, and piping were used as embellishments on
garments frequently, most commonly on dresses, but on some skirts as well. Topstitching was
seen on a few garments, though it was not a predominant design feature on any garment.
Both neutral colors and bright colors were seen equally in the garments pictured. Neutral
colors such as grays, browns, white, and black were seen more often on jacket and skirt
combinations, while brighter colors such as red, oranges, yellows, pinks, greens, and aquas were
seen most frequently on dresses. Since many of the “Fashion” features during this time period
were black and white photographs, not all colors could be identified.
Most of the fabrics pictured were solid colors, though prints such as stripes, checks, polka
dots, floral prints, and plaids were popular as well. Other prints included abstracts with
“splotchy” colors and novelty prints with designs such as starfish, strawberries, bonnets, and
fish.
The majority of the fabrics pictured were made from natural fibers, with cotton being the
fiber most often seen. Wool, silk, and flax fabrics were pictured, but only for a few garments,
such as jackets and skirts. Fabrics made of manufactured fibers or blends of manufactured and
natural fibers were seen in smaller numbers. The most common manufactured fiber seen was
rayon, which was usually blended with another fiber such as cotton. Other manufactured fibers
included acetate, nylon, Orlon, and Dacron. Orlon was the trade name for DuPont’s acrylic fiber
and Dacron was the trade name for DuPont’s polyester fiber. In this study, Dacron fabric was
seen in Good Housekeeping for the first time in 1953, two years after it was first manufactured in
the United States (Kadolph, Langford, Hollen, & Saddler, 1993).
A wide variety of fabrics were pictured, ranging from lighter to medium weights. Lighter
weights such as chambray, piqué, plissé, broadcloth, gingham, batiste, and handkerchief linen
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were typically seen in blouses and many dresses, while medium weights such as crepe, surah,
shantung, faille, and twill were seen more commonly in jackets and skirts.
Many fabrics were described as having special finishes on them, such as “Sanforized
Cotton” and “Tebelized Linen.” Sanforized fabrics were those with a “residual shrinkage of not
more than 1%, despite repeated laundering,” (Tortora & Merkel, 2003, p. 487). This feature
would have been very attractive to the average Good Housekeeping reader, a woman concerned
with buying garments that would retain their size for long-term wear. Tebelized fabrics had a
finish applied that helped the fabric resist wrinkling (Tortora & Merkel, 2003). This fabric
feature would also have been appreciated by the readers of Good Housekeeping.
One “other” garment characteristic that was prominent during this time period was that
most of the dresses and ensembles pictured were shown with a belted waist. Approximately half
of the belts were self-fabric belts that matched the garment shown and half were contrasting
belts, often shown in a material such as patent leather. The majority of the belts were narrow,
but wide belts up to as much as three inches were seen as well. A minority of garments had belts
that tied at the waist. Examples of prevalent fashions during the time period 1949-1954 are
illustrated in Figure 42.
1955-1964
The majority of the garments shown during the time period 1955 through 1964 were
dresses, though the ratio of dresses to other types of garments was closer than in the time period
1949 to 1954. Specific dress styles included primarily shirtwaist dresses, with two sheath
dresses and a shirtdress also pictured. Blouses, jackets, and skirts were seen in nearly equal
numbers to one another. Many of the jackets and skirts were 2-piece suit ensembles. More than
four times the number of pants were pictured than had been shown in the previous time period,
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Figure 42: Prevalent fashions during the time period 1949-1954. Left: Printed cotton dress with
V-neckline, winged sleeves, natural waistline, and calf-length skirt. Good Housekeeping,
February 1950, page 66. Right: Printed cotton sundresses with full skirts and fitted waists.
Good Housekeeping, June 1954, page 198.
and, for the first time, shorts were pictured. Other garments pictured included four cardigans and
three sweaters.
The two predominant necklines of the period were “V”-shaped and jewel-shaped
necklines, just as in the previous time period. Jewel necklines were seen slightly more
frequently than V-necklines. Other necklines pictured included scoop and bateau, each seen in
larger numbers than previously, standing, square, sweetheart, and keyhole.
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Nearly as many garments had collars as did not have collars in this time period. Of those
with collars, pointed and notched collars were seen equally. Also shown, but in far fewer
numbers, were rounded, standing, shawl, and turtleneck collars.
Short sleeves were as common as three-quarter length sleeves on the garments pictured
between 1955 and 1964. Long sleeves and sleeveless styles were second in frequency, followed
by elbow-length. Cap-length was seen the most infrequently.
Natural waistlines remained the most common waistline length, but garments with “no
waistline indicated” were much more common than they had been in the prior time period. By
1964, unfitted garments with “no waistline” were seen more frequently than those with natural
waistlines. A small number of garments pictured in this 10-year time span had dropped
waistlines.
Unlike the previous time period where most skirts were no higher than three inches below
the knee, more variety in skirt lengths was viewed between 1955 and 1964. While the majority
of the skirts were lower, mid, or upper calf-length, towards the end of the time period skirt
lengths began to inch higher towards “just below the knee” and “knee” lengths. Pant lengths
were at the ankle and shorts typically ended in the thigh area, though one pair ended below the
knee.
Skirts pictured were as likely to be narrow in width as they were to be moderately full to
full. A small number of skirts were A-line in shape, giving a narrow to moderate amount of
fullness for movement, an indication of skirt shapes to follow in the next time period.
Construction characteristics pictured included four types of fullness in skirts, cuffed
sleeves, and embellishments such as patch and welt pockets, trims, topstitching, bows, fabric cut
across the grain, and pleats or tucks on bodices. Skirts were equally as likely to be gathered or
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pleated for fullness, though several achieved fullness with gores and one through being cut from
a full circle of fabric. Most of the pleated skirts had sharp knife pleats and one had box pleats.
Many garments pictured had cuffs of some sort on the sleeves, from plain cuffs to winged cuffs
to French cuffs. Numerous garments had at least one patch pocket, and many had two or more.
Welt pockets were typically seen on 2-piece jacket and skirt suits. Trims such as rickrack and
binding continued to be used as embellishments on garments, as well as topstitching. Fabric
bows were pictured on dresses, blouses, and suits, usually at the center front neckline. Some
garments had pieces constructed from fabric cut against the grain of the fabric, for visual appeal.
On several garments pictured, rows of pleats or tucks were used as embellishment.
Neutral, muted, and bright colors were seen in the garments pictured. Neutrals such as
white, cream, navy, gray, tan, and black and muted colors such as mauve, olive, and butterscotch
were seen most frequently on two-piece suits comprised of a jacket and skirt. Brighter colors
such as pink, blue, red, yellow, green, melon, and purple were seen most frequently on dresses,
blouses, and some skirts.
Once again, most of the fabrics pictured were solid colors, seen nearly twice as often as
all fabric prints combined. Prints that were pictured included varieties of checks, stripes, floral
prints, polka dots, and plaids. Abstract prints and novelties with themes such as chickens,
magazine covers, and zebra stripes were seen as well. Paisley prints were seen for the first time
in 1962.
Though a large increase in the use of manufactured fiber fabrics was seen in this time
period, fabrics made of natural fibers were still more common in the garments pictured. Cotton
was the fiber seen most often, followed by wool, silk, flax, and blends of natural fibers. Of the
fabrics made from all or part-manufactured fibers, forms of polyester were seen most frequently,
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followed by rayon. Most manufactured fibers were blended with other fibers, rather than being
made into a fabric just in itself. Manufactured fiber fabrics shown were blended with natural
fibers such as cotton and wool more commonly than with other manufactured fibers.
One new manufactured fiber was seen, Lycra spandex, shown in Good Housekeeping
garments for the first time in 1964, more than five years after it was first manufactured by
DuPont (Kadolph, Langford, Hollen, & Saddler, 1993). Though this was the only new fiber,
several new trade names for manufactured fibers were seen, including Arnel, Acrilan, Cadon,
Fortrel, Kodel and Avril. Arnel was Hoechst Celanese’s trade name for triacetate, while the
Monsanto Chemical Company used the trade name “Acrilan” for triacetate and “Cadon” for
nylon (Tortora & Merkel, 2003).

Fortrel and Kodel were both new trade names for polyester,

used by Wellman, Inc. and Eastman Chemical Products, respectively. Avtex Fibers, Inc. named
their version of rayon “Avril” (Tortora & Merkel, 2003). Each of these manufactured fibers was
referred to in the “Fashion” features by their trade names.
The garment fabrics pictured between the years 1955 and 1964 were similar to those
fabrics pictured in the previous time period. Light weight fabrics such as broadcloth, voile,
gingham, seersucker, oxford, sateen, lawn, and piqué were seen in dresses and blouses, while
jackets, skirts, and pants were often made from gabardine, tweed, poplin, bengaline, faille, and
flannel. Knits were seen more often than in the past, particularly jersey knits. Double knit fabric
was seen for the first time in 1961.
As in the past, many of the fabrics pictured had a finish of some sort to enhance the
fabric’s properties. Sanforized and tebelized fabrics were pictured, as were those with
“Everglaze” finish, one that indicated the fabric had met standards for ease of care (Tortora &
Merkel, 2003).
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“Other” garment characteristics that were pictured included a variety of belts and dates of
when significant garment trends were first seen. Self-fabric and contrasting buckle belts were
seen on numerous garments. Most were narrow in width. Other belts pictured included tie belts,
two cummerbunds, and one clasp belt, the latter which was seen at the end of the time period.
The first issue studied to feature the “costume” or ensemble look was January 1956.
These coordinated set of garments were a major trend into the 1960s. The first all-knit ensemble
was seen in March 1956, an indication that knit clothing for daywear was becoming more widely
available to women nationwide.
For the first time, department stores in Louisiana were listed as possible locations for
purchasing garments pictured in Good Housekeeping. Dresses shown in January 1957 could be
purchased at Maison Blanche in New Orleans. In June 1957, a selection of dresses, shorts, and a
skirt could be found at Porter’s, Inc., D. H. Holmes and Co., Ltd, and Godchaux’s Inc., all in
New Orleans. Selected fashions pictured in the January 1961 “Fashion” section could also be
purchased at D. H. Holmes and Co., Ltd. in New Orleans. In January 1958, two dresses and a
jacket were listed as being available for purchase at Godchaux’s, Inc. in Baton Rouge. Examples
of prevalent fashions during the time period 1955-1964 are illustrated in Figure 43.
1965-1968
The majority of the garments shown between the years 1965 and 1968 were dresses,
followed by tops or blouses, skirts, jackets, and pants. Specific dress styles included shirtwaist
dresses, culotte dresses, shirtdresses, and baby doll dresses. Culotte dresses combined a dress
with shorts and were seen for the first time in 1965. Baby doll dresses were cut to resemble a
child’s dress and typically had a raised waistline with an attached gathered skirt. Three dresses
shown were made to look like two-piece dresses, but were attached at the waist. These dresses
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Figure 43: Prevalent fashions during the time period 1955-1964. Left: Cotton blouse with
notched collar and short sleeves. Worn with Sanforized cotton shorts and belt. Good
Housekeeping, April 1959, page 81. Right: Printed cotton shirtdress with jewel neckline, short
sleeves, natural waistline, self-fabric buckle belt, and skirt length just below the knees.
Available at D. H. Holmes, Co. in New Orleans, Louisiana. Good Housekeeping, May 1963,
page 133.
used different fabrics for the bodice and skirt and were worn with a belt at the waist. Many of
the jackets and skirts were part of two-piece suit ensembles. One of the suits shown in March
1968 was a pant suit, the first career-wear pant suit that was pictured in Good Housekeeping.
Other garments such as shorts, vests, and a romper were pictured as well.
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As in the previous two time periods, the two most commonly pictured necklines were
jewel-shaped and V-shaped. Also pictured, although in smaller numbers, were standing, scoop,
cowl, and bateau.
Garments were pictured without collars in equal numbers as they were pictured with
pointed collars. Many of the pointed collars were wider and longer in shape than in previous
years. Notched and standing collars were also seen frequently. Rounded and cowl collars were
seen on a minority of garments.
Most sleeves pictured were long, unlike previous time periods when short and threequarter were most popular. Sleeveless garments were next in predominance, followed by threequarter sleeves and short sleeves. Elbow-length and cap sleeves were also pictured.
The majority of the garments pictured had “no waistline indicated,” followed by
garments with natural waistlines. Several dropped waistlines were also seen, as were three
garments with raised waistlines. The raised waistlines were seen for the first time in 1967 and
reappeared in 1968 “Fashion” features also.
Skirt lengths shifted dramatically from previous time periods, as all skirts shown ended
either at the knee or above the knee. The first year that above-knee length skirts were seen was
in 1965. In 1966 the length was between one and two inches above the knee, and in 1968 skirts
appeared to be approximately three inches above the knee. The majority of these skirts were Aline in shape and width, with narrow skirt widths seen next in frequency. A small percentage of
the skirts were moderately full to full in width.
The most common construction characteristics pictured included patch pockets,
topstitching, trims, princess seams, bodices with pleats or tucks, center front zippers, color
blocking, and pleated and gathered skirts. Patch pockets were seen primarily on dresses and
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blouses. Many garments had at least one and at times as many as four patch pockets. Often
these pockets would be topstitched, as would other design details of garments such as around the
neckline or collar, down the center front placket, or on sleeve cuffs. Some of the topstitching
shown was sewn in a contrasting color of thread. Trims such as piping and binding were used on
selected garments. Princess seams were pictured on some garments, which created a silhouette
that was more fitted than in many of the garments popular in the previous time period. Several
bodices were embellished with rows or pleats or tucks and two garments had large zippers
inserted at the center front opening. Color blocking was seen in two garments, a detail that
would come to be more common in years to follow. Skirts that were moderately full to full were
either gathered or pleated for fullness.
Garment fabrics continued to be shown in neutral, muted, and bright colors, though bright
colors predominated. Neutral colors such as white, cream, camel, navy, black, and tan were seen
most frequently in suits and some dresses, while muted colors such as olive and mauve were
shown more often in dresses. Bright, clear colors were pictured most often, in colors such as
orange, red, pink, yellow, greens, coral, turquoise, aqua, and gold. These vivid colors were
typically shown on garments such as A-line dresses.
Solid fabrics were seen more often than printed fabrics in this time period. Prints that
were pictured included floral prints, stripes, variations of checked fabrics, bold pop-art prints,
and paisleys.
Both natural and manufactured fibers were seen in garment fabrics, though natural fibers
were more common. Approximately 50% more fabrics were made of natural fibers than
manufactured fibers, a percentage that was much lower than in previous years. Clearly,
manufactured fibers had gained wide acceptance by American women. Cotton was the natural
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fiber seen most, followed by flax, wool, silk, cashmere, and blends of natural fibers. Of the
manufactured fibers seen, none was new, though two new trade names appeared: Antron and
Caprolan. Both fibers were nylon, though Antron was manufactured by DuPont and Caprolan
was produced by Allied Signal Fibers (Tortora & Merkel, 2003). As in past years, most fabrics
were a blend of manufactured fibers, either with natural fibers or other manufactured fibers.
Fabrics pictured ranged primarily from light to medium weights. Light weights that were
used for garments such as blouses and dresses included broadcloth, batiste, voile, seersucker,
chambray, plissé, and piqué. Medium weights, used for garments such as jackets, skirts, and
pants, included gabardine, twill, ottoman, corduroy, poplin, denim, and faille. Jersey and double
knits were also pictured. Two new fabrics seen were “bonded woven cotton” and “bonded
linen.” These fabrics were created through adhering two layers of fabric together in one of
several manners (Kadolph, Langford, Hollen, & Saddler, 1993).
“Other” garment characteristics seen included a variety of belts that were worn either at
the waist or at hip-level. The majority of these buckle belts were made in a material that
contrasted with the ensemble it was worn with, though a few belts were made from self-fabric.
Other belt styles included tie belts, a corded belt, a gold chain belt, and a belt with an
interlocking buckle.
Overall, the garments in this final time period were simply designed and constructed.
Their visual appeal was in the choice of fabric print used for the garment. In this manner, the
dress became the “canvas” for bold, colorful fabric designs.
In two issues of Good Housekeeping during this time period, selected garments were
available at New Orleans department stores. In January 1966 a pant ensemble was available for
purchase at Labiche’s and in May 1968 selected blouses were available at Maison Blanche and
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Godchaux’s, Inc. Examples of prevalent fashions during the time period 1965-1968 are
illustrated in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Prevalent fashions during the time period 1965-1968. Left: Cotton print sleeveless
culotte dress with cowl neckline. Good Housekeeping, January 1966, page 70. Right: Arnel
(triacetate) floral print unfitted dresses with long sleeves and above-the-knee skirts. Good
Housekeeping, February 1968, page 58.
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CHAPTER FIVE
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Once the materials and characteristics of an artifact have been identified, the researcher is
left with the task of deciphering the meaning. Operations established by Fleming (1982) and
validated by Severa and Horswill (1989) provide the researcher with the necessary tools for
uncovering these meanings. The operations, evaluation, cultural analysis, and interpretation,
direct the researcher to question different aspects about the artifact and its context. Evaluation
makes judgments about an object and compares it with other like-artifacts. Cultural analysis
explores the relationship of the artifact to its surrounding culture. Interpretation summarizes the
significance of the artifact in light of the context learned from previous operations.
Comparison of Study One and Study Two
The second objective of this study was to compare characteristics of women’s daywear
commodity bag garments with characteristics of prevalent ready-to-wear women’s daywear
fashions depicted in a national magazine targeted to women of middle socio-economic status.
This comparison was done in order to determine how fashionable the commodity bag garments
were, compared with store-bought clothing that was worn during the same time.
In the following chapter, the commodity bag garments analyzed in Study One are
evaluated, culturally analyzed, and interpreted, with the results from the study of Good
Housekeeping fashions in Study Two used as context. While commodity bag garments were
identified individually in Study One, in this section they are discussed as one group together.
Given their homogeneous nature, in that they were made by the same seamstress, who employed
similar construction techniques, made them out of similar fabrics, sewed them for a similar
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purpose, and within the same time frame and location, interpretation is more meaningful when
discussed as a group.
All of the commodity bag garments were made between the years 1949 and 1968 by Mrs.
Rosa Aucoin, who lived in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The garments were made to be worn
primarily when working around her farm. Thirty-five garments were made from printed
commodity bag fabric, while two appear to have been made from plain off-white commodity bag
fabric. All fabrics were balanced plain-weave cottons. All garments were primarily sewn by
machine, although selected portions of garments such as buttonholes and hems were sewn by
hand. Many of the garments appear to have been made from commercial sewing patterns.
Evaluation of Commodity Bag Garments
In evaluating the design characteristics of the commodity bag garments, it was evident
that Mrs. Aucoin was creative, independent, modest, and sensible in her approach to garment
construction. Creativity was seen in the way she used trims such as rickrack, binding, and piping
to embellish garments, as well as in her manner of piecing fabric to achieve the desired size
needed to cut out a particular pattern piece. Her independence was shown in how she departed
from the suggestions of commercial patterns to make a garment design her “own.”
The fact that Mrs. Aucoin added hooks and eyes and fabric insets to the tops of necklines
to decrease the neckline depth shows that she was modest and did not care to wear necklines that
“plunged,” even though it may have been fashionable. In Figure 45, she is shown wearing
commodity bag garment number 21, a dress into which she attached an inset of self-fabric. This
style feature was not suggested in the commercial pattern she used to construct the dress,
Simplicity number 1930. Her age when constructing the dress may have contributed to her
degree of modesty. Mrs. Aucoin would have been in her early 70s when the dress was sewn.
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Figure 45: Neckline alteration to garment number 21. Left: Mrs. Aucoin wearing garment
number 21, c. 1957. The neckline inset filling in the “V” at center front was added by Mrs.
Aucoin. Right: Simplicity pattern number 1930, copyright 1957, used to construct garment
number 21. Photo courtesy of Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Shaffer. Simplicity pattern courtesy of the
TCM.
Mrs. Aucoin’s sensibility was apparent in the design of the garments she constructed in
how she chose skirts with freedom of movement, usually made garments with short sleeves, and
made fit adjustments as necessary. Even when she departed from the skirt pattern provided in a
commercial pattern, Mrs. Aucoin always made sure that her skirts would not restrict her
movement. Some of her dresses and skirts featured A-line shapes, but most were narrower in
design, with kick pleats at the bottom of the back hem. These skirts would have provided a
balance between having enough room to walk when wearing the skirt, while using as little fabric
as possible when cutting the skirt out. While she may have made garments with short sleeves
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because there was not enough fabric to make them in a longer length, short sleeves also would
have been most comfortable and appropriate for the warm, humid south Louisiana climate that
Mrs. Aucoin was accustomed to working in year-round. When long sleeves were necessary, she
wore a long sleeved blouse or jacket over her short sleeved dress or blouse (see Figure 46). The
blouses and jackets could have been made from as little as one commodity bag.

Figure 46: Mrs. Aucoin wearing garment number 27, a jacket, over another garment. Photo
courtesy of Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Shaffer.
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Fit adjustments were evidenced in garments in areas where new lines of stitching, either by hand
or machine, were added outside initial lines of stitching. In some garments, design elements
such as darts and tucks were added by hand in a presumed effort to improve fit.
In the evaluation of the construction of the commodity bag garments made by Mrs.
Aucoin, it was apparent that she was a skilled and resourceful seamstress who took pride in her
work, sought to construct a durable garment, and knew how to use shortcuts to make the sewing
process more efficient. Unlike the recommendations in commodity bag booklets that women’s
dresses needed at least three bags to be made, Mrs. Aucoin was able to make many of her dresses
from as few as two bags. This meant that sometimes flaws in the fabric were noticeable, but
Mrs. Aucoin’s main interest was economizing her supply of fabric, rather than minimizing
aesthetic imperfections. In addition to using fabric that was “left-over” from emptying
commodity bags, Mrs. Aucoin also re-used notions such as zipper and buttons on her garments,
pieced garments, sometimes with other fabrics all together, when commodity bag fabric ran
short, and primarily used white sewing thread for all of her garment construction. It took a great
deal of skill that could only be gained from years of experience to accomplish these tasks in a
manner that still allowed a garment to look store-bought upon completion. The manner in which
she reinforced and double-stitched seams, used enclosed seams, and carefully hand-stitched
hems indicated that she wanted her garments to be durable and last for as long as possible.
Careful repairs and alterations echo this assertion.
The commodity bag fabric the garments were made from was durable and would wash
and wear well. Additionally, it would be cool, particularly in the humid climate of south
Louisiana. The smooth, plain-weave nature of the fabric would have made it easy to sew.
Though the garments were made primarily to be worn for working around the farm, the colorful,
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brightly printed fabrics were also appropriate for wearing for other casual occasions, such as
shopping or visiting with friends (see Figure 47).

Figure 47: Garment number 15 worn by Mrs. Aucoin for a social occasion. Mrs. Aucoin
(pictured at front right) and her husband with friends. Mrs. Aucoin is wearing the dress with a
purchased belt. Photo courtesy of Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Shaffer.
Cultural Analysis of Commodity Bag Garments
Though it was difficult to determine exactly when Mrs. Aucoin made her garments and
for how long she continued to wear them, the design, construction, and fabric characteristics of
her garments were consistent with those pictured in Good Housekeeping magazine between the
years 1949 and 1968. Some of these similarities, no doubt, were due to the fact that Mrs. Aucoin
used commercial patterns for constructing some of her garments. Commercial patterns would
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have followed similar trends to those which were offered in ready-to-wear garments in
department stores nationwide. Mrs. Aucoin’s use of commercial patterns indicated an awareness
of styles that were available nationwide, even if she did not purchase the ready-to-wear versions
for herself.
Design elements seen in Mrs. Aucoin’s garments and ready-to-wear in “Fashion” features
included similar garment styles, neckline shapes, collar styles, and sleeve lengths (see Figures
48, 49, and 50). Mrs. Aucoin’s use of trims such as rickrack, binding, and piping were design
elements also seen in ready-to-wear garments, as were contrasting buttons and patch pockets (see
Figures 51 and 52).

Figure 48: Dress, collar, and pocket styles. Left: Good Housekeeping, April 1957 page 114.
Right: Garment number 15. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 49: Bodice and collar styles. Left: Good Housekeeping, May 1961, page 83. Right:
Garment number 11. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 50: Dress silhouette and neckline shape. Left: Good Housekeeping, May 1965 page 111.
Right: Garment number 19. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 51: Rickrack trim. Left: Good Housekeeping, February 1950, page 66. Right: Garment
number 9. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 52: Binding trim. Left: Good Housekeeping, May 1959, page 90. Right: garment
number 13. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
As it was evidenced that many of the dress skirts made by Mrs. Aucoin were raised at
some point during the garment’s life span, it is possible that they were shortened near the same
time period in the mid-1960s when hemlines rose from calf-length to knee length or from kneelength to above the knee length. Given Mrs. Aucoin’s modesty and advanced age, it is unlikely
that she raised her hemlines as high as were shown after 1967 on the young models in Good
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Housekeeping. She may, however, have been influenced to raise her hemlines a certain degree,
even if it was not to the same height that would have been seen on garments available for
purchase in department stores. In keeping with her personality, Mrs. Aucoin modified her
garments to be modestly fashionable.
Mrs. Aucoin’s garments appeared to have been constructed in a manner similar to that of
ready-to-wear garments. Though many construction characteristics of the garments featured in
Good Housekeeping “Fashion” sections were not obvious, given the limitations of viewing
photographs over actual garments, the fact that many of Mrs. Aucoin’s garments exhibited a
“store-bought” appearance indicate a parallel between the two.
While a wide variety of fabrics and fibers were pictured in Good Housekeeping
magazine, cotton broadcloths similar to the commodity bag fabric used by Mrs. Aucoin were
seen in great numbers in each time period analyzed (see Figures 53, 54, and 55). Additionally,
colors shown in ready-to-wear fashions were similar to those in the commodity bag garments, as
were the fabric prints used. These facts support the assertion that commodity bag manufacturers
aimed to sell commodities in similar fabrics to those which were available off-the-bolt and in
ready-to-wear garments nationwide.
Interpretation of Commodity Bag Garments
When compared to ready-to-wear garments, the commodity bag garments made by Mrs.
Aucoin shard similar design, construction, and fabric characteristics. Overall, the way Mrs.
Aucoin exhibited her talent with design, construction, and fabric indicated that she placed a high
value on her resources, a trait that followed her from her experiences during the Great
Depression.
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Figure 53: Fabric print and contrast trim. Left: Good Housekeeping, May 1953, page 256.
Right: Garment number 12. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 54: Paisley fabric print. Left: Good Housekeeping, February 1962, page 98. Available at
Goldring’s in New Orleans, Louisiana. Right: Garment number 23. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
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Figure 55: Fabric print. Left: Good Housekeeping, March 1966, page 108. Right: Garment
number 10. Photo courtesy of the TCM.
The designs exhibited in Mrs. Aucoin’s garments were attractive, even though their
primary purpose was for wearing while working around the farm. Her use of commercial
patterns shows that, whether she intended to or not, many of her garments were styled according
to fashions available nationwide. This is of particular significance, since Mrs. Aucoin ranged in
age from 63 to 82 years old during the time the commodity bag garments were made.
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Mrs. Aucoin would not have had a lot of free time available, so the time-saving
techniques employed during garment construction and the durable construction methods used
would have saved valuable time that could then be spent with other projects. Mrs. Aucoin’s
economical use of fabric, notions, and even commercial patterns show, once again, that resources
were valuable and not to be wasted. With a little time and a great deal of creativity, she
fashioned a wardrobe for herself from little else than “free” fabric.
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Most research studies of costume history to date have examined the fashion preferences
of elites, or those wealthy few at the “top rail” of society. This study sought to get a view of how
one person closer to the “bottom rail” of society was influenced by national fashion trends and
how she adapted those trends to her own lifestyle. The objectives of this study were to identify,
evaluate, culturally analyze, and interpret extant women’s daywear garments made from
commodity bags and to compare characteristics of women’s daywear commodity bag garments
with characteristics of prevalent ready-to-wear women’s daywear fashions depicted in a national
magazine targeted to women of middle socio-economic status. The first objective was
completed through the use of material culture study and the second objective was completed
through the use of historical analysis.
Research questions directed the analyses completed for each objective. Research
questions for the first objective asked what were the design, construction, and fabric
characteristics of the commodity bag garments in the study and what did the results of these
questions have to say about the meaning behind the garments. Research questions for the second
objective asked what design, construction, and fabric characteristics were similar and dissimilar
between the commodity bag garments and the ready-to-wear garments analyzed. Results from
these questions provided context to explore the meaning behind the commodity bag garments
and helped to show their place within a national scope.
The garments analyzed in this study were made from commodity bag fabric between the
years 1949 and 1968 by one woman, Mrs. Rosa Aucoin, who lived on a farm outside of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. Since few commodity bag garments survive today, this was a rare
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opportunity to study the design, construction, and fabric characteristics of such “everyday”
clothing made and worn for work on a farm. The collection studied was comprised of 37
women’s daywear garments. Other commodity bag items made by Mrs. Aucoin, including
undergarments and household textiles such as towels, pillowcases, and curtains were excluded
from this study.
In addition to having access to such a comprehensive collection of commodity bag
garments, other resources contributed to the findings of this study. The daughters of Mrs.
Aucoin were available for interviews regarding their mother, her lifestyle, and sewing practices
and also shared copies of family photos of their mother wearing commodity bag garments.
These photos helped to illustrate how the garments were worn. Commercial sewing patterns
Mrs. Aucoin used to sew some of the commodity bag garments were located as well, which
helped to date garments.
Two methodologies were used to answer the objectives of the study. Material culture
study was used in the analysis of commodity bag garments and historical analysis was used in
the study of “Fashion” features in Good Housekeeping magazines. Together, these methods
provided frameworks with which to systematically examine the similarities and differences
between the garments and fashion photographs.
There was very little difference between the commodity bag garments and the fashion
trends depicted in Good Housekeeping. This indicates that women with limited means, i.e. one
woman in rural South Louisiana of lower-middle socio-economic status, could and did emulate
national fashion trends in daily dress. It was creativity and resourcefulness that dictated what
clothing Mrs. Aucoin made for herself, not the availability of money or ease of access to retail
clothing stores.
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This research makes several contributions to the study of dress, including the introduction
of new terminology, extending the timeline when commodity bags were used, documenting
garments made from commodity bags, providing evidence of how rural women were living in
the 1950s and 1960s, refining the material culture study model, and providing the basis for a
museum exhibition. In this study the term “commodity bag” was used for the first time to
describe the woven textile bags that were recycled. The term commodity bag is more inclusive
and descriptive than other terms that have been used, such as feed sack, cotton bag, flour sack,
and chicken linen.
Prior to this study, research about the history of commodity bags and their uses was
restricted primarily to the years surrounding the Great Depression and World War II, time
periods when economic hardship necessitated greater use of ones resources. While limited
information about the marketing and production of commodity bags in the 1950s and 1960s had
been published, no documented sources were found to illustrate how the bags were used. The
results of this study produced evidence of the numerous ways commodity bags were used by one
south Louisiana woman to create a working wardrobe from as few as two bags for each garment.
This research extended the documentation of commodity bags into the late 1960s.
This study is also the first to document the characteristics of commodity bag garments.
Characteristics of commodity bag quilts have been researched, but no studies to date were
located that detailed garments made from the bags. This may be due to the fact that textiles such
as quilts could be used over long time periods for household use, unlike garments that eventually
wear out and are thrown away or recycled into something new. The difficulty in locating
evidence of commodity bag origins on garments might also be a factor in the lack of research in
this area. Because all parts of commodity bag fabric could be used in quilt construction, quilts
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have more places where stitch holes or labels could be visible, unlike garment pieces that could
be cut out to avoid these indications of commodity bag origin. This study provided a summary
of the attributes of 37 garments known to be of commodity bag origin.
In addition to filling a gap in the research literature of commodity bag garments, this
study also filled a gap in the documentation of fashions advertised to middle socio-economic
status women in the United States between the years 1949 and 1968. Most fashion histories
were found to focus on overall trends or specific fashion designers, but little information was
found that detailed what clothing the majority of American women might find when shopping in
their local department store. The design, construction, and fabric characteristics of fashions
depicted in Good Housekeeping magazine, which were summarized in this study, will provide
future researchers with a richer understanding of the daywear garments available to women
during this time period.
The findings showed that rural women in the 1950s and 1960s had access to garments
that were stylish and that at least one rural woman desired her work clothing to be fashionably
up-to-date. Commercial sewing patterns portrayed garment trends popular nationwide, and
commodity bag fabrics were designed and marketed to be as desirable as fabric available off-thebolt in retail stores. Rural women who made use of these resources could wear clothing as
fashionable as women in any large city across the country.
The material culture study model, originally developed by Fleming (1982) and adapted
by Severa and Horswill (1989) for use with garment analysis, was further refined in the present
study with the introduction of an instrument that can be used to systematically identify
characteristics of garments. This addition will be particularly helpful to researchers studying a
large number of related garments, as was done in this study.
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Finally, this research provided the basis for the exhibition “Converting Commodity Bags:
Recycling Circa 1940” that opened in spring 2005 at the TCM (see Appendix F). The exhibition
visually illustrated the history and uses of commodity bags in the mid-twentieth century and
included numerous household textiles such as quilts and towels that were made from commodity
bags, as well as many of the commodity bag garments made by Mrs. Aucoin. Visitors learned
what commodity bags were made from, who made the bags and recycled them, why they were
produced and used, where they were most widely available, when they experienced their highest
popularity, and how the bags were marketed to consumers. As a result of the exhibition, a
diverse audience from a wide geographic area benefited from this research and had the
opportunity to learn about a significant aspect of American history.
Future research endeavors should continue to study commodity bag garments to gain a
broader perspective of the design, construction, and fabric characteristics that were present in the
garments. Commodity bag garments from different areas of the United States should be studied
so that the group of garments in this study can be compared with garments made in other
locations, by other people, in other time periods. The comparison of the potential similarities
and differences will provide a more complete understanding of the garments.
Garments made by Mrs. Aucoin from fabrics other than commodity bags should be
studied to investigate shared characteristics between her “work” clothing and that which was
worn for dressier occasions. Many garments made by Mrs. Aucoin from fabric purchased at
department stores and other retail outlets are housed in the collection of the TCM.
While the study of ready-to-wear fashions that were pictured in Good Housekeeping
magazine provided a national context for the commodity bag garments studied, further research
should explore fashions as they appeared in rural farm publications and Simplicity pattern
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sections of Good Housekeeping. Being able to see how ready-to-wear fashions compared with
fashions promoted to women living in rural areas, as well as how they compared with home
sewing patterns, would enhance the contextual background for future interpretation of
commodity bag garments. Furthermore, it would be valuable to compare the findings of the
present research about Good Housekeeping fashions with those depicted in “high” fashion
publications such as Vogue magazine to determine which characteristics remained the same for
the two different target audiences and which were different.
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Instrument: Commodity Bag Garment Analysis
Part I. Identify three properties for each garment: A) Design Characteristics, B) Construction
Characteristics, and C) Fabric Characteristics
A. Design Characteristics Identification
General instructions:
-For each item, record all that apply.
-Write the letter(s) for response on line to right of each item
-If an item does not apply to the garment, write “n/a” in the blank
1. Garment style (describe):

BODICE OR UPPER REGION
Bodice
2. Character of bodice layer:

_____

3. Bodice closing or opening location/style:

_____

4. Bodice closure:

_____

5. Bodice STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

6. Bodice SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

7. Symmetry of bodice design (frontal view, left to right):

_____

Neckline and Collar
8. Neckline shape:

_____

9. Neckline location

_____

10. Collar style:

_____

11. Collar width:

Narrow
1

2

3

12. Lapel width:

1

2

3
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4

Wide
5

_____

4

5

_____

13. Collar/lapel/neckline SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
14. Additional neckline decoration (indicate all that apply):

_____
_____

15. Collar symmetry (frontal view, side to side):

_____

16. Lapel symmetry (frontal view, side to side):

_____

Sleeve and cuff
17. Armseye style

_____

18. Sleeve style:

_____

19. Sleeve length:

_____

Sleeve width at:
20.

Narrow
Cap: 1

2

3

4

Wide
5

_____

21.

Upper arm:

1

2

3

4

5

_____

22.

Elbow:

1

2

3

4

5

_____

23.

Forearm:

1

2

3

4

5

_____

24.

Wrist:

1

2

3

4

5

_____

25. Sleeve STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

26. Sleeve SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

27. Cuff or sleeve hem style (indicate all that apply):

_____

28. Cuff or sleeve hem SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____
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Waistline or below (of bodice)
Waistline location at:
High
29.
Front:
1
30. Left side:

2

Natural
3

1

2

31.Right side:

1

32.

1

Back:

4

Low
5

_____

3

4

5

_____

2

3

4

5

_____

2

3

4

5

_____

33. Total length of bodice or upper ensemble layer:

_____

34. Waistline SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

35. Bodice border/hem STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

36. Bodice border/hem SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

SKIRT OR LOWER REGION
37. Character of lower layer:

_____

38. Skirt closing or opening location/style:

_____

39. Skirt closure:

_____

40. Length of skirt at LOWEST point:

_____
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Width of skirt at:
41. Waist location:

(Far)
(Close)
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

42. Upper hip area: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

43. Lower hip area: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

44. Thigh area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

45. Knee area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

46. Calf area:

10

1

_____

47. Ankle area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

_____

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

48. Skirt STRUCTURAL embellishment, excluding border (indicate all that apply):

_____

49. Skirt SURFACE embellishment, excluding border (indicate all that apply):

_____

50. Shape of skirt hem (cut or drape)

_____

51. Skirt border SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):

_____

52. Symmetry of skirt design (front view, left to right):

_____
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B. Construction Techniques Identification
Treatment Techniques:
53. Seam finish(es) (indicate all that apply):

_____

54. Shaping and fullness control method(s) (indicate all that apply):

_____

55. Hem technique(s) (indicate all that apply):

_____

56. Seam widths (in inches):
a. CB skirt
b. CF skirt
c. Left side garment
d. Right side garment
e. CB bodice

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

57. Length of skirt (in inches):

_____

Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship:
58. Finishing (Describe the overall evaluation of the level of skill used in finishing seams and
other garment construction components):

59. Effect (Describe the overall evaluation of the appearance of the garment and its construction
from the outside):

60. Alteration elements: (detail)

61. Repair elements: (detail)
Other:
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C1. Fabric Characteristics Identification: Aesthetic Attributes
Fabric Characteristics:
62. Fabric color(s): __________________________________________________
63. Print or design motif: ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
64. Scale of print or design motif: _______________________________________
Fabric details:
Describe the following characteristics of the fabric:
65. Matte vs Shiny:
66. Flat vs 3-dimensional:
67. Stiff vs Flowing:
68. Opaque vs Transparent:
If pattern is present:
69. Geometric vs Organic:
70. Regular vs Irregular:
71. Low contrast vs High contrast:
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C2. Fabric Characteristics Identification: Textile Attributes
Commodity Bag Characteristics:
72. Locations where holes from removal of commodity bag thread is present and number of
holes per inch at each location: (list all)
a. Location:_____________________#:______
b. Location:_____________________#:______
c. Location:_____________________#:______
d. Location:_____________________#:______
e. Location:_____________________#:______
f. Location:_____________________#:______
g. Location:_____________________#:______
h. Location:_____________________#:______
73. Number of holes per inch (range)

______

Technical Characteristics:
74. Fabric structure

______

75. Thread count (in “TPI”-threads per inch)

A/Warp: ______ TPI
B/Weft: ______ TPI

Yarn Characteristics:
76. Number of yarn components

A/Warp _______
B/Weft _______

77. Final direction of twist

A/Warp _______
B/Weft _______
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Sewing Thread Characteristics:
78. Number of different threads used in construction of garment

______

79. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color

____________________________________
____________

80. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color

____________________________________
____________

81. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color

____________________________________
____________

82. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color

____________________________________
____________

83. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color

____________________________________
____________
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Part II. Summarize the overall data according to the following measures:
1. Evaluation (Judgments)
A) Design Characteristics:

B) Construction Characteristics:

C) Fabric Characteristics:

2. Cultural analysis (relationship of artifact to culture)
A) Design Characteristics:

B) Construction Characteristics:

C) Fabric Characteristics

3. Interpretation (significance)
A) Design Characteristics:

B) Construction Characteristics:

C) Fabric Characteristics
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Methods of Attribute Determination:
Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Instrument
Part I. Identify three properties for each garment: A) Design Characteristics, B) Construction
Characteristics, and C) Fabric Characteristics
A. Design Characteristics Identification
[determined while dress is on dress form]
General instructions:
-For all items, indicate all that apply.
-If an item does not apply to the garment, write “n/a” in the blank
-write the letter(s) for response on line to right of each item
1. Garment style (describe):
-general shape and design of the garment
BODICE OR UPPER REGION
2. Character of bodice layer:
1. Dress bodice: bodice is sewn to the skirt or cut in one piece with the skirt
2. Blouse: bodice is a separate piece from the skirt, is tucked into or worn outside the
skirt waistline, and is the innermost bodice layer—i.e., there is no bodice layer, excluding
underwear per se, worn underneath
3. Jacket: bodice is separate from the skirt and is usually worn outside the skirt waistline
and over another bodice layer—e.g., a “blazer”
4. Vest: bodice is a separate piece from the skirt, is sleeveless, and is worn over another
bodice layer
5. Other (record description):
Bodice
3. Bodice opening/closing location/style:
1. none present
2. center front
3. side (in side seam of bodice)
4. off-center (to the right or left of CF)
5. surplice

6. double-breasted
7. center back
8. center front & side (2, 3)
9. other (record description):
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4. Bodice closure (indicate all that apply):
-device(s) used to secure closing of bodice
1. none present
8. snaps & zipper (3, 4)
2. button(s)
9. hooks/eyes & zipper (3, 5)
3. zipper
10. buttons, zipper, & snaps (2, 3, 4)
4. snap(s)
11. buttons & hooks/eyes (2, 5)
5. hook(s) and eye(s)
12. buttons, zipper, & hooks/eyes (2, 3, 5)
6. tie(s)
13. other (record description):
7. buttons & zipper (2, 3)
5. Bodice STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-bodice design details above the waist such as pleats or darts that were sewn into the
garment
1. none present
10. neckline facing stitched to outside
2. seams
11. ease (fit fullness)
3. darts
12. seams & darts (2, 3)
4. gathers (design fullness)
13. seams, darts, & gathers (2, 3, 4)
5. pleats or tucks
14. seams, pleats, & ease (2, 5, 11)
6. set in pocket(s)
15. seams, darts, & pleats (2, 3, 5)
7. yoke
16. seams, darts, pleats, & gathers (2, 3, 4, 5)
8. shirring or smocking
17. seams, gathers, pleats, yoke (2, 4, 5, 7)
9. set-in panels of contrasting
18. other (record description):
fabric
6. Bodice SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-bodice decoration above the waist that were added to the surface of the garment
1. none present
12. topstitching & button(s) (2, 8)
2. topstitching
13. topstitch, button(s), & cont trim (2, 3, 8)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)14. topstitch, cont trim, & facing (2, 3, 5)
4. embroidery
15. topstitch, cont trim, facing & button(s)
5. facing
(2, 3, 5, 8)
6. fabric overlay
16. topstitch, patch pocket(s) & button(s) (2, 7, 8)
7. patch pocket(s)
17. topstitch, cont trim, patch pocket(s) &
8. button(s)
button(s) (2, 3, 7, 8)
9. ornament(s)
18. button(s) & faux welt pocket(s) (8, 11)
10. bow(s)
19. other (record description):
11. faux welt pocket(s)
7. Symmetry of bodice design (frontal view, left to right):
-balance of design features
1. symmetric
2. asymmetric
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Neckline and Collar

8. Neckline shape:
1. plain/jewel
2. keyhole
3. “V”
4. scoop

Plain/Jewel

“V” with Keyhole

5. tab
6. “V” with keyhole
7. triple “v”
8. other (record description):

Keyhole

“V”

Scoop

Tab

Triple “V”

9. Neckline location (indicate the point or region at/in which the lowest point of the neckline
falls):
1. “very high” area (a) (body region)
2. “high area” area (b) (body region)
3. “moderately high” area (c) (body region)
4. area at base of neck (d) (body region)
5. area just below neck (e) (body region)
6. chest area (f) (body region)
7. breast area (g) (body region)
8. midriff area (h) (body region)
9. waistline location (i) (refers specifically to waistline location)
10. area just below neckline (j) (body region)
11. worn open, no distinct neckline length (body region)
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10. Collar style:
1. none present
2. plain pointed
3. buttoned-down pointed
4. notched
5. rounded

Plain pointed

6. shawl
7. sailor/middy
8. yoke
9. other (record description):

Buttoned-down
Pointed

Shawl

Notched

Sailor/middy

Rounded

Yoke

Collar and lapel widths:
-indicate the region—narrow=1, wide=5—in which the collar/lapel reaches its WIDEST
point away from the garment neckline or, in the case of a standing collar, the seam that
joins it to the bodice

11.

Collar:

1

Narrow
2

3

4

5

Wide

12.

Lapel:

1

2

3

4

5
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13. Collar/lapel/neckline SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that may have been added to the surface of the bodice; generally speaking,
these are items that are a permanent part of the bodice.
1. none present
8. ornament(s)
2. topstitching
9. bow(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
10. ties
4. embroidery
11. contrasting fabric
5. facing
12. topstitch & cont trim (2, 3)
6. fabric overlay
13. topstitch & contrasting fabric (2, 11)
7. button(s)
14. other (record description):
14. Additional neckline decoration (indicate all that apply):
-generally speaking, these are decorations that are not permanent on the bodice (they
can be removed)
1. none present
5. slip knot tie (i.e., man style necktie)
2. bow or bowtie
6. fabric inset (neckline)
3. jabot (vertical flounce or ruffle)
7. other (record description):
4. ornament, brooch, or pin
15. Collar symmetry (frontal view, side to side):
-balance of design features
1. Symmetric
2. Asymmetric
16. Lapel symmetry (frontal view, side to side):
-balance of design features
1. Symmetric
2. Asymmetric
Sleeve and cuff
17. Armseye style
1. set-in
2. kimono
3. raglan
4. dolman

Set-In

5. drop shoulder
6. other (record description):

Kimono

Raglan
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Dolman

Drop Shoulder

18. Sleeve style:
-A sleeveless style is recorded by item 19
1. basic fitted
2. coat/suit (2-piece sleeve)
3. bishop
4. puffed

Basic Fitted

Coat/Suit

Bishop

5. capped
6. cape
7. kimono
8. other (record description):

Puffed

Cape

Capped

Kimono
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19. Sleeve length
-measured to end of cuff
- indicate the point or region at/in which the end of the sleeve would fall when the
garment was worn
-Responses b, f, and h refer to specific points on the arm. Remaining responses refer to
regions.

1. “cut-in” (a) (region on arm)
2. sleeveless (b) (specific point on arm)
3. cap (c) (region on arm)
4. upper-upper arm (d) (region on arm)
5. lower-upper arm (e) (region on arm)
6. elbow (f) (specific point on arm)
7. three-quarter (g) (region on arm)
8. wrist (h) (specific point on arm)
9. below wrist (i) (region on arm)

Sleeve width
-including cuff
-for each of the following, indicate the region—narrow=1, wide=5—in which the sleeve
would its WIDEST point away from the arm when garment was worn
20.

Narrow
Cap: 1

2

3

4

Wide
5

21.

Upper arm:

1

2

3

4

5

22.

Elbow:

1

2

3

4

5

23.

Forearm:

1

2

3

4

5

24.

Wrist:

1

2

3

4

5
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25. Sleeve STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-design details such as pleats or darts that were sewn into the sleeve (all but the
cuff/hem)
1. none present
8. dart(s)
2. gathers (design fullness)
9. seams & ease (5, 6)
3. pleats or tucks
10. seam & slit in seam (5, 7)
4. shirring
11. seams, ease, & darts (5, 6, 8)
5. seam(s)
12. pleats & seam(s) (3, 5)
6. ease (fit fullness)
13. other (record description):
7. slit in seam
26. Sleeve SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that was added to the surface of the sleeve (all but the cuff/hem)
1. none present
7. button(s)
2. topstitching
8. ornament(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
9. bow(s)
4. embroidery
10. other (record description):
5. facing
6. fabric overlay
27. Cuff or sleeve hem style (indicate all that apply):
1. plain (just turned under and stitched on inside of seam)
2. turned back (turned back onto outside of sleeve)
3. band/barrel
4. lapped
5. split
6. faced (plain cuff with facing stitched on inside or outside of cuff)
7. other (record description)

Turned Back

Band/Barrel

Lapped
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Split

28. Cuff or sleeve hem SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that was added to the surface of the cuff or sleeve hem
1. none present
8. ornament(s)
2. topstitching
9. bow(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
10. topstitch & facing (2, 5)
4. embroidery
11. topstitch, cont trim & facing (2, 3, 5)
5. facing
12. topstitch & cont trim (2, 3)
6. fabric overlay
13. other (record description):
7. button(s)
Waistline or below (of bodice)
-For items describing the waistline and below-the-waistline bodice features, refer to the
waistline as indicated by the style of the garment/ensemble (e.g., by means of indentation,
belt, or other feature that marks the waistline).
-If no waistline is indicated, record “n/a” for items 29-32 and respond to remaining
items in the “Waistline and Below” section using the natural waistline as the reference
point for waistline and below-the-waistline bodice features.
Waistline location
-Indicate the point or region at/in which garment waistline falls on a standard dress
form. Response 3 refers specifically to the waistline location. Remaining responses refer
to regions.

1=high above natural waistline (region)
2=above natural waistline (region)
3=at natural waistline (specific point)
4=below natural waistline (region)
5=low below natural waistline (region)
High
1

2

Natural
3

4

Low
5

30. Left side:

1

2

3

4

5

31.Right side:

1

2

3

4

5

32. Back:

1

2

3

4

5

29.Front:
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33. Total length of bodice or upper layer
-indicate the region in which the lowest point of the bodice falls on a standard dress form

1. area above waist (a)
2. natural waist area (b)
3. area just below waist (c)
4. hip area (d)
5. upper thigh area (e)
6. area below upper thigh (f)- includes shift and chemise
dresses where there is no waist seam

34. Waistline SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that has been added to the surface of the waistline, directly on the waistline
or waistband
-write n/a if no waistline is indicated
1. none present
5. button(s)
2. buckle belt
6. bow(s)
3. tie belt/sash
7. ornament(s)
4. contrasting fabric band
8. other (record description)
35. Bodice border/hem STRUCTURAL embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-design details such as pleats or darts that were sewn into the bodice border or hem
-applies primarily to the hems and lower edges of blouses/bodices and jackets
-write n/a if the dress has natural waistline (so there is no bodice below the waistline) OR
if no waistline is indicated on the dress (ex: A-line dress)
1. none present
8. split panels, tabs, or slits
2. seams
9. pocket(s)
3. darts
10. seams, set-in panels, & split panels,
4. set-in panels of contrasting fabric
split panels/tabs/slits (2, 4, 8)
5. gathers (design fullness)
11. seams & darts (2, 3)
6. pleats or tucks
12. seams & split panels/tabs/slits (2, 8)
7. circular ruffle/flounce
13. other (record description)
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36. Bodice border/hem SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that was added to the surface of the bodice border or hem
-applies primarily to the hems and lower edges of blouses/bodices and jackets
-write n/a if the dress has natural waistline (so there is no bodice below the waistline) OR
if no waistline is indicated on the dress (ex: A-line dress)
1. none present
7. button(s)
2. topstitching
8. ornament(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
9. bow(s)
4. embroidery
10. topstitch & facing (2, 5)
5. facing
11. other (record description):
6. fabric overlay
SKIRT OR LOWER REGION
-for dresses without a defined waistline, this section applies to the portion of the dress
that falls below the natural waistline when it is on a dress form
37. Character of lower region:
1. dress skirt (attached)
2. skirt (separate)
3. shorts
4. other (record description):
38. Lower region closing or opening location/style:
1. none present
5. overlapped at center front
2. center front
6. center back
3. off-center
7. other (record description):
4. side (over hip)
39. Lower region closure:
1. none present
2. zipper
3. hook and eye(s)
4. snap(s)
5. button(s)

6. tie(s)
7. hooks/eyes & button(s) (3, 5)
8. zipper & button(s) (2, 5)
9. other (record description):
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40. Length of lower region at LOWEST point
-indicate the region in which the skirt layer reaches its lowest point or is longest on the
figure when it would be worn
1. upper thigh (a)
2. above knee (b)
3. knee (c)
4. upper calf (d)
5. lower calf (e)
6. ankle (f)
7. just above floor (g)
8. floor length (h)
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Width of lower region at:
-For each of the following, indicate the region—1 – 10—in which the skirt reaches its
WIDEST point away from the body.
-For number 41, take the width measurement from the waistline location of a figure, not
the garment (as in the case of empire waistlines).
Far
Close
from body
to body
41. Waist location: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
42. Upper hip area: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
43. Lower hip area: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
44. Thigh area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

45. Knee area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

46. Calf area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

47. Ankle area:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

48. Lower region STRUCTURAL embellishment, excluding border (indicate all that apply):
-design details such as pleats or darts that were sewn into the skirt, excluding the
waistline, waistband, and border
-applies to any part of the skirt separate from waistline/waistband
1. none present
10. set-in pocket(s)
2. darts
11. darts & seams (2, 3)
3. seams or gores
12. seams & pleats (3, 6)
4. set-in panel of contrasting fabric
13. darts, seams & pleats (2, 3, 6)
5. gathers (design fullness)
14. darts, seams or gores &
6. pleats or tucks
split panels/tabs/slits (2, 3, 9)
7. tiers
15. darts & set-in pockets (2, 10)
8. yoke at upper hip area
16. other (record description):
9. split panels, tabs, or slits
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49. Lower region SURFACE embellishment, excluding border (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that was added to the surface of the skirt, excluding the waistline, waistband,
and border
1. none present
9. bow(s)
2. topstitching
10. patch pocket(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
11. topstitch, cont trim & patch pocket(s)
4. embroidery
(2, 3, 10)
5. facing
12. topstitch & button(s) (2, 7)
6. fabric overlay
13. topstitch & patch pocket(s)
7. button(s)
14. other (record description):
8. ornament(s)
50. Shape of lower region hem (cut or drape)
1. straight
2. curved
3. pointed
4. scalloped
5. other (record description):
51. Lower region border SURFACE embellishment (indicate all that apply):
-decoration that was added to the surface of the skirt border
1. none present
7. button(s)
2. topstitching
8. ornament(s)
3. continuous strip trim (ex: piping)
9. bow(s)
4. embroidery
10. tucks or pleats
5. facing
11. self band
6. fabric overlay
12. other (record description):
52. Symmetry of lower region design (front view, left to right):
-balance of design features
1. Symmetric
2. Asymmetric
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B. Construction Techniques Identification:
[determined while dress if off dress form and inside out]
Treatment Techniques:
53. Seam finish(es) (indicate all that apply):
-examine seams to determine which of several finishes was used to prevent garment
seams from raveling.
1. clean finish
2. straight stitch
3. overcast (by hand)
4. selvage
5. pinked
6. zig-zagged (machine)
7. French (enclosed)
8. bound (covered)
9. turned and stitched
10. clean finish, selvage, bound & turned and stitched (1, 4, 8, 10)
11. clean finish & selvage (1, 4)
12. clean finish, selvage & bound (1, 4, 8)
13. clean finish, straight stitch, selvage & bound (1, 2, 4, 8)
14. clean finish, overcast, selvage, bound & turned and stitched (1, 3, 4, 8, 9)
15. overcast, selvage, bound & turned and stitched (3, 4, 8, 9)
16. clean finish, overcast, selvage, French & bound (1, 3, 4, 7, 8)
17. clean finish, overcast, selvage & turned and stitched (1, 3, 4, 9)
18. clean finish, overcast & selvage (1, 3, 4)
19. clean finish, selvage, French & bound (1, 4, 7, 8)
20. clean finish, overcast, selvage, French, bound & turned and stitched
(1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9)
21. clean finish, selvage, French, bound & turned and stitched (1, 4, 7, 8, 9)
22. clean finish, overcast, bound & turned and stitched (1, 3, 8, 9)
23. other (record description)
54. Shaping and fullness control method(s) (indicate all that apply):
-Refers to whether or not darts, seams, pleats or other construction techniques were used
to give the garment shape, particularly in the bodice and skirt fronts and backs, and to
which construction techniques were used to control the amount of fabric in such garment
pieces as the sleeve and skirt where freedom of movement is necessary.
1. none present
2. dart(s)
3. pleat(s) or tuck(s)
4. seam(s)
5. gathers (design fullness)
6. ease/easing (fit fullness)
7. darts & seams (2, 4)
8. darts, seams & ease (2, 4, 6)

9. darts, pleats & seams (2, 3, 4)
10. darts, seams & gathers (2, 4, 5)
11. darts, pleats, seams & ease (2, 3, 4, 6)
12. darts, pleats, gathers & ease (2, 3, 5, 6)
13. darts, seams, gathers & ease (2, 4, 5, 6)
14. seams & ease (4, 6)
15. pleats, seams, gathers & ease (3, 4, 5, 6)
16. other (record description):
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55. Hem technique(s) (indicate all that apply) (see “Hem Style Guide”):
-the method or methods used to finish the bottom of the garment
1. none present
2. turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched (stitched and pinked, turned and stitched)
3. turned up, covered, hand-stitched (seam binding, bias tape, Hong Kong finish)
4. turned up, machine stitched (blind hemming, narrow machine stitched, topstitched)
5. faced
6. turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched & faced (2, 5)
7. turned up, machine stitched & faced (4, 5)
8. turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched & turned up, covered, hand-stitched (2, 3)
9. turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched & turned up, machine stitched & faced
(2, 4, 5)
10. turned up, uncovered, hand-stitched & turned up, machine stitched (2, 4)
11. other (record description):
56. Seam widths (in inches):
-measured in at least 2 locations for each seam to obtain a range, if applicable
a. CB skirt
b. CF skirt
c. Left side garment
d. Right side garment
e. CB bodice
57. Length of lower region (in inches):
-measured from waist to hem at right side of garment
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Level of Skill Elements/Workmanship:
58. Finishing: (detail)
-describe the overall evaluation of the level of skill used in finishing seams and other
garment construction components
-list construction characteristics used to construct garment
-viewed best while garment is inside-out
59. Effect: (detail)
-describe the overall evaluation of the appearance of the garment and its construction
from the outside
60. Alteration elements: (detail)
-described by examining the garment for evidence of any changes made to the garment
design.
-examples of alterations include:
- taking a hem up or letting it down
-taking in side seams of a garment to alter the waistline fit.
61. Repair elements: (detail)
-documented by examining the garment for evidence of mending.
-examples of repairs include:
-repaired tear or seam
Other:
-list any characteristics observed related to construction techniques and level of skill
elements/workmanship that are not covered by the above categories
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C1. Fabric Characteristics Identification: Aesthetic Attributes
[determined while dress is on or off dress form]
Fabric Characteristics:
62. Fabric color(s): (list them)
63. Print or design motif: (describe it; sketch if possible)
64. Scale of print or design motif: (small, med, large; measure size of pattern and/or repeat, if
applicable)
Fabric details:
Describe the following characteristics of the fabric:
65. Matte vs Shiny:
-matte=dull in appearance, no sheen, does not reflect light
-shiny=bright sheen, reflects light
66. Flat vs 3-dimensional:
-flat=no raised surfaces (3-dimensional areas)
-3-Dimensional=raised surface on fabric (ex: corduroy)
67. Stiff vs Flowing:
-stiff=stands rigidly away from body, rigid hand to fabric
-flowing=fabric lacks rigidity, hangs straight down on form
68. Opaque vs Transparent:
-opaque=no light passes through
-transparent=light passes through, can see clearly through fabric
If pattern is present:
69. Geometric vs Organic:
-geometric=geometric shapes (ex: squares, circles, triangles)
-organic=naturalistic prints (ex: plants, figures)
70. Regular vs Irregular:
-regular=evenly spaced, symmetric distribution
-irregular=asymmetric distribution
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71. Low contrast vs High contrast:
-low contrast=colors or patterns are very similar to one another (ex: monochromatic
color scheme dull tints and/or shades of color)
-high contrast=colors or patterns are very different from one another (ex: multi-color
color scheme, bright vs dull hues of colors, stark contrasts such as black and white)
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C2. Fabric Characteristics Identification: Textile Attributes
[determined while dress is off dress form and possibly inside out]
Commodity Bag Characteristics:
-Commodity bag characteristics are identified as the location(s) on the garment where
commodity bag stitch holes are present and the number of commodity bag stitch holes per
inch for each location.
72. Locations where holes from removal of commodity bag thread is present and number of
holes per inch at each location: (list all)
-Each location where stitch holes can be visually identified will be listed, in addition to
the number of stitch holes per inch (hpi), if possible.
-look for a line of holes, usually near selvages (sometimes they are easier to see on back
side)
73. Number of holes per inch (range)
-The overall range from fewest to most number of stitch holes per inch (hpi) present on
garment
-measured with a ruler—align ruler so that you can clearly see a line of stitch holes;
count how many holes are seen in one inch
Technical Characteristics:
74. Fabric structure
-Fabric structure is determined by visually identifying whether the fabric weave is plain, twill,
satin, or another weave.
1. plain weave
2. twill weave
3. other
75. Thread count (in “TPI”-threads per inch)

A/Warp: ______ TPI
B/Weft: ______ TPI

-Thread count is measured using a linen counter to count the number of yarns per inch in
both the warp and weft directions of the fabric. The warp yarns in the fabric run parallel
to the fabric selvages or finished edge of the fabric, while the weft yarns run
perpendicular to the fabric selvages or finished edge of the fabric. When selvages are
observable in a garment, warp and weft thread counts will be determined. Where
selvages are not observable and therefore no knowledge of where the warp yarns lie,
thread counts will be calculated in the “A” and “B” directions.
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Yarn Characteristics:
76. Number of yarn components

A/Warp _______
B/Weft _______

-Yarn components and final direction of twist are identified visually.
77. Final direction of twist

A/Warp _______
B/Weft _______

-the final direction of twist for each yarn (either “S” or “Z”)

Sewing Thread Characteristics:
-help to determine quality of materials used in constructing the garments
- identified for each example of sewing thread present in each garment.
78. Number of different threads used in construction of garment
79, 80, 81, 82, 83. Thread # ______
A. Location:
B. Color:
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Part II. Summarize the overall data according to the following measures:
-summarizes the data collected in Part One by using the operations “Evaluation,” “Cultural
Analysis,” and “Interpretation.” Each of the three properties identified, fabric characteristics,
design characteristics, and construction characteristics, will be summarized with each
operation. The results of this final analysis will be used to answer the research questions posed
through Study One.
1. Evaluation (Judgments)
A) Design Characteristics:
B) Construction Characteristics:
C) Fabric Characteristics:
2. Cultural analysis (relationship of artifact to culture)
A) Design Characteristics:
B) Construction Characteristics:
C) Fabric Characteristics
3. Interpretation (significance)
A) Design Characteristics:
B) Construction Characteristics:
C) Fabric Characteristics
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APPENDIX D
COMMODITY BAG GARMENT ANALYSIS DATA
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
Q1
Q2 Q3
shirtwaist dr
1
8
1
shirtwaist dr
1
8
2
shirtwaist dr
1
8
3
shirtwaist dr
1
8
4
shirtwaist dr
1
8
5
shirtwaist dr
1
8
6
mod shirtw.d
1
8
7
mod shirtw.d
1
8
8
mod shirtw.d
1
8
9
shirtwaist dr
1
8
10
shirtwaist dr
1
8
11
shirtwaist dr
1
8
12
shirtwaist dr
1
8
13
shift dr
1
7
14
shirtwaist dr
1
8
15
princess dr
1
7
16
shirtwaist dr
1
2
17
shirtwaist dr
1
8
18
shift dr
1
2
19
shirtwaist dr
1
8
20
dress
1
3
21
shirtwaist dr
1
8
22
shirtwaist dr
1
2
23
unfitted bl
2
2
24
semifitted bl
2
2
25
vy unfit jack
3
4
26
smft bl/jack? 2 or 3 2
27
unfitted bl
2
2
28
unfitted bl
2
2
29
smft bl/jack? 2 or 3 2
30
semifitted bl
2
2
31
2
2
32 semifitted bod
flared skirt
33
flared skirt
34
35 semifitted shorts
fitted bodice
2
4
36
shirtwaist dr
1
8
37

Q4
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
9
12
12
7
7
3
11
3
2
7
3
7
3
10
2
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
11

Q5
15
15
15
12
15
12
12
15
12
15
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
12
14
13
15
16
12
13
12
12
17
2
12
12
12
12
15

Q6
11
11
11
11
11
11
13
13
13
11
11
12
11
2
11
2
11
11
2
11
2
14
11
2
15
15
11
11
15
15
15
17
16
12
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Q7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14
1 4 5 2 3 1
1 5 5 2 1 1
1 5 5 2 1 1
1 5 5 3 2 1
1 5 5 3 1 1
1 5 5 2 - 12 1
6 6 1 1 1
6 6 1 1 1
6 6 1 1 1
6 5 2 2 1 1
6 5 2 2 1 1
3 5 1 - 12 1
3 5 6 2 3 1
1 5 1 1 2
3 6 7 2 1 1
1 5 1 - 12 1
3 6 4 3 1 12 1
3 5 4 3 1 12 1
1 5 5 2 - 10 1
3 5 4 2 1 1 1
3 6 1 6 6
7 5 1 1 1
3 5 4 2 1 11 1
6 6 2 2 1 1
1 4 5 2 2 1
3 6 1 2 2 1
3 6 1 2 1 1
1 4 2 1 1 1
3 5 4 3 1 2 1
3 6 1 1 2 1
3 6 1 2 1 1
3 6 4 3 2 13 1
- - - - - - 4 6 1 3 1
3 5 4 2 1 12 1

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar# Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 Q30
1 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 12 3 3
1
1 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 1 3 3
2
1 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 1 3 3
3
1 1 1 4 1 2 9 1 1 1 3 3
4
1 1 1 4 1 2 9 1 1 1 3 3
5
1 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 12 3 3
6
1 1 4 1 2 9 1 6 11 3 3
7
1 1 4 1 2 9 1 1 12 3 3
8
1 1 4 1 2 9 1 6 11 3 3
9
1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 1 3 3
10 1 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 6 1 3 3
11 1 1 1 4 1 2 9 1 1 12 3 3
12 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 6 11 3 3
13 2 3 1 5 1 2 5 1 1 1
14 2 5 3 2 5 1 6 1 3 3
15 1 1 1 4 1 2 9 1 6 10 16 5 1 6 11 3 3
17 1 1 2 1 4 1 2 9 1 6 11 3 3
18 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 6 10 19 1 9 1 1 2 3 3
20 1 1 1 6 3 2 2 7 4 1 1 - 10 1 7 1 3 3
21 2 5 3 2 - 10 1 6 12 3 3
22 9 1 6 10 3 3
23 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 6 10 24 1 1 1 4 1 2 9 1 1 2
25 1 2 2 1 7 2 2 3 3 9 2 1 1
26 1 1 1 8 1 2 2 2 2 11 1 6 2
27 1 1 5 1 2 9 1 1 2
28 1 9 1 1 2
29 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 1 8 1 2 2 2 2 11 1 1 1
30 1 1 1 8 1 2 2 2 2 9 1 1 2
31 9 1 6 10 3 3
32 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 33 34 35 1 1 5 1 1 - 12 1 1 2 3 3
36 5 1 1 12 3 3
37 1 1 2 5 3 2 -
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar# Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38 Q39 Q40 Q41 Q42
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
1
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
2
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
3
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
4
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
5
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
6
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
7
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
8
3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
9
1 4 2 4 1 1
10 3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
11 3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
12 3 3 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
13 3 3 2 1 6 1 6 2 3 1 1
14 1 4 3 4 1 1
15 3 3 2 2 6 1 6 2 3 1 1
16 1 2 7 4 1 1
17 3 3 2 2 1 4 2 4 1 1
18 3 3 2 1 6 1 2 2 3 1 1
19 1 4 2 3 1 1
20 3 3 2 2 1 4 2 4 1 2
21 3 3 2 2 1 4 2 4 1 1
22 3 3 2 1 1 2 7 3 1 1
23 3 3 2 2 4 - 10 10 24 4 2 2 25 5 2 2 26 4 - 11 2 27 4 2 2 28 4 - 12 2 29 4 2 2 30 4 2 2 31 32 3 3 4 1 11 1 2 6 8 5 1 2
33 2 4 3 4 1 1
34 3 4 8 3? 1? 1?
35 36 3 3 4 1 2 2 1 4 3 4 1 1
37 3 3 2 1 -
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar# Q43 Q44 Q45 Q46 Q47 Q48 Q49 Q50 Q51 Q52 Q53 Q54 Q55
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
12
11
10
1
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
12
11
2
2
2
3
4
4
13
2
1
1
1
12
11
2
3
2
2
2
2
11
2
1
1
1
18
7
2
4
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
12
11
2
5
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
13
11
10
6
2
2
2
2
11
2
1
1
1
12
8
6
7
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
2
1
12
11
10
8
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
11
11
6
9
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
14
11
2
10
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
13
11
6
11
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
17
9
10
12
2
2
3
3
11
2
1
1
1
12
8
6
13
2
3
3
11
2
1
1
1
10
7
2
14
2
3
4
4
3
13
2
1
1
15
7
6
15
2
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
10
8
6
16
2
2
2
2
11
11
1
1
1
14
7
6
17
2
2
2
2
13
2
1
1
1
12
12
6
18
2
2
3
11
2
1
1
1
14
8
5
19
2
2
2
11
2
1
1
1
13
11
8
20
2
3
4
4
3
13
2
2
1
10
10
7
21
2
2
2
2
11
2
1
1
1
11
9
6
22
2
3
3
11
12
1
2
1
14
12
9
23
10
8
7
24
19
13
4
25
20
7
10
26
16
8
7
27
14
15
4
28
21
14
4
29
15
8
10
30
20
8
4
31
22
8
5
32
2
3
4
5
3
12
2
1
1
17
4
2
33
2
3
4
4
11
1
1
1
1
11
7
2
34
2?
2?
2?
11
12
1
2
1
11
7
4
35
12
9
4
36
2
3
4
4
3
1
2
1
1
15
9
2
37
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q56a
2 1/2 - 2 7/8
2 5/8 - 3
n/a
2 1/4 - 2 7/8
2 5/16 - 2 3/8
7/8"
2 3/8 - 2 3/4
3 - 3 1/8
2 3/4 - 3 1/4
2 1/2 - 3 3/4
2 1/4 - 2 1/2
2 5/8 - 3 1/8
2 1/4 - 2 3/4
1/2 - 3/8
n/a
5/8"
3"
2 3/8 - 3
n/a
1 3/4 - 2 1/4
1/2 - 5/8
1 1/2 - 2 3/8
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
3/8 - 1/2
n/a
3/4 - 5/8
n/a
1/2 - 3/8

Q56b
3/8 - 5/8
5/8 - 1/2
n/a
1/4"
9/16 - 3/8
5/8"
1/2 - 3/8
5/16"
1/4 - 3/8
1/4 - 3/8
1/4"
3/8"
1/4"
5/8"
n/a
n/a
n/a
3/8 - 1/2
1/4"
n/a
1/2"
1/4 - 3/8
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5/8 - 1/2
n/a
3/4 - 5/8
n/a
1/2"

Q56c
5/8 - 11/16
9/16 - 5/8
5/8"
3/8 - 5/8
1/2 - 3/8
1/2"
5/8"
5/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 5/8
5/8 - 1/2
1/2"
5/8 - 3/8
1/2"
5/8 - 1/2
5/8"
5/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 1/4
5/8 - 1/2
1 - 5/8"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8 - 1/2
3/8 - 5/8
7/16 - 1/2
can't tell
can't tell
can't tell
1/2 - 3/8
1/4 - 5/16
3/8"
can't tell
1/2 - 5/8
3/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 3/8
5/8 - 3/4
1/2" ?
1/2"

Q56d
5/8 - 3/4
5/8 - 1/2
5/8 - 6/8
3/8-5/8
5/8 - 1/2
1/4"
5/8 - 3/8
2/3 - 3/8
3/8 - 1/2
5/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 5/8
5/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 5/8
1/2 - 5/8
1/2 - 5/8
5/8 - 1/2
1/2 - 1/4
5/8 - 3/8
1 - 3/4"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8 - 3/8
3/8 - 5/8
3/8 - 1/2
can't tell
can't tell
can't tell
1/2 - 3/8
1/4 - 5/16
1/2 - 3/8
can't tell
1/2 - 3/4
1/2 - 3/8
3/8 - 1/2
5/8"
1/2" ?
1/2"
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Q56e
1/4 - 3/8
5/16 - 7/16
n/a
1/4 - 3/8
3/8"
2 1/2
1/2 - 3/8
1/4 - 5/16
1/4"
3/8 - 1/2
3/8"
1/2 - 5/8
5/8 - 1/4
n/a
n/a
n/a
1/2"
5/16 - 7/16
n/a
1/4 - 3/8
n/a
3/8 - 7/16
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1/4"
3/16 - 1/4
n/a
3/16"
1/4 - 5/16
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Q57
25 7/8
25 3/4
24
25 1/2
25 3/4
25 1/4
25 1/2
25 1/4
25"
25 1/4
25 3/4
26"
24 1/2
(36 1/2 bnth)
26 7/8
(37 bnth)
25 3/4
25"
(38 bnth)
24 1/4
24"
27 1/4
24 3/4
n/a
(21 1/2 bnth)
(22 1/2 bnth)
n/a
(16 5/8 bnth)
(20 1/2 bnth)
(20 bnth)
(19 3/4 bnth)
(22 bnth)
28 3/4
27 1/2
24 1/2
18 1/2 (bnth)
26 1/2

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q62
white, black, lime green, yellow-orange
lt pink, dk pink, lime green, white
white, black, blue, aqua
white, bright yellow-orange, red-orange, kelly green
red, black, white
kelly green and white
bright green, white, black
brown, white, yellow, green, orange
red, white
blue-green, white, yellow-green, red
white, blue, lime green, black
white, red, hot pink, black
dark olive, light olive, red-orange, cream
kelly green, olive green, dk khaki, white, black
dark green, lime green, white
red, white, pink, black
medium blue, light blue, white, pink
white, green, red-orange
light blue with white
white, deep blue, medium blue, lime green
light violet-red, white, dark red-violet
white, red, yellow, blue, black
green, yellow, organe, brown, white
white, red, blue
lt kelly green, white, brown
white, forest green, lime green, tangerine, black
green, yellow, orange, brown, white
blue, grey, green, yellow, violet, white
white, blue-green, orange-yellow, green
dark blue, light blue, white
white, aqua, gold, brown, lt olive green, black
white, blue-violet, mint green, pink, beige; also navy
white, blue-violet, mint green, pink, beige
pink, white, blue, red, yellow
white, red-orange, yellow-orange, grey, lime green
off-white
off-white
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q63
shoemaker, high heel shoes, high leg boots
round flowers with leaves inside boxes
they're just sort of splotches
clusters of flowers, scattered flowers
diamonds with Celtic-looking circular motif inside
houndstooth check print; 2 variations alternate
ogive design; floral designs inside ogives and around
flowers and leaves
sort of an "S" design that looks like a diamond
jesters and flowers
right side up and inverted triangles and Vs
circles with daisies in center;scattered daisies, *'s
long hexagons, diamond patterns inside hexagons
pop-art flowers, paislies, boxes with leaf designs
plaid print (not woven)
airplane propellers, boxes with points on all sides
lillies on a lattice background
squares with paisley design
big paislies with smaller paislies
big roses with leaves and stems
stylized flowers--look like paislies from distance
3 girls dancing in ring, scattered flowers, hearts, Xs
sunflowers, flower petals, lattice background
thin colored stripes on white background
lattice background, silhouettes of children
wide variety of kitchen utensils on stripes
big sunflowers and flower petals on lattice background
alternating square sections of squiggle lines; boxes on top
flowers with leaves, stems, and some vines
"patchwork" sort of pattern of multi-patterned squares
2 sizes of roses and rosebuds; leaves with all of them
solid circles, outlined empty circles, circles w/ spirals inside
solid circles, outlined empty circles, circles w/ spirals inside
daisies with diff colored centers
paislies, assorted flowers, leaves, and stems
n/a
n/a
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Q64
small
medium
medium
medium
med-lg
small
medium
small
very small
small
small
small-med
small
med-lg
small - med
small
med & sm
medium
med & sm
large
med & sm
med & sm

Q65
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte

Q66
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat

Q67
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between

Q68
in-between
in-between
more opaque
in-between
more opaque
in-between
in-between
more opaque
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
more opaque
in-between
in-between
in-between

Q69
more organic
both
more geometric
organic
more geometric
geometric
both
organic
more geometric
organic
geometric
both
geometric
more organic
geometric
geometric
both
both
more geometric
organic
more organic
organic

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

lg & sm-med
small
vy sm, large
large!
lg, sm-med
med
small
med-lg
med-lg, med-sm
medium
medium
medium
med & sm
n/a
n/a

matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte
matte

flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
flat

more flowing
in-between
in-between
in-between
more flowing
in-between
in-between
more flowing
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
more flowing
more flowing
more flowing

in-between
more transp.
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
in-between
more transp.
more transp.

organic
geometric
both
organic
organic
geometric
organic
geometric
organic
geometric
geometric
organic
organic
n/a
n/a
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q70
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular?
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
regular
n/a
n/a

Q71
more high contrast
in-between
more high contrast
in-between
more high contrast
more high contrast
more low contrast
more high contrast
in between
more high contrast
more high contrast
more high contrast
more high contrast
high contrast
in-between
more high contrast
more low contrast
more high contrast
in-between
more high contrast
in-between
more high contrast
high contrast
more high contrast
more high contrast
high contrast
high contrast
high contrast
in-between
high contrast
more high contrast
high-contrast
high-contrast
more high-contast
more high-contrast
n/a
n/a

Q72a
cf skirt left
front undercollar right
cf right bodice placket
skirt right cf
cf bodice right
cf skirt right
cf skirt seam left
cf bodice right
cf skirt near seam
cf skirt right
cf skirt right
ck skirt right
cf skirt seam right
dress front right
skirt front right
dress back right
cf skirt right
bodice back facing right & left
right sleeve back
cb bodice right & left
cf skirt right
cf skirt right
cf skirt right
cf bodice border hem
cf bodice right near placket
right sleeve front below seam
cf bodice left side
cb bodice right
right sleeve at hem
bodice back right
bodice back right
bodice front left
cf skirt left panel
cb skirt right panel
waistband front
-
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Q72b
cf skirt right
front undercollar left
cf left bodice placket
skirt left cf
cf bodice placket left
cf skirt left
cf skirt seam right
cf bodice left
cb bodice near seam
cf skirt left
cf skirt left
cf skirt left
cf skirt seam left
dress front left
skirt back right
dress back left
cf skirt left
sleeve seams right & left
left sleeve back
cf bodice right & left
cf skirt left
cf skirt left
cf skirt left
right sleeve hem (inside)
cf bodice left placket
right sleeve front above seam
cb bodice right side
cb bodice left
left sleeve at hem
bodice back left
bodice back left
bodice front facing right
cf skirt right gore
waistband back
-

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q72c
bodice back right
cb skirt seam right
right sleeve hem
skirt right cb
cb bodice left
left sleeve
cb skirt seam
cb bodice right
cf neckline
cb skirt right
cf bodice facing right
cb neck facing
cb skirt seam right
dress back right
cf bodice left
right sleeve front
bodice facing left
right sleeve cuff facing
right uppercollar
bodice facing right & left
belt
cb skirt right
belt
bodice back at hem
right sleeve back above seam
cb bodice left side
*right facing--plain feedsack!
bodice placket facing left
cf bodice facing left
front bodice right
bodice front hem facing left
cf skirt left gore
left leg back
-

Q72d
bodice back left
cb skirt seam left
skirt left cb
uppercollar left
bodice placket left
left cuff facing?
cb bodice left
cb skirt left
cf bodice facing left
cb skirt seam left
dress back left
right cf bodice facing
right sleeve back
left cuff facing front
left sleeve cuff facing
upper collar
cb skirt left
left sleeve cap
left sleeve front above seam
cf bodice right
front bodice left
undercollar left
cb skirt right panel
zipper tape (shorts back side)
-
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Q72e
bodice right front
cf skirt seam left
neckline facing?
undercollar right
undercollar right
cf skirt right
uppercollar left
cb skirt seam allow right
cf bodice facing right
right sleeve cuff front
right sleeve cuff facing front
right skirt patch pocket
cf bodice facing right
undercollar
left sleeve front below seam
cb skirt left panel
-

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q72f
bodice left front
cf skirt seam right
cf skirt right
cb skirt right
cf skirt left
uppercollar right
cb skirt seam allow left
cf bodice facing left
right sleeve cuff back
left sleeve cuff facing front
cf bodice facing left
belt (both sides)
left sleeve back above seam
cb skirt right gore
-

Q72g
left sleeve
left sleeve
cf skirt left
cb skirt left
right sleeve
undercollar right
right sleeve facing
left sleeve
right patch pocket flap
left sleeve cuff facing back
cf skirt right & left
left sleeve cap
left sleeve back below seam
-
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Q72h
right sleeve
right & left sleeves
undercollar
cb skirt right
right sleeve cap
-

Q73
5 to 6
4 to 6
4 to 6
5 to 6
too faint
4 to 6
5 to 6
4 to 5
4 to 5?? (faint)
5 to 6
5
4
5 to 6
4 to 6
5
4 to 6
5
4 to 6
5
4 to 7
too faint
5
too faint
too faint
too faint
5?
too faint
too faint
5 to 6
4
4 to 5?
too faint
too faint
too faint
too faint
(none)
(none)

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q74
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain

Q75a
62
62
53
51
51
65
54
62
53
60
61
60
52
62
53
60
51
58
63
60
52
52
54
54
55
54
53
51
64
47
53
53
55
53 (a)
54
38
33

Q75b
58
59
45
44
45
59
45
58
40
59
59
59
43
56
46
61
46
55
57
57
47
46
46
46
46
42
45
46
58
42
47
45
46
47 (b)
45
32
33

Q76a
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q76b
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q77a
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
?
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

222

Q77b
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Q78
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
2
6
4
1
2
3
3
3
1
4
2
4
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
4
2
1
2
2
3

Q79a
most construction
all construction
most construction
all construction
most construction
all construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction
most construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction, seam overcasting
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction
all construction
all construction
all construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
all construction
most construction
most construction
most construction

Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q79b
white
white
white
white
black
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white "z"
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white "z"
white
white
white
white "z"
white "z"
white
white "z"
white
white

Q80a
rick rack topstitch

Q80b
black

some construction

black

basting
sewing buttons

white
white (thicker)

hem topstitching
basting in seams
hand-sewn buttonholes

brown
white
light blue

topstitch rick rack, sew on buttons
basting in cf placket right
neck darts, cf neckline (all hand)
pieced seam on belt

black
red-orange
black
brown

buttons, topstitching bias tape
basting at left cuff
sewing on ties at neckline

pink
white
white

hand stitch in left shoulder seam
topstitch rick rack; buttonholes
repair on dress skirt front

black
red
brown

basting, hand-overcast seams
1 strand under top button
handstitch facing down, pieced sections

white "s"
blue
lt blue

topstitch collar & cuffs
overcasting seams

blue
white "s"

sewing on button
topstitching on rick rack
topstitching on rick rack

white "s"
red
brown
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Commodity Bag Garment Analysis Data
Gar#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Q81a
hand-stitched sleeve hems
1st hand-sewn hem
hand-sewn hems, overcast
sewing top button
1 stitch cf neckline
right shoulder repair/alteration
end of one buttonhole
right cf zipper tacked down
cf placket top stitched tog
some stitching on 2nd button
bobbin thread collar & cuffs
overcasting waist seam

Q81b
grey
lt burnt red
grey
light blue
brown
white "s"
light blue
peach
black
green
black
white
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Q82a
2nd hand-sewn hem
basting thread
overcast seam back bodice
left cf zipper tacked down
sewing buttons, some hand stitches
-

Q82b
dk burnt red
white
white
aqua
white "s"
-

APPENDIX E
HISTORIC ANALYSIS OF GOOD HOUSEKEEPING MAGAZINE
CODE SHEET
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Good Housekeeping Historical Analysis Code Sheet
Issue date:
“Fashion” section topic & page #:
Garments shown:
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS- (list)
Neckline shape(s):
Collar style(s):
Sleeve length(s):
Waistline length(s):
Skirt length(s):
Skirt width(s):
CONSTRUCTION CHARACTERISTICS- (list characteristics such as topstitching, etc)

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS- (list)
Color(s):
Print/pattern(s):
Fiber(s):
Fabric(s):

OTHER- (detail)
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APPENDIX F
“COVERTING COMMODITY BAGS: RECYCLING CIRCA 1940”
MUSEUM EXHIBITION BROCHURE
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228

229

230

231
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